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Chapter 1 Introduction

Abstract

Source terms models for superheated releases of hazardous liquefied chemicals such as LPG 

have been developed, governing both upstream and downstream conditions. Water was 

utilised as the model fluid, not least for reasons of safety, but also for its ability to be stored at 

conditions that ensure it is superheated on release to atmosphere.

Several studies have found that at low superheat jet break-up is analogous to mechanical 

break-up under sub-cooled conditions. Hence, a non-dimensionalised SMD correlation for 

sub-cooled liquid jets in the atomisation regime has been developed, based on data measured 

using a Phase Doppler Anemometry (PDA) system, for a broad range o f initial conditions. 

Droplet SMD has been found to correlate with the nozzle aspect ratio and two non- 

dimensionalised groups i.e. the liquid Reynolds number and Weber number. An adaptation of 

the Rossin-Rammler distribution has been proposed for jets undergoing mechanical break-up.

Through a high-speed photographic study (lOOOfps), three distinctive break-up regimes of 

superheated jets have been identified. Mechanical break-up has been confirmed to dominate 

jet disintegration at low superheat. Criteria for transition between regimes have been 

established based on the liquid Jakob number and Weber number.

Using a PDA system, droplet SMD data has been produced for fully flashing jets at two sets 

of initial conditions and three axial downstream locations, with radial measurements 

performed at each position. Droplet SMD has been found to increase with nozzle diameter. 

An adaptation o f the Rossin-Rammler distribution has been proposed for fully flashing jets.

The proposed correlation for sub-cooled break-up, the PDA data for superheated releases and 

the established transition criteria have been compiled to produce a complete SMD model 

governing transition from mechanical break-up to full flashing. The model has been validated 

against three previous studies of flashing jets.

An additional high speed photographic study (up to 50,000fps) o f the upstream flow structure 

of superheated jets has been performed using Perspex nozzles. The downstream break-up 

regime has been found to depend on both the upstream bubble growth rate and concentration.
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Nomenclature

Symbol Description Units

b constant
Jkg'K-1Cpi specific heat

dio number averaged mean droplet diameter m
do nozzle diameter m
dp droplet diameter m
h Planck’s constant 6.626x1 O'34 Js
H Enthalpy J k g 1
Hlg latent heat o f vaporisation J k g 1
k Boltzman’s constant 1.38x1 O'23 J K'1
k thermal conductivity W m^K'1
J nucleation rate s'1
Ja Jakob number = (p/ Cpi A TSh) /  (Pv Hig) -

L nozzle length m
m mass flow-rate k gs'1
M molecular mass kg
N bubble number density m'3
N0 liquid molecular density m'3
P pressure Nm'2
P(v) saturated vapour pressure Nm'2

APb pressure difference between interior and 
bubble nucleus

exterior o f XT .2  Nm

R bubble radius m
Re Reynolds number = (p/ Uj do) / p -

s solid substrate -

S Supersaturation -

SMD Sauter Mean Diameter m
t time s
td delay time s
U average delay time s
T Temperature K
ATsh Superheat K
u velocity ms'1
v(D) volume undersize function -

We Weber number (p /« / do) / o -

Greek letters

Symbol Description_______________________________________________ Units

a thermal diffusivity
P stable phase
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A difference -

e void fraction -

<P metastable phase -

V mass fraction -

Vn efficiency of injector -

1 R rainout fraction -

e angle o

p dynamic viscosity N sm ' 
2 -1 m sV kinematic viscosity

* correction factor -

p density kgm'3
a surface tension Nm'2
T line tension of the three phase contact line N
V specific volume m3 kg'1
AQ free energy o f formation J

Subscripts

Symbol Description

0 initial conditions prior to atmospheric expansion
a atmospheric
amb ambient
as adiabatic saturation
b bubble
c critical
coex liquid/vapour coexistence
crit critical
g gas
inj injection
I liquid
P droplet
sat at saturated conditions
sh superheated
St stagnation
V vapour

Superscripts

Symbol Description

non-dimensionalised
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Today it is common practice to store and process various chemicals that exist as vapours at 

ambient temperature and pressure, as compressed liquids. For example, flammable gases are 

widely used in many industrial processes, due to both their good combustion properties 

(when mixed in adequate proportions with air) and by their ability to be easily transported 

and stored as liquid under pressure1.

Figure 1.1 Escaping LPG ignites at Feyzin, France 1966.

Over the last 40 years more than 20 large scale incidents involving the sudden loss of 

containment of liquefied gases have been reported, including the failure of storage tanks, 

failure during the uploading and downloading of transportation lorries, traffic accidents 

during the transportation of liquid load or a combination of these scenarios. On 19 November 

1984 a major fire and a series of catastrophic explosions occurred at the government owned 

and operated PEMEX LPG Terminal at San Juan Ixhuatepec, Mexico City. On that day, the 

plant was being filled from a refinery 400 km away when an 8-inch pipe between a sphere 

(LPG vessel) and a series of cylinders ruptured, causing a flashing release of LPG, which 

continued for about 5-10 minutes before the gas cloud, estimated at 200 m x  1 5 0 m x 2 m  

high, drifted to a flare stack and ignited. About fifteen minutes after the initial release the first 

BLEVE (boiling liquid expanding vapour explosion) occurred. For the next hour and a half 

there followed a series of BLEVEs as the LPG vessels violently exploded. As a consequence 

of these events some 500 individuals were killed and the terminal destroyed.2 A similar event

2
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took place at a refinery in Feyzin, France in 1966, which resulted in 18 fatalities and many 

more casualties. Figure 1.1 presents an image o f the refinery fire at Feyzin, taken before the 

sphere eventually exploded, killing the men nearby.

As production from its North Sea gas field declines, the UK’s dependence on gas imports is 

forecast to approach 46% by 20103. Construction of the UK’s largest LNG import terminal is 

currently underway at Milford Haven in South Wales. Due for completion next year, the site 

is expected to be importing up to 20% of the UK’s natural gas in the form of LNG from Qatar 

by the end o f 20074. Plans are also under way to triple the capacity of the country’s existing 

LNG terminal on the Isle o f Grain in Kent, England. This terminal is expected to commence 

operations in late 2008, when it will account for 12% o f the UK’s annual gas demand5. These 

developments have refocused attention on the hazards associated with liquefied material.

When a liquid stored above the ambient saturation conditions is released to the atmosphere 

the liquid is described as ‘superheated’. Rapid boiling o f the resultant liquid jet occurs, 

producing two-phase flow. Under suitable conditions, dynamic expansion of vapour bubbles 

shatters the liquid stream to produce a finely atomised spray. This phenomenon, known as 

‘flashing’, gives rise to potentially explosive and certainly hazardous heterogeneous two- 

phase clouds. In the example o f LPG, the hazard is present in the potential for the cloud to 

ignite and explode; for other chemicals, it may be the toxicity o f the cloud that defines the 

resultant hazard. Hence, it is necessary to understand the physical processes involved in large 

scale liquid releases at source, in order to quantify and ultimately mitigate the hazards 

associated with the loss o f containment o f liquefied chemicals of this kind.

When a liquid is released to the atmosphere below the ambient saturation conditions the 

liquid is described as ‘sub-cooled’. There is a considerable body of evidence to show that at 

low superheat there is little qualitative difference between jet break-up under these conditions 

and sub-cooled releases. Break-up o f the resultant jet is dominated by aerodynamic and 

surface tension forces at the liquid/air interface. This phenomenon, known as ‘mechanical 

break-up’, occurs when any random protrusion on the surface of a jet is subjected to a lower 

gas pressure over its crest than at its base.6 The faster the jet relative to the surrounding 

atmosphere the more pronounced the effect. Eventually this protrusion may detach from the 

jet to form a droplet.

3
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Whether a release occurs under sub-cooled or superheated conditions, rainout of larger 

droplets creates a spreading vaporising pool in the vicinity of the release orifice and 

determines the amount o f material that remains airborne as the cloud disperses. A certain 

percentage o f rained-out material will evaporate from the spreading pool and reattach itself to 

the dispersing cloud, potentially more dangerously as vapour. The liquid that remains on the 

ground presents its own hazard, as for example it can ignite to create a pool fire. For the 

purposes o f accurate hazard quantification it is therefore necessary to be able to predict the 

behaviour o f droplets in accidental releases of these kinds.

At Cardiff superheated jets are being investigated for a range of applications, including 

superheating for fuel injection, accidental release of superheated toxic chemicals and 

superheated water releases for explosion mitigation by fine water mists. Under suitable 

release conditions, superheat can induce very dynamic atomisation through bubble nucleation 

either within the jet upon release or upstream of the release orifice. However, conditions 

governing the mode - and hence the quality -  o f atomisation are currently ill-defined.

1.2 Physical Phenomenology

1.2.1 Thermodynamic Boundary Conditions

The scenario under consideration compromises a pressurised containment of a liquefied 

substance o f any thermodynamic state. Figure 1.2 presents the two variations on this scenario 

that are considered within the remit o f this thesis. Firstly the flashing liquid release and 

secondly the sub-cooled liquid release. In each case saturated conditions are represented by 

the blue curve such that crossing this boundary results in a change o f phase. Point 1 

represents the storage conditions of the substance, and point 2 the thermodynamic state o f the 

substance upon release to atmosphere. In each scenario idealised isothermal conditions are 

envisaged so that only a sudden depressurisation is represented by the transition from point 1 

to point 2. In a practical release scenario there may of course be some minor heat transfer, 

although generally speaking it should not be o f sufficient significance to influence the nature 

of the resultant jet break-up process.
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Figure 1,2 Thermodynamic conditions in relation to saturated conditions

The degree of superheat, ATSh, o f the contained liquid is given by Equation ( 1.1 ), where Tst 

is the stagnation temperature o f the contained liquid (given by the temperature at point 1) and 

Tsat(Pa) is the saturation temperature of the liquid at atmospheric pressure. If the saturation 

temperature at atmospheric conditions is less than the initial stagnation temperature o f the 

liquid, then the release is defined as superheated. If the liquid is released into standard 

atmospheric conditions then this simply represents the degree by which the stagnation 

temperature exceeds its normal boiling point. At suitably high superheat one would expect to 

witness two-phase flashing atomisation of the resultant jet.

A (1.1)

Where the degree o f superheat is found to be negative, the liquid is said to be sub-cooled, and 

atomises as a single-phase homogenous jet which disintegrates through aerodynamic 

interaction and wave instabilities at the liquid surface7. The various mechanisms associated 

with jet break-up under these conditions are collectively termed ‘mechanical’ break-up. This 

type of jet break-up has received considerable attention in the literature, mainly at conditions 

of high pressure and small orifice sizes relevant to the automotive industry for direct injection
8,9,10engmes ’ ’ .

Despite the fact that the behaviour o f a liquid after a release depends heavily on the liquid 

itself, this study utilises water as the model fluid, not least for reasons of safety. This may 

initially seem unjustified but through reference to Figure 1.2, it is possible to highlight
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important similarities between releases of superheated water and liquefied vapours. Both may 

be stored at elevated pressures under conditions that ensure their respective initial states are 

above the liquid/vapour transition curve. Essentially, as the initial upstream pressure is 

increased, then it may be observed that temperatures may be chosen for either fluid that will 

ensure that flashing conditions are encountered upon release to atmosphere i.e. such that the 

degree o f superheat is positive.

1.2.2 Analogies with Other Two-Phase Industrial Processes

Effervescent atomisation utilises two-phase bubbly flow analogous to flashing jet releases, 

with the gaseous phase introduced mechanically under isothermal conditions. Upstream and 

downstream flow characteristics display similar properties and it seems plausible therefore 

that once two-phase flow has been established in superheated jets atomisation is controlled by 

physical processes such as the expansion and shattering o f bubbles rather than any subsidiary 

thermodynamic influence.

Heat transfer processes in two-phase flows have a significant influence on the performance of 

heat exchangers. A study by Hewitt11 provided a detailed characterisation of the various 

upstream flow structures as they change with increasing superheat. These changing flow  

regimes are consistent with those reported for effervescent atomisation, which reinforces the 

hypothesis that downstream atomisation processes are almost exclusively the result o f bubble 

growth rates in the upstream flow. They also indirectly highlight the anticipated influence of 

geometric orifice characteristics on jet break-up as any bubble nucleation at the liquid/solid 

surface interface upstream o f the exit orifice will be subject to the area available for this 

process to occur.

1.3 Overview of Current Understanding

There are various empirical correlations for mechanical break-up proposed in the literature, 

though most consider conditions outside the domain of interest for hazard analysis. Most 

atmospheric dispersion models currently utilise some form of the ‘critical Weber number’ 

criterion to estimate the maximum size o f stable droplets from mechanical break-up and
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flashing atomisation. However, there is little experimental verification that single droplet 

break-up criteria can be extrapolated for multi-droplet applications.

Flashing appears to be controlled by a transition superheat limit, allowing mechanical break

up mechanisms to dominate into the superheated region. However, studies of the criteria 

governing transition from mechanical break-up to flashing are limited. In order to develop 

towards a quantitative methodology, valid criteria governing transition between mechanical 

and flashing break-up need to be established.

Muralidhar et aln  proposed a simple model that describes a transition point between 

mechanical break-up and flashing atomisation based on a critical superheat above which the 

rate o f change o f rainout falls sharply in accordance with a rapidly decreasing droplet size in 

the spray. However, beyond the initial transition superheat several further stages o f transition 

are likely to exist until a final stage of atomisation is reached. For example, Park and Lee13 

identified three intermediary junctures of flashing. What is unclear is how rapid the evolution 

from the initial transition stage to the final transition stage occurs. It is necessary, therefore, 

to formulate a model governing jet break-up across the full spectrum o f upstream conditions, 

including the establishment o f valid criteria governing the various stages of transition from 

mechanical break-up to flashing atomisation.

While the long term aim must be to investigate jet break-up using flammable gases such as 

butane and propane directly, the immediate concern is to acquire a better understanding o f the 

processes involved in atomisation without focusing on the physical properties o f the fluid 

involved. Hence, at this stage predictions for other liquids will rely on the established non- 

dimensional variables adopted within the model, namely the Jakob and Weber numbers 

whilst it is understood that further work on other fluids will be required to validate this 

assumption.

1.4 Thesis Aim and Objectives

The aim of this thesis is to improve modelling approaches for superheated releases of 

hazardous material and add to existing understanding concerning the various 

phenomenologies involved. The objectives required to achieve this aim are outlined here.
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• Perform a thorough review o f the relevant literature concerning sub-cooled and 

superheated sprays and all other related subject areas to establish the cutting edge of 

current understanding (Chapter 2).

•  Characterise rainout from flashing jet releases, highlighting potential empirical trends 

(Chapter 4).

•  Develop an improved atomisation model for water jets undergoing mechanical break

up, which should be derived from empirical data acquired using the latest diagnostic 

techniques available in this field. Validation of the model should be performed 

through the comparison o f the model predictions with available empirical datasets in 

the literature and models which are currently utilised or have been proposed 

previously (Chapter 5).

•  Establish preliminary criteria governing the various stages of transition from 

mechanical break-up to flashing atomisation (Chapter 6).

•  Undertake a detailed investigation of external droplet sizes and velocities in 

superheated jets and the effect o f the primary input parameters on the downstream 

flow characteristics on sprays o f this kind (Chapter 6).

• The successful completion of the objectives above should facilitate the aggregation of 

enough information to produce a complete model governing the release of pressurised 

liquids through simple orifices from mechanical break-up, through to flashing 

atomisation (Chapter 6).

• Explore in detail the nucleation and development of two-phase flow upstream o f the 

exit orifice for superheated releases (Chapter 7)
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Chapter 2 Literature Review

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter a thorough evaluation of the relevant literature is made, including a review of 

the various mechanisms of atomisation for both sub-cooled and superheated releases, an 

examination of relevant large scale studies and an in-depth analysis of empirical models 

which have been previously proposed. An appraisal o f the various measurement techniques 

available for the study o f liquid jets is also made.

2.2 Primary Input Parameters

Due to the complexity o f the atomisation process several non-dimensional groups are 

commonly used to relate influential parameters for this problem. For the purposes of 

developing correlations with respect to mathematical rigour, this is clearly the most 

appropriate technique to pursue. However, before reviewing in detail the different 

atomisation processes, it is necessary to highlight the primary input parameters that influence 

the quality of atomisation for both mechanical break-up and flashing.

Atomisation studies usually quote the mean droplet size in terms of the SMD (Sauter Mean 

Diameter or D 3 2 ) ,  which represents the droplet diameter for which the ratio of volume to 

surface area is identical to that o f the whole spray. It is analogous to a moment o f inertia so 

that it indicates around which central point of the frequency the volume distribution would 

rotate. It is in effect the centre o f gravity o f the distribution.14 In terms of accidental release 

scenarios this is much more useful than a simple mean as it indicates the diameter o f droplets 

which constitute the bulk of the spray. Several previous studies have relied on laser 

diffraction based techniques to measure particle size. Systems utilising this technique initially 

calculate a distribution based on volume terms. Hence, the SMD is reported in a prominent 

manner in the literature.

The mean droplet size o f sub-cooled jets undergoing mechanical break-up has been 

universally shown to be a function o f exit velocity, primarily due to the increase in turbulence 

in the jet as Reynolds number increases. Most published research has also shown the droplet 

size to be a function of the orifice diameter. The liquid properties also influence the
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atomisation quality and for isothermal releases, density, viscosity and surface tension are the 

three most significant input parameters. The final most significant input parameter is the 

orifice aspect ratio, defined as L/do, where L is the length from the final orifice exit to the 

nearest upstream expansion within the orifice and do is the diameter of the exit orifice.

The physical processes involved in flashing are not comparable with those involved in 

mechanical break-up. Hence, it is wrong to assume that the same primary input parameters 

have an effect o f parallel significance. A more analogous situation is that presented by 

effervescent atomisation where break-up is a function o f drive pressure but relatively 

independent o f orifice size. Flashing is also less dependent upon the fluid properties than the 

mechanical break-up process; instead, the mean droplet size is a function of the superheat. 

However, atomisation should not be assumed to correlate with a thermodynamic quantity 

alone. A rainout study by the Centre for Chemical Process Safety (CCPS)15 adopted this 

assumption at the outset, so that data from all releases is compared sequentially against one 

representative thermodynamic quantity. As a result, it is difficult to appraise the effect o f any 

particular primary input parameter on the measured rainout.

2.3 Jet Break-Up

Various authors16,17,18,19 have reported little or no discernible difference between jet releases 

under conditions of Tow’ superheat and mechanical break-up. Moreover, other authors have 

reported different modes of flashing atomisation. Hence, in this section the different break-up 

phenomena are divided into appropriate sections and criteria governing transition between the 

various modes are highlighted where such correlations are available.

Generally, the key input parameter that determines the transition between the reported modes 

of flashing is the superheat. In addition the superheat is widely shown to be inversely 

proportional to the mean size of droplets produced via flashing atomisation, so that with 

regime change comes a reduction in the droplet SMD.
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2.3.1 Mechanical Break-Up

Previous studies20,21,22 have identified four primary modes o f mechanical break-up 

determined by the exit velocity o f a sub-cooled jet. As the exit velocity is systematically
• • • 23increased, the jet break-up mechanism transforms from Rayleigh-type instabilities , to shear 

induced atomisation, comprising first-wind and second-wind and finally frill atomisation. 

These jet break-up mechanisms are presented in Figure 2.1.

Rayleigh

First wind-induced

Atomization

Figure 2.1 Mechanical Jet Break-Up Regimes24

Not shown in the figure, but prior to Rayleigh break-up, comes the drip regime, which 

involves the slow formation of large drops at the orifice exit which then fall as a single 

stream25. Rayleigh break-up is a surface tension effect, sometimes known as capillary break

up, which is manifested by the growth of axisymmetric oscillations of the jet surface and 

occurs many jet diameters from the orifice exit. It is characterised by a stream of drops of 

sizes greater than the orifice diameter. Nevertheless, the drip and Rayleigh break-up regimes 

do not present an increased hazard in the context of this study.

First-wind induced break-up is caused by an increase in the relative velocity between the jet 

and the ambient gas, which increases the surface tension effect and creates a static pressure
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distribution across the jet. Break-up occurs many jet diameters downstream o f the orifice exit 

and drop diameters are approximately the same size as the jet diameter.

Second-wind induced break-up is caused by the unstable growth of short-wavelength, small 

amplitude surface waves on the jet surface due to the relative motion of the jet and the 

ambient gas. One characteristic of this regime is a finite length along which insignificant 

atomisation occurs, followed by a diverging jet region containing droplets much smaller than 

the jet diameter.

The atomisation regime poses the most serious hazard in terms o f accidental liquid-release 

scenarios. Atomisation begins with the formation of a conical jet close to the orifice exit with 

a cone angle that depends on the liquid velocity. This is followed by the entrainment o f air 

and the division of the spray into concentric conical sprays. The velocity at the central axis is 

greater than at the edges o f the spray, which results in the creation of radial velocities as the 

outer regions are decelerated by the central spray. Turbulence in the jet causes small 

oscillations in the liquid surface which lead to the formation o f ligaments whose size and 

shape depend on the ratio o f drag, surface tension forces and viscous forces. Ligaments then 

undergo further break-up due to the continued interaction o f these forces to form droplets, 

which continues until a stable droplet size is achieved. So-called fully atomised sprays are 

characterised by a very small break-up length.

Figure 2.2 Classification of modes of disintegration
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The transition criteria between regimes are not yet universally defined. The most commonly 

quoted criteria for classifying jet disintegration are those proposed by Ohnesorge. However, 

these criteria only apply to three stages o f break-up. Lefebvre22 highlighted the work carried 

out by Reitz27, where he resolved some of the uncertainties surrounding the criteria proposed 

by Ohnesorge, using data based on diesel sprays obtained by himself and other workers, 

including Giffen and Muraszew28 and Haenlein.29 The criteria established by Reitz are 

presented in Figure 2.2.

2.3.1.1 Empirical Correlations in the Literature

Various empirical correlations for predicting droplet SMD have been previously proposed for 

mechanical break-up. These correlations are presented here in the order o f their development.

Merrington and Richardson30 developed their correlation based on experimental data from 

sprays produced by plain orifices o f diameters in the range 0.8 -  8 .0mm and for release 

pressures up to 25bar. Droplet diameters were measured from indentations made by droplets 

striking thin blotting paper placed in the flow field of the spray. Their correlation is presented 

by Equation (2.1 ).

SMD = 500 d 1.2
f \

P

\ P j

0.2

U -1 ( 2.1 )

Harmon’s31 correlation is a function of the density and dynamic viscosity o f both the liquid 

and ambient gas, and is presented by Equation (2 .2  ).

SMD = 3330
,  0.3 0.07 0.78

d0 Pi Pg
0.55 0 15 0.648 0.052

"/ A P*
(2 .2 )

'2'j
Tanasawa and Toyoda’s correlation is a function of the balance between inertial forces and 

surface tension forces at the liquid/gas interface and is given by Equation ( 2.3 )

r \ Q2S
SMD  =  47 • —

cr

uj
1 + 331 Pi (2 .3 )

Hiroyasu and Katoda33 developed their correlation based on experimental data from sprays 

produced by diesel injectors, i.e. high pressure and small orifice diameter. Sprays were
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released into an immersion chamber filled with liquid and droplet size measurements were 

made through the microscopic analysis o f thousands of droplets in suspension. Their 

correlation is presented by Equation ( 2.4 ).

SMD = 2330/7 A?'
r  , 2 V>131

71 Uq
U . — —

4V ^ J
(2 .4 )

Elkotb34 proposed a correlation based on experimental data from sprays produced using a 

pintle-type diesel injector o f diameters in the range 0.5 -  1.2mm and for release pressures in 

the range 75 -  180bar. Elkotb’s correlation, presented by Equation ( 2.5 ), is a function o f the 

injection velocity and liquid properties, but is independent o f the orifice diameter. ’

SMD = 3.08 v 0385 (op)0737 p g°06AP-054 ( 2.5 )

The correlation proposed by Tilton and Farley is presented by Equation ( 2.6 ). Like the 

correlation proposed by Elkotb, it is a function of the jet velocity but is independent of the 

orifice diameter.

olirri 0.585 Ya
SMD  -------  —  (2 .6 )

u j  \ P i

In all cases, the referenced correlations are dimensional and there are very few, if any, non- 

dimensional correlations previously proposed in the literature. The reliability o f a 

dimensional correlation is subject to the coherence of the units on each side o f the equation. 

Based on this criterion, several of the referenced correlations must be treated with caution as 

the coherence o f the units is open to question. For example, the units in the correlation 

proposed by Tilton and Farley in Equation ( 2.6 ) clearly do not balance. Nevertheless, it is 

worth highlighting consistencies between correlations in terms of the proposed influence of 

the primary input parameters on the resultant droplet size.

Each o f the referenced correlations indicates that the SMD is inversely proportional to the 

gauge pressure, AP (where AP = Po -  Pa)• Tilton and Farley34 and Elkotb35 both present 

correlations that are independent o f the orifice diameter, do. However, of those correlations 

that do include the orifice diameter, each one indicates that it is positively correlated with the 

droplet SMD. Table 2.1 provides a summary o f the range o f exponents of orifice diameter 

and release pressure given by previously proposed correlations in the literature.
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Table 2.1 Range of Exponents for Primary Input Parameters with Respect to SMD
Input Parameter Range of exponent with respect to SMD

do 0.262 -  1.2
AP -0.07 -  -0.69

When a liquid flows through an orifice of a given length, the pressure at the exit is slightly 

less than at the inlet. Friction losses contribute to the pressure drop, which are usually 

represented mathematically as the discharge coefficient, Co- This dimensionless nozzle 

characteristic can significantly affect the velocity profile and break-up o f the liquid jet. The 

exact nature o f this influence is as yet poorly understood, although it is generally held that a 

decrease in the discharge coefficient will lead to an increase in the atomisation quality, i.e. a 

decrease in the droplet SMD. A previous study 36 conducted at Cardiff University has shown 

that the discharge coefficient is significantly influenced by the nozzle aspect ratio (Lido), but 

again the exact nature o f this influence is somewhat ambiguous as they are reported to 

demonstrate a non-linear, “wavy” relationship.

Of the referenced correlations none include the nozzle aspect ratio as an operative input 

parameter. This may be because the actual relevance o f aspect ratio to the break-up process is 

still a matter of debate. Some authors37,38 report that the discharge coefficient is not 

significantly affected by the aspect ratio whereas Ramamurti et a/39 report that the discharge 

coefficient decreases with increase in aspect ratio and Reynolds number. Work by the same 

authors40 has qualified this conclusion with the postscript that it is only applicable to 

attached, non-cavitating flows. Dumont et a f l report that by increasing the aspect ratio and 

keeping the same Reynolds and Ohnesorge numbers, atomisation is improved. This assertion 

is based on empirical data produced by MacCarthy42. However, the lack o f a significant body 

of experimental data in this area clearly requires attention.

2.3.1.2 Atmospheric Dispersion Models

Various authors43,44,45,46 have proposed a range o f critical Weber numbers for determining the 

maximum stable droplet diameter o f individual droplets breaking up in a gas flow stream, see 

Equation ( 2.7 ).

PnUftd,
Wecnt = - *- p = 7.2 -  22 ( 2.7 )
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In addition, various atmospheric dispersion models47,48,49,50 currently adopt the critical Weber 

number criterion to estimate the maximum size of stable droplets produced by mechanical 

break-up in sub-cooled jets. However, the Weber number is independent of orifice size and 

the exponent o f release pressure is outside the range of experimentally determined values 

presented in the literature. Hence, it is not clear whether this approach is appropriate for this 

application. In addition, there seems to be little experimental verification of the hypothesis 

that the single droplet break-up criterion can be extrapolated to quantify the mean o f a large 

collection of droplets in the example of a liquid jet. Furthermore, a previous study51 in the 

related field o f spray impingement initially utilised a summation of single droplet 

impingement studies for modelling purposes, but concluded that this approach is in fact 

inappropriate.

Reitz and Diwakar52 proposed a so-called ‘blob model’ for mechanical break-up whereby the 

atomisation process as a whole is subdivided into primary atomisation, where large droplets 

are sheared from the jet surface, followed by aerodynamic break-up o f the primary droplets 

into secondary spray. The primary spray is modelled by imposing an axisymmetric 

disturbance onto the steady jet. This wave-like disturbance is then fed into the conservation 

equations to derive a dispersion equation for the frequency o f the instabilities. This equation 

may be solved to derive the wavelength associated with the most likely surface wave, which 

in turn is linearly related to the size o f droplets created from parent ‘blobs’ of larger size. The 

rate of change of parent droplets is inversely related to the break-up time. Reitz later 

developed this model further to apply to automotive applications.

Various authors34,54 suggest that spray distributions from simple orifices can be adequately 

represented using the simple Rossin-Rammler distribution function55. Elkotb’s34 version of 

this distribution function is presented in Equation ( 2.8 ).

f )532
l - v ( d p ) = e '° 422̂  ( Z 8 )

Here, the function v(dp)  represents the fraction of the total volume of the spray contained in 

droplets o f size less than dp, and provides a useful first approximation for atmospheric 

dispersion releases. One advantage o f presenting data using this distribution function is that if 

one selects a critical droplet size above which all liquid released will rain out, the percentage 

of the volume o f spray that rains out can be immediately determined from the graph.
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2.3.2 Low Superheat

The earliest studies of flashing jets were limited to relatively low degrees of 

superheat16,18’56,57’58. Under these conditions the effect of upstream bubble nucleation has 

been shown either to be negligible so that mechanical break-up prevails or restricted to the 

external break-up mode where bubbles are generated downstream of the nozzle exit.

1 0Muralidhar et al suggest that flashing atomisation appears to be limited by a transition 

superheat limit, which allows mechanical break-up mechanisms to dominate into the 

superheated region. This idea is represented schematically by Figure 2.3, which forms the 

basis for a simple model based on the relationship between liquid ‘capture’ (rainout) and 

degree of superheat. It is necessary at this stage to modify the terminology used by 

Muralidhar et al, so that ‘transition’ superheat now replaces ‘critical’ superheat as this word 

has specific connotations with respect to phase change and may be unnecessarily confusing.

Sub-cooled Superheated

Mechanical

Break-up

Flashing break-up or flash atomisation

Drop size decreases rapidly with 

increasing temperature

Critical Superheat

Degree of Superheat

Figure 2.3 Schematic of flashing and non-flashing regions in relation to rainout
(Muralidhar et a t2)

In the same study, Muralidhar et al also performed small scale Hydrogen Fluoride/additive 

release experiments at vapour pressures above lbar. The authors argue strongly that their 

releases did not show any signs o f flashing but that their model predictions for sub-cooled
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break-up were in agreement with their rainout data for these superheated releases. In addition, 

Aquino et al59 report that flashing atomisation is analogous to the spray pattern of multi- 

component jets for most regions except that of low superheat. Although multi-component jets 

are complicated by some complex aerosol chemistry, this strongly indicates that mechanical 

break-up is the dominant mode of atomisation at conditions of low superheat.

Johnson and Woodward15 measured the rainout from superheated releases of a range o f 

materials, and retro-calculated droplet diameters based on the rainout fraction of the total 

volume of released liquid. Although the justification for this technique is not certain, the data 

appears to indicate that a transitional superheat exists at which point a strong correlation 

between superheat and droplet size begins. Lantzy et al60 describe experiments carried out 

using monomethylamine to investigate the effect of storage temperature on the atomisation o f 

accidental releases and conclude that flashing atomisation can be avoided if  the 

monomethylamine is stored at less than 10°C superheat.

In order to develop towards a quantitative methodology, valid criteria governing transition 

between mechanical break-up and flashing atomisation need to be established. Kitamura et 

a f l propose a transitional correlation using superheated water and ethanol flowing through 

‘long’ nozzles (50 < Lido <115) and flashing into an evacuated chamber, which is presented 

by Equation ( 2.9 )

Ja</> = 100 We 1

-2300 —

where, (f) =« 1 -e KPi ) . >
(2 .9 )

Here, Ja is the Jakob number and We is the vapour Weber number, as presented by Equations 

( 2.10 ) and ( 2.11 Respectively.

PiCpî Tsh
Ja =

We =

p*Hfg
( 2.10)

( 2.1 1 )
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This correlation is claimed to govern transition to ‘complete’ flashing, where $ is a function 

of the ratio o f vapour to liquid density, p, is the vapour density at ambient conditions and pi 

is the liquid density at upstream conditions. It compares favourably with earlier data 

produced by Brown and York16, who observed the minimum superheat for flashing at 

atmospheric pressure.

2.3.3 ‘External’ Flashing Atomisation

At slightly higher degrees of superheat the mechanical process no longer dominates. As the 

liquid jet leaves the orifice it exists as a metastable liquid above its normal boiling point. 

After an initial ‘idle’ period during which the inception of bubble nucleation occurs, the jet 

shatters due to homogenous bubble nucleation and the subsequent rapid formation o f vapour 

within the jet. The nominal droplet size depends on the ratio of surface tension and expansion 

forces in the flashing stream. Oza and Sinnamon62 refer to this type of atomisation as the 

‘external’ mode.

Lienhard and Day56 developed a general formula for calculating the ‘idle time’ as a function 

of superheat (expressed in terms of vapour pressure). This is useful in terms of calculating 

the break-up length although it does not give any indication of resultant droplet sizes. Tilton 

and Farley35 developed upon this work, initially using this equation to determine the break-up 

mechanism as a function of the break-up length, at which point they applied one of three 

proposed expressions to calculate the initial droplet size in either the capillary regime, the 

aerodynamic regime (mechanical break-up) or the flashing regime, which is represented by 

Equation ( 2.12 ). The authors consider that droplets initially formed by one of the three 

break-up mechanisms may be unstable and disintegrate further. In order to deal with this they 

adopt the critical Weber number approach to determine the maximum stable droplet size.

SMD = 5x10 -4
r \  

2 a

\ p su° j
( 2.12)

Razzaghi developed an external flashing model for water jets at high pressure (>100bar) 

and high superheat (>475K upstream temperature). The model presumes that droplets are 

sheared from the jet before the vapour generation takes place within spherical bubbles. The 

critical Weber number approach is utilised to estimate the primary droplet size, which is then
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extended to develop a log-normal distribution of droplet sizes. Secondary droplets originate 

from the shattering of bubbles within primary droplets and tertiary droplets originate from the 

shattering of bubbles within secondary droplets. The number of tertiary droplets is estimated 

to vary from 1-10 per bubble burst; mass conservation then yields the droplet size. At low  

superheat mechanical break-up is said to dominate and superheat only serves to enhance 

droplet surface evaporation. Although the model is theoretical it is claimed to be based on 

available empirical correlations and experimental data and reference is made to the 

experimental observation o f single bubble formation inside flashing butane droplets64.

Zeng and Lee65 developed upon the so-called ‘blob’ model first proposed by Reitz and 

Diwakar52 for mechanical break-up to include the effects o f expanding bubbles due to 

flashing. Interestingly this model assumes that aerodynamic forces dominate the regime of 

low superheat. This model has been implemented into a modified version of multi

dimensional CFD code, i.e. KTVA-3V code.

2.3.4 Internal’ Flashing

This mode of atomisation is the most catastrophic and is characterised by finely atomised

droplets, which result in low or zero rainout. It is thought to have strong phenomenological
1 ^

links with effervescent atomisation, where studies of both internal flashing and effervescent 

atomisation ’ have indicated that a change in the internal flow regime is accompanied by a 

corresponding transition in the external mode of atomisation. Hence, the internal flashing 

mode can itself be divided into various sub-sections. Figure 2.4 summarises the findings o f a 

systematic photographic study, which demonstrates the dependence o f the external spray 

formation on the internal flow structure. Studies of effervescent atomisation68,69,70,71,72,73 have 

also indicated that break-up is a function of drive pressure but relatively independent of 

orifice size. It is not clear whether this is reflected in internally flashing releases, but it 

provides a platform from which one can begin to assimilate the physical processes involved 

in this break-up phenomenon.
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ligament

intact core

■lug bubble

Figure 2.4 Dependence of spray characteristics on upstream flow conditions (Park and
Lee13)

The ‘bubbly flow’ regime occurs at conditions of low superheat, but still high enough to 

induce internal bubble nucleation, with bubbles forming close to the orifice exit. When this 

bubbly mixture is ejected from the nozzle, a significant liquid ‘core’ remains intact, despite 

the presence o f bubbles in the flow stream, with bubbles bursting into fine drops at the 

surface. ‘Slug’ flow occurs when nucleation and growth of bubbles becomes sufficiently 

active for bubbles to collide and coalesce. Downstream, the slug bubbles burst into ligaments 

and then disintegrate into small drops. The length of the liquid core is greatly reduced. 

‘Annular’ flow occurs when nucleation and growth of bubbles is so high that a liquid film 

forms at the nozzle wall and vapour flows at a much higher velocity along the core region. 

Upon release the jet is completely shattered into small droplets.

Park and Lee point out that in addition to conditions of high superheat, the injection pressure 

and nozzle length are both critical to the inception of slug flow and annular flow. Lower 

release pressure implies lower flow rate, which implies longer residence time for the fluid
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inside the nozzle. In the same way, a longer nozzle also implies a longer residence time for 

the fluid. Hence, if  either condition is met, there is more time for bubble growth and the void 

fraction at the nozzle exit increases. Therefore, it is suggested that the key upstream input 

parameters that determine the downstream characteristics of a superheated release are the 

void fraction, flow regime, nozzle geometry and discharge pressure.

2.3.4.1 Flow Regimes in Pipes and Tubes under Superheated Conditions

The primary motivation for previous studies o f nucleating or boiling flows in pipes has been 

the importance o f such flows in heat exchangers within the nuclear industry. For example, 

Jones and co-workers74,75 developed a series of simple one dimensional numerical models for 

both heterogeneous nucleation74 and mixed nucleation75. Figure 2.5 presents a summary o f a 

study by Hewitt11 o f the internal flow of superheated liquids in pipes, which compares very 

well with the flow characteristics of ‘internal flashing’ displayed in Figure 2.4. Hence, it is 

reasonable to assume that there are significant parallels between the two processes and that 

the results presented in are indicative of the various stages o f flow development that one 

would expect to occur upstream o f the exit orifice prior to release to atmosphere.
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Saha et al76 adopted a semi-empirical approach to the development of two-phase flashing 

regimes along a pipe. Each of flow regimes presented in Figure 2.4 were considered and 

simplified modelling was introduced at each stage. The void fractions corresponding to 

transition between bubbly flow, bubbly-slug flow and annular/annular-mist flow were 

assumed to be 0.3, 0.8 and 0.95 respectively. The classical critical bubble radius for the 

existence of a stable bubble nucleus (also known as the Laplace equation) was adopted by the 

authors and presented by Equation ( 2.13 ).

_ 2 cr
Rc = ------------------------------  (2 .13)

P ( y ) - P t

The limiting conditions for the inception of bubble growth were then established as the 

critical bubble radius and the bubble number density at the flashing inception point. The 

bubble number density was incorporated as part of the model, but varied to obtain optimum 

fits with void fraction data against which the model was validated. All further nucleation 

downstream was neglected on the basis that bubble growth rate is a strong function o f 

development time. An equivalent radius was presumed for non-spherical bubbles and a 

simplified model for the relative velocity between the bubbles and the liquid employed. The 

void fraction was utilised as the correlating parameter for the thermodynamic aspects of 

atomisation and predictions for the void fraction were determined as a function o f axial 

distance from the throat and compared against experimental data taken in a vertical 

convergent-divergent nozzle. Reasonably good agreement of the void fraction was observed 

subject to the aforementioned varying o f the bubble number density at inception.

Ishtii and Mashima77 provided a physical explanation for the limiting void fraction (s = 0.3) 

for bubbly flow, in that this is the limiting condition before spherical bubbles begin to touch. 

The authors developed a model for the bubbly and bubbly-slug regimes, based on the same 

limiting void fractions utilised by Saha et al16, by integrating previously developed models 

for heterogeneous and homogenous flow respectively.

The model predictions were compared against various sources of data in the literature for 

convergent-divergent nozzles and it was shown that a model based purely on bubbly-flow 

only compared well against the experimental data up to void fractions of about 0.35. 

Thereafter, the models representing other flow regimes diverged such that discrepancies in 

the region o f 15% between models were identified for void fractions o f about 0.6. The model,
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including bubbly, bubbly-slug, transitional and dispersed flows, demonstrated excellent 

agreement with experimental data, with errors in void fraction typically within 5% at a 

particular axial distance from the throat of the injector.

approach was consistent with that of Saha et a l, in that the primary input variables were used 

to determine the secondary input variables of void fraction and pressure at the orifice, which 

were then used to correlate downstream atomisation characteristics. The bubble number 

density, N, was proposed as an empirical function of the superheat and is presented by 

Equation ( 2.14 ).

Their model, for the formation of droplets in a flashing spray, released through a pintle-type

were compared with the arithmetic mean from a limited data set, where reasonable agreement 

was observed.

7 n

Fujimoto et al incorporated an expression for the bubble number density in their model for 

characterising downstream atomisation for the application of automotive fuel injection. Their

N  = 5.757x1012e
(2.14)

injector is presented in Figure 2.6. Predictions were provided for superheated n-pentane and 

n-hexane. Due to the nature of the model only mono-disperse droplets are predicted so results

• BUBBLE NUCLEATION PROCESS • VAPOR FORM ATION PROCESS

A6
Initial Bubble Diameter 2Ro 

2Ro=20yim______________

BUBBLE G R O W T H  PROCESS

•D R O P L E T  FORM ATION PROCESS
ttofmu “*
droplets number = 2 X bubble number

(1) owing to growth of cavitation 
bubbles

(2) from liquid surface

(3) owing to superheating degree

dMdj ® 4  pyrt 2  NCRfl.11 - R .1)
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Figure 2.6 Phenomenological model o f flash boiling spray (Fujimoto et al)78
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2.3.4.2 Bubble Nucleation in Superheated Liquids

From studies of the flow of superheated liquids in pipes it is now well established that two-

phase flow is induced via two mechanisms: homogenous nucleation as a result o f molecular 

processes throughout the body of the fluid and heterogeneous nucleation at the liquid/solid 

surface interface.

Homogenous nucleation occurs when thermal fluctuations in a bulk liquid cause clusters of 

molecules to take on higher than macroscopic average energies. If the superheat is high 

enough these molecules can take on ‘vapour-like’ energies and form a stable vapour nucleus. 

Volmer and Weber79 and Becker and Doring80 developed the classical nucleation theory for 

homogenous nucleation in the first half of the 20th century. The classical theory assumes that 

a cluster can be represented as a droplet whose properties are the same as those of the bulk 

liquid. This is known as the capillarity approximation. The free energy of formation for a 

droplet o f radius R is given by the sum of the energy associated with the formation o f a 

volume 4/37tR o f the thermodynamically stable phase and the energy required to sustain a 

liquid/gas interface o f area 47iR2 and is presented by Equation ( 2.15 ), where APb is the 

pressure difference between the interior and exterior o f the nucleus, balanced by the surface 

tension a o f the interfacial boundary.

Although mechanically stable, the critical nucleus is thermodynamically unstable, and the 

work o f formation is given by Equation ( 2.16 )

critical radius will grow, since the free energy of the system decreases for any of these 

processes. The work o f formation acts as the barrier energy of nucleation and the classical 

homogenous nucleation rate Jc is given by Equation ( 2.17 ) where kB is the Boltzman’s 

constant and T is the temperature o f the liquid.

[APj + 4n R2 a (2 .15)
3

The radius o f the critical nucleus for mechanical stability is given by Equation ( 2.13 ).

(2 .16)

Bubble nuclei smaller than the critical radius will collapse and those that are bigger than the
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Jc ~ Jo e

-A Q C
kRT (2 .17)

The pre-exponential factor Jo depends upon the particular kinetics of cluster formation o f the
Oj 09 09

system . A statistical mechanics approach by Blander and Koltz and Skirpov and Pavlov 

yielded a value for Jo as presented by Equation ( 2.18 ) where h is Planck’s constant and No is 

the liquid molecular density.

Jq —
kT

Nn (2 .18)

Iwamatsu84 presents an approximation for Jo as presented by Equation ( 2.19 ) where pi is the 

density of the liquid, pg is the density of the vapour and M is the molecular mass.

P i  V

f 2 a '  
n M

(2 .19)

If the liquid is assumed to be incompressible and the vapour to be ideal, then the pressure 

difference can be written as a function of the supersaturation 5, see Equation ( 2.20 ). The 

supersaturation S  =  P g / P Coex, where P g  is the pressure of the supersaturated vapour and P coex  is 

the pressure at the liquid/vapour coexistence.

APb = PlkBT]n(S) (2 .20)

However, the classical nucleation theory has been criticised for assuming that the properties 

of any critical nucleus are homogenous, independent o f size and identical to those of a
O f

macroscopic liquid droplet in equilibrium with its vapour. The classical nucleation theory 

has also been criticised for predicting a finite barrier o f formation as the spinodal line is 

approached , whereas in practice, beyond the spinodal, there is no barrier to nucleation and 

the new phase appears spontaneously through a dynamic process called spinodal 

decomposition. Oxtoby and Evans87 proposed a non-classical nucleation theory based on the 

density functional theory, which does not resort to the capillarity approximation. In this 

theory, the free energy o f the system depends on the value of the density of the particles at 

every position throughout the fluid. Hence the free energy is a ‘functional’ of the density. In 

its first approximation the free energy functional is given as the sum of the local entropy o f 

the system and the energy o f attraction between particles, which leads to thermodynamic 

relationships that determine all the thermodynamic properties of the system. To its credit, the
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density functional theory predicts that the free energy of formation goes to zero at the 

spinodal line. In addition, Laaksonen et a/88 and Oxtoby89 have demonstrated that the theory 

provides good agreement with experimental data.

Delale90 reports that in spite of the advances in understanding provided by the density 

functional theory, it is difficult to implement in flows with boiling or cavitation. For this 

reason, the author presents a reworking of the classical nucleation theory, which he 

demonstrates provides good agreement with experimental data.

Heterogeneous nucleation is induced on the surface o f a foreign body, such as the wall o f the 

container or a small solid particle, or by the presence of a single molecule or ion impurity.85 

Container surfaces provide sites for nucleation in the form cracks or cavities. The interaction 

between the fluid particles and the foreign body lowers the barrier to nucleation and the 

critical nuclei form at a much faster pace.91 Using a classical approach to model the process 

of nucleation occurring on a solid substrate, s, the critical nucleus may be visualised as a cap

shaped aggregate o f the stable phase /?, surrounded by the metastable phase q>, as 

demonstrated by Figure 2.7.

s

Figure 2,7 Schematic representation of a droplet on a planar surface

The work of formation o f the critical nucleus is given by Equation (2.21), where t  is the line 

tension of the three-phase contact line of length 2nRsinO an&j{9c) is given by Equation ( 2.22 

), with 6C given by Equation ( 2.23 ).

_ 1 , 2 x zsm e co 0  
3AP2 AP
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f { 6 \ = (2 + c o s g J l-c o s f lJ  ( 2 .2 2 )
4

^  ^  eosgc + ,R^ g . = 0 (2 .23)

09 •  •Kolev highlighted that boiling flow and flashing flow are essentially driven by the same 

physics and it has been well established that the rate o f heat transfer associated with boiling 

systems is strongly dependent on the nucleation site density93. However, only a small fraction 

of all cavities become effective sites for vapour nucleation94. Various authors95,96,97 have 

attempted to predict the nucleation site density in boiling systems using a variety of 

techniques. With the exception of specially prepared surfaces these have met with little 

success. As a whole, experimental and theoretical research into heterogeneous nucleation is
•  O f

m its infancy and clearly requires particular attention in this field.

2.3.4.3 Bubble Growth in Superheated Liquids

Numerous studies have been made on the thermodynamics o f bubble growth in superheated 

liquids. The earliest and perhaps the simplest description for bubble growth is given by the 

Rayleigh equation98, presented by Equation ( 2.24 ).

dR
dt

P(v)-P,
- |0.5

Pi
(2 .24)

Equation ( 2.25 ) is derived from Scriven’s analysis of motionless bubble growth99, where the 

constant C is (27u/3)°5. Plesset and Zwick100 also present this value for C, while Forster and 

Zuber101 propose a value o f 7i° 5 in their study.

R = C J a [a { t- tQ) Y  (2 .25)

Studies by Mikic et a l102 and Miyataka and Tanaka103,104 have shown that bubble growth in 

superheated liquids can be divided into three consecutive stages. During the first stage of 

growth, surface tension is dominant, impeding growth for a certain delay period. Once the 

bubble reaches a given size, e.g. doubles its diameter, bubble growth is controlled by the 

difference between the vapour pressure inside the nozzle and the exterior pressure, balanced
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by the inertia o f the surrounding liquid; i.e. inertial growth. As the bubble grows further, the 

wall temperature consequently drops, causing an increased temperature difference between 

the surrounding liquid and the bubble wall. Hence, the final stage of growth is controlled by 

the rate o f energy transfer from the liquid to the liquid-vapour interface to produce vapour 

and maintain the pressure; i.e. thermal growth. Mikic et al developed a complete model for 

spherical bubble growth model presented by Equations ( 2.26 ) - ( 2.30 ), where Ja is the 

Jacob number, ai is the thermal diffusivity and b is a constant that depends on whether the 

bubble develops near a surface or an infinite medium.

R *  =  -
3

( r  *  + 1 ) 2  - t * 2 - 1 (2 .26)

R* =
RA
B2

( 2.27 )

t* =
t_A_ 
B 2

(2 .28)

A  =
r b A T '  

T s a t P l

0.5

( 2.29 )

B = ^12^
\ 7 t  J

Jaat
0.5

( 2.30 )

This model does not account for the formation of the critical bubble radius. Hence, Miyatake 

and Tanaka developed an experimentally validated model based on Mikic et a/’s solution 

which covers the entire bubble life span.

Lee and Merte105 conducted a numerical study o f bubble growth in a uniformly superheated 

liquid. They investigated the problem of coupling the Rayleigh equation with the 

conversation o f energy equation for the liquid temperature profile in a growing boundary 

layer surrounding the bubble. Their numerical results were found to represent their 

experimental data very well for a range o f liquid pressures and superheats. However, Chang 

and Lee106 report that the computational cost of their approach is too high for practical spray 

simulations.
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2.3.4.4 Global Droplet-Size Correlations for Flashing Atomisation

A droplet size correlation for superheated jets was first proposed by Brown and York16 

(1962), where the liquids investigated were water and Freon at release pressures of between 

5-10bar. High-speed silhouette photography was used to determine the sizes and axial 

velocity components o f droplets in the spray. The mean droplet size (djo) was proposed to be 

linearly proportional to the temperature and inversely proportional to the Weber number, see 

Equation ( 2.31 ). Although not dimensionally correct, this correlation represents the 

influence of both thermodynamics and fluid dynamics. They also reported that the mass 

fraction of flashed liquid at the exit orifice compared favourably with the air to liquid ratio 

required for effervescent nozzles.

10 We '

Sher and Elata proposed that the droplet size produced during flash atomisation is linearly 

proportional to liquid surface tension and inversely proportional to the degree of superheat. 

Their model is based on nuclei generation and a bubble bursting mechanism. However, there 

are some problems with applying the final correlation proposed for droplet size with any 

generality. For example, the authors claim that the source of vapour nuclei was a valve within 

their injection mechanism (specific to aerosol deodorant containers). Without this, nuclei 

were not generated, although the parameter representing the volume density of vapour nuclei 

could presumably be modified for a more general case. Furthermore, the analysis was 

undertaken for binary mixtures (toluene and Freon 22) so it is not clear how this would differ 

for single component liquids.

1 (Y 7Soloman et al advocate the subdivision of the release conditions based on the transition 

from mechanical break-up to flashing. They cited four equations recommended in the 

literature which represent these stages of transition108,109,110. When fluid flashes in the injector 

orifice they claim the flow is analogous to a ‘pre-filming type air-blast injector’, for which 

the correlation proposed by Lefebvre110 is suggested, see Equation ( 2.32 ), where rjn is the 

efficiency of the injector. Droplet SMDs measured using a Malvern Particle Size Analyzer 

were found to be approximately correlated by this equation.
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Senda et alm  presented data for flashing n-Pentane and n-Hexane jets at pressures of less 

than lObar. Droplet size distributions were measured using micrograph photography. 

Flashing was achieved by reducing the chamber pressure. Mechanical break-up was found to 

dominate under sub-cooled conditions, producing typical droplet sizes of several hundred 

microns. When slightly supersaturated conditions were encountered, there was a marked 

increase in SMD. The authors claim that this was due to the contracting spray, however, a 

contracting spray in this scenario seems to be counter intuitive as conventionally cone-angle 

increases with a decrease in ambient pressure. Clearly this requires further investigation. 

Further reduction in the chamber pressure was accompanied by a sharp decrease in droplet 

SMD associated with flashing atomisation. Flashing jets were observed to be far more 

uniform than sub-cooled jets undergoing mechanical break-up, with uniformity reported 

along radial profiles also.

13Park and Lee also reported increasing uniformity in the radial droplet size distribution with 

increasing superheat for flashing jets, while the mean droplet SMD decreased with increasing 

superheat, consistent with all previous studies. Droplet SMD was observed to decrease 

exponentially with increasing dimensionless superheat (ATsh*), where ATsh* is given by 

Equation ( 2.33 ).

Tu - T j P , )
A T  *  lnJ ___________________

* T j P j - T j P , )
(2 .33)

In their review published in the CCPS book, Johnson and Woodward15 reference a number of 

those correlations already mentioned as well as the correlation of Crowe and Comfort112, 

presented here by Equation ( 2.34 ).

dp = 4.6 o'kjdo

uoPiCpi&P
( 2.34)

1

Nagai et al developed a series of correlations which change form according to the nozzle 

aspect ratio. The influence of superheat -  via the dimensionless superheat, ATsh* - was also
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considered, as well as the orifice diameter. The influence of injection pressure was accounted 

for in the dimensionless superheat, which included a term for the saturated temperature. The 

absolute maximum droplet size measured in the spray was found to be a multiple of the SMD 

and a multiplication factor in the range 2 .0-2 .6 , which is higher than the 1.8 quoted by 

Elkotb34 with reference to mechanical break-up. Droplet size distributions were also given 

some consideration, and the data was represented by a Nukiyama-Tanasawa distribution. The 

proposed correlation take the following form;

When Lldo< 7 and 0.55 <ATsh*<  1.0

SMD = 36.8(A7^ *)-2 58microns (2.35 )

When L/do > 7.8 and 0 < ATsh* < 0.55

SMD = 70.4 -1  + 0.14
- 0.22

d0°'72(ATsh *) 0 38 microns ( 2.36 )

When L/do > 7.8 and 0.55 < ATsh* <1.0

SMD = 39.1 -1  + 0.14
- 0.22

d0on(ATsh * )133microns ( 2.37 )

Particle sizing was undertaken using an intrusive impactor methodology with post-analysis, 

and hence, the data may require reappraisal using laser diagnostic techniques. In addition, the 

correlations proposed were specifically for brass nozzles, though the authors provide data and 

note differences in atomisation quality with change in nozzle material due to surface 

roughness influencing the number of nucleation sites.

2.3.5 Rainout

Rainout is defined as the mass o f liquid that is lost from the airborne mass due to droplet 

impact and subsequent retention on the ground. Similar considerations are made in engine 

studies under the so-called process o f impingement, but due to the decrease in appropriate 

length-scale by several orders of magnitude between the buoyancy-dominated atmospheric 

dispersion problem and the momentum driven engine environment, little further useful
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comparison can be made. In atmospheric dispersion studies, the low settling velocities of 

typical clouds means that no secondary spray will result from droplets reaching the ground, 

although it is likely that some of the liquid may re-evaporate and rejoin the spray potentially 

more dangerously as vapour.

Atomisation due to mechanical break-up results in a narrow characteristic cone angle and 

large mean droplet sizes in the order of hundreds of microns. Hence almost all the released 

material will rainout, creating a spreading pool o f considerable mass over a relatively small 

area in the vicinity o f the exit orifice. By contrast, flashing releases produce sprays with wide 

cone angles and much smaller droplet sizes. As a result, a typical fully flashing release o f a 

volatile substance is likely to give rise to a dew-like coating on the ground rather than a pool, 

which one would imagine could evaporate very quickly for highly volatile liquids.

A considerable body of work has been undertaken by The Finnish Meteorological 

Institute114,115,116 in collaboration with the University o f Helsinki concerning the fate of freely 

falling single and binary droplets under varying initial conditions. For liquids with a boiling 

point considerably lower than atmospheric temperature (e.g. LPG or LNG) atomising via the 

internal flashing mode, rainout seems unlikely under atmospheric conditions.

Vesala et aln6 proposed a detailed numerical model and a simplified analysis for the fate of 

freely falling droplets. The authors compared critical droplet sizes for the full numerical 

solution with the explicit equation from the reduced analysis for releases o f high volatility 

(ammonia) and low volatility (water) aerosols. The difference in model results was found to 

vary with concentration and release height, with the error between the two methods at its 

minimum for lower concentrations and release heights. A height of lm  and a concentration of 

10 droplets/cm appeared to represent the upper limits of these parameters, for which the 

critical droplet sizes for water and ammonia were found to be 47pm and 107pm respectively, 

using the full numerical scheme. The simplified analytical equation derived by the authors 

was in error by 8% and 12% respectively.

To date, validated correlations for predicting rainout efficiency during a release of 

superheated liquid have been relatively scarce. Kletz117 suggested that the rainout fraction, tjr, 

can be approximated by Equation (2.38)
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Vr = 1 - 2 - 'sLil - T  )j  V O  1 s a t)
K

(2.38)

1 1 A

De Vaull and King adopted a simple empirical approach to the problem of predicting the 

mass rainout fraction from a superheated release, with the explicit intention of avoiding the 

numerical complexity o f previously developed numerical fluid models. Their correlation is 

based on the adiabatic saturation temperature Tas rather than the saturation temperature Tsat, 

where the adiabatic saturation temperature is the minimum temperature reached by an 

equilibrium droplet-air mixture as the droplets dry out. Liquids were divided into categories 

of non-volatile and volatile where volatile liquids were defined by Equation (2.39).

T - Tamb * as >  Q  J 4

Tamb
(2.39)

Equations (2.40) - (2.42) present the proposed correlations for volatile liquids

V  R
=  1 -

V r

1 c  (Ttl - T j
0.145

if  Cp, J  ^< 0-145 (2.40)
H , .

where

Jh
Vr'

=  0 if  C>  0.145

7 /  = 1 -2 .33 f t 1 amb T as  )

amb

(2.41)

(2.42)

Equation (2.43) presents the proposed correlation for non-volatile liquids

% = i - § q r , - r j  
K

(2.43)

2.4 Previous Large-Scale Studies

In this section, various large scale studies, which have considered the theme of this study are 

reviewed, with reference made to the experimental methodology employed, with a brief 

summary of the main conclusions o f each study. These include a programme o f work 

undertaken by the Health and Safety Laboratory119,120,121, an EU initiative under the so-called
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STEP programme, undertaken by CEA-Grenoble1,122 and more recent studies undertaken by 

the Von Karman Institute123’124’125.

2.4.1 CCPS Experiments and RELEASE Model

Johnson and Woodward15 reviewed a number o f literature studies and collated a series of 

large-scale experimental programmes started in the 1980s with the aim of proposing a 

validated model for predicting rainout from flashing jet releases. They measured the rainout 

fraction from flashing jets under various initial conditions and reverse calculated droplet sizes 

to fit the data using the Unified Dispersion Model (UDM)126’127. These ‘experimental’ droplet 

sizes were correlated against a number of differing parameters, o f which, the partial 

expansion energy was found to correlate best. Hence, they propose a correlation for the 

droplet size (SMD) as a function of the partial expansion energy Ep, as presented by Equation 

( 2.44 ).

SMD = 0.833x10"3 -0.0734x1O'3 In[Ep) (2.44 )

Where the partial expansion energy is given by Equation ( 2.45 ).

j -A H  -  [P(v)Ta -  P j + [Ps, -  P(v)Ts, ]u„, Pa < P(v)Ts,

E' - \ ( r . - P .  R .  r . * w r .  ( 2 '45 )

Where AH  is the change in enthalpy from stagnation to final post expansion conditions, Pst is 

the stagnation pressure, Tst is the stagnation temperature, vst is the stagnation specific volume, 

Pa is the atmospheric pressure and P(v) is the saturated vapour pressure. The two cases 

essentially correspond to superheated and sub-cooled conditions.

However, the final model that they recommend (RELEASE) selects the minimum droplet 

size from the flashing correlation, presented by Equation ( 2.45 ) and a critical Weber number 

correlation, presented by Equation ( 2.46 ) where u/  is the post expansion velocity and the 

critical Weber number is taken to be 12.5 in line with recommendations made by Brown and 

York16, Heinze44 and the TNO Yellow Book128.

SMD = (2 .46)
« /  P a
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Adopting the post expansion velocity as the characteristic velocity in this critical Weber 

number correlation accounts for the influence of two-phase flow in the prediction o f droplet 

SMD. However, the correlation still relies on the competition between inertial and surface 

tension forces. Moreover, utilising their model, the authors show that mechanical break-up 

always dominates at superheated conditions, which is highly inconsistent with experimental 

evidence in the literature. In addition, the reverse calculation method utilised to derive their 

correlation for flashing break-up is clearly subject to both the accuracy o f the Unified 

Dispersion Model and the accuracy o f the rainout data, which in this case is known to have 

inherent deficiencies.

2.4.2 EEC Programme: STEP

The synopsis o f the STEP programme presented by Hervieu and Veneau identified high 

purity (99.5%) liquid propane as the fluid utilised, which was released into atmospheric 

conditions. The propane was stored under saturated conditions, so superheat would have 

varied as a function of storage pressure. Measurements were performed utilising a PDA 

system. However, due to the very high droplet concentration, it was necessary to prevent 

incident and scattered light from attenuation through the implementation of intrusive 

protection cylinders in the jet. The authors tentatively claim that shielding the spray was 

likely to have caused a 20% and 40% underestimation of droplet size and velocity 

respectively. However, the authors claim that no result could be expected without such 

protection.

Droplet SMD was shown to be inversely proportional to release pressure and positively 

correlated with the nozzle diameter. The droplet SMD also decreased with increasing axial 

downstream distance. As a whole, the results indicate that very little if any rainout should be 

expected from an 11 bar release based on the sizes of droplets alone. In all cases a 

characteristic bell-shaped jet was observed, which seems to be a universal characteristic of 

flashing jets. Moreover the diameter o f the jet increased significantly with storage pressure 

(pressure and superheat). The results of the study are summarised in Tables 2.2 and 2.3. 

Blanks indicate that the spray density precluded measurements being made.
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Table 2.2. STEP on axis measurements for a 2mm nozzle diameter
Pressure
(bar) 5 11 17

z
(mm) 30 60 95 30 60 95 30 60 95

SMD
.(m )

49.5 38.5 35.8 - 30.2 25.2 - 26.6 23.7

Table 2.3. STEP on axis measurements for a 5mm nozzle diameter
Pressure
(bar) 5 11 17

z
(mm) 30 60 95 30 60 95 30 60 95

SMD
(pm)

- 48.5 52.8 - 31.2 27.0 - - 23.7

2.4.3 HSL Experiments

The series of papers published by Allen119,120,121 represent several years o f experimental study 

undertaken by the UK Health and Safety Laboratories as part of a CEC joint-industry project 

on a rig specifically developed for characterisation o f two-phase flashing releases. Again 

LPG was considered as the test fluid.

Only one set o f initial conditions was investigated where the mean release temperature was 

16°C and the mean mass flow-rate was 0.0951kg/s at saturated conditions. Results were 

presented for one nozzle o f diameter 4mm and aspect ratio 10. A non-intrusive laser based 

diffraction particle sizer was used to measure droplet sizes. However, due to high obscuration 

rates and vignetting effects caused by the high density o f the spray, considerable post

processing o f the data was required. LDA measurements provided particle velocity 

measurements and LIF was developed towards quantification of jet temperature. Before 

manipulation, the data presented three characteristic particle size peaks. Post-processing, 

useful size information was provided subject to the appropriateness of the manipulation 

process, where the data was reduced to a bimodal distribution and the majority o f droplet 

diameters were found to be less than 32pm. Data was subsequently presented in relative size 

bands where repeatability o f the analysis technique was demonstrated. However, the authors 

recommended that the data at any point should not be considered in absolute terms, but rather 

in terms of identifying general trends and overall size distributions.
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2.4.4 Von Karman Institute Experiments

Yildiz et a/123,124,125 used a refrigerant material known as R134-A, which corresponds to 

1,1,1,2-tetrafluoroethane129. Externally pressurised nitrogen was used to control pressure 

within the storage vessel, which was considered a reasonable experimental approach, 

although an ideal system would eliminate the potential for dissolved gases to influence the 

process. Measurements were made using PDA without encountering the necessity to utilise 

intrusive protection cylinders.

In an initial study123, results from one set of initial conditions were presented for a 1mm 

nozzle diameter at 187mm downstream of the nozzle outlet. The nozzle length was not given 

in the paper but is assumed to be sufficiently small that it can be taken as zero. The release 

temperature was 23°C, which corresponds to a superheat o f 49°C, and the release pressure 

was between 7.0-7.5bar. Global SMD values of 80-100pm are estimated from the spatially 

distributed SMD values quoted in the paper.

In a follow-up study124,125, results from a series of initial conditions were presented for 1mm 

and 2mm orifice diameters at downstream locations o f 110mm, 220mm and 440mm. The 

effect of superheat on droplet diameter was investigated for liquid temperatures in the range 

20-28°C (46-54°C superheat) for release pressures of 7.9-8.3bar and 12-14bar. The authors 

present linear correlations which relate the log of the droplet diameter with the log of the 

Jakob number for particular release pressures. However, the data appears to indicate that a 

more general expression could be achieved by correlating droplet diameter with Jakob 

number irrespective o f release pressure, where droplet SMD decreases relatively linearly 

from 158pm to 30pm for increasing Jakob numbers in the range 0.318 -  0.365 (presumed 

superheat in the range 46-54°C)

The effect of drive pressure on droplet diameter was investigated by producing three datasets 

at three fixed liquid temperatures of 20°C, 24°C and 28°C for release pressures of 8bar, 12bar 

and 14bar. At 20°C (46°C superheat) increasing the pressure from 8bar to 12bar caused the 

droplet SMD to decrease from 158pm to 130pm, but at higher superheats the effect of 

increasing pressure was negligible.
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The effect of orifice diameter on the droplet diameter was investigated for two orifice 

diameters of 1mm and 2mm. For low superheat, the mean droplet sizes show that larger 

nozzles lead to slightly larger mean diameters, but when superheat increases, the nozzle 

diameter does not have an effect on the droplet size. This is consistent with observations in 

the literature where aerodynamic processes dominate break-up at low superheat. In general 

however, the authors claim that nozzle diameter has almost no effect on droplet size 

compared to the effect o f superheat.

The effect o f orifice aspect ratio {Lido) on droplet diameter was investigated for a 2mm 

nozzle diameter with aspect ratios of 0, 2, and 7 at downstream locations of 220mm and 

440mm. Increasing the nozzle aspect ratio results in smaller droplets compared to the sharp- 

edged orifice. At 220mm downstream, Lido = 7 generates larger droplets than Lido = 2, 

probably because o f incomplete detachment of the spray from the nozzle wall leading to 

incomplete atomisation, but at 440mm downstream the effect on droplet size is negligible, 

where evaporation and rainout between 220mm and 440mm cause the droplet diameters to 

converge.

In summary, the authors report that liquid superheat plays the most dominant role on the 

droplet SMD, regardless of drive pressure, orifice diameter, aspect ratio or axial location.

2.5 Measurement Techniques

In this section a comprehensive review of the diagnostic technology applied to the application 

of liquid jets is made, from the earliest studies right up to current cutting edge techniques.

2.5.1 Sample Collection

Before the introduction o f laser-based techniques, sample collection and post-analysis were 

the only methods available to derive droplet size distributions. They are still of use today in 

hostile environments where the use o f laser-based techniques would not be possible or 

appropriate. A typical example is the magnesium-oxide powdered slide utilised by Sher and
cn

Elata for characterising sprays from pressurised aerosol canisters. The slide is exposed to
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the two-phase flow for a very short period of time before being mechanically covered again 

to protect the data. Droplets in the flow impinging on the plate leave imprints which are 

subsequently analysed manually (more recently with the aid of image analysis software) to 

determine droplet sizes.

Another variant is the method of freezing the droplets in a wax or similar material, e.g. 

silicon oil, used by Peters et al19, ready for post-analysis. However due to the uncertainty and 

wide range of inaccuracies inherent in these techniques, they have been superseded by laser- 

based methods.

2.5.2 Laser-based Diffraction

A considerable advantage o f laser-based techniques is their non-intrusive nature, their data 

acquisition rates and speed of processing. For example, fuel injectors can now be 

characterised on a transient basis, despite the fact that they typically deliver fuel over 

millisecond time periods with droplet speeds exceeding 100ms'1 and droplet sizes in the 

range l-100pm .130

To date, atomisation and spray research has principally relied on a laser-diffraction based 

technique, the commercial version of which is marketed primarily by Malvern Instruments,
1 “31UK. The basic principle of this technique was first reported by Swithenbank et al and relies 

on the fact that the angle of diffraction of incident monochromatic light on a spherical 

particle is inversely proportional to the particle size. Using Fraunhofer theory, this angular 

variation can be calibrated and with the aid of a Fourier-Transform lens, the optical system 

allows a spatially resolved temporal measurement of spray distribution along a line of sight.

Considerable work was undertaken by the UK Nuclear Industry in the 1980s, which 

considered the transportation of radioactive nuclei via airborne aerosols, for which in-house 

particle-sizing techniques were developed. Bates et al66 described the development of a 

robust particle sizing analyser for field work, utilising a mixed Doppler-intensity sizing 

strategy for characterising superheated water jets through sharp-edged orifices at pressures 

from 19-160 bar and temperatures from 110-312°C. Limited optical access was achieved at
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the higher pressures (>30bar) and superheats, which was attributed to the density of the spray 

coupled with the low-powered laser utilised (5mW).

Solomon et al107 utilised the diffraction methodology in the form of the Malvern Particle 

Analyser. Most subsequent experimental sizing investigations for flashing jets have utilised 

the Malvern instruments, often with compensating formulae to accommodate the dense 

sprays encountered. For example, Park and Lee13 utilised the obscuration compensation 

formula advocated by Dodge132. Allen120 utilised a modified Malvern system to characterise 

flashing propane releases through a 4mm final orifice (LIdo -  10). Considerable modification 

of the Malvern based system was required to undertake measurements and as previously 

highlighted, it was necessary to account for the harsh optical environment through additional 

post-processing o f the data. Obscuration levels of over 90% were reported, whereas ideal 

conditions are between 11-30%. Even after analysis, it is noted that accurate droplet size 

distribution measurements were not possible and only qualitative descriptions of the variation 

of the droplet size were feasible.

2.5.3 Phase Doppler Anemometry

133The basis o f Phase Doppler anemometry (PDA) was first reported by Durst and Zare in 

1975. Systems relying on the same basic principle but with optimised electronics and post

processors are now marketed by companies such as Aerometrics, Biral and DANTEC. PDA 

is essentially an extension of laser Doppler anemometry (LDA), but whereas LDA is only 

capable of measuring particle velocities, PDA is capable of simultaneously measuring both 

particle size and velocity. Measurements are made based on phase Doppler interferometric 

theory, whereby light from two incident laser beams is scattered by particles entering the 

measurement volume, which is defined by the intersection of the two beams. The 

superposition o f the scattered waves creates a Doppler burst with a specific frequency that is 

proportional to the velocity of the particle. Receiving optics placed at a specific off-axis 

location project the scattered light onto multiple photo-detectors. The phase shift between 

signals from different detectors is directly proportional to the particle diameter.

i^ i
Allen characterised the velocity profile across transverse downstream axial locations using 

a two-component TSI LDA system powered by a 4 Watt continuous wave Argon-Ion Laser.
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Again difficulties due to harsh spray environment were reported, but after some post

processing, valid velocity data profiles across the axial centreline and several lateral profiles 

at various axial locations were presented. Consistency with data from other pressure-liquefied 

studies was established, in particular the Gaussian velocity profile, which is consistent with 

LDA data generated for effervescent atomisation (Panchagnula and Sojka, 1999)67.

The EU-funded STEP1 programme and the Von Karmen Institute123 study both utilised PDA 

as the primary diagnostic technique. The former set out with the aim of addressing the 

problem considered in this body of work, namely the example of a large-scale blow-down of 

a release o f LPG. Whilst the experimental programme appears to have been undertaken in a 

rigorous manner, the density of the spray, particularly for larger-scale releases, proved 

problematic. As previously mentioned protection cylinders were required to prevent incident 

and scattered light from attenuation. Without these it is claimed that PDA measurements 

would not have been possible. However, in the latter study reported that measurements were 

made using PDA without encountering the necessity to utilise intrusive protection cylinders.

2.6 Summary

The hazard generated by accidental releases of volatile liquids is generally considered to be 

the quantity o f matter that remains airborne. Hence, the magnitude o f the hazard is inversely 

related to the quality of the spray, which is essentially defined by the size o f the droplets 

generated.

Atomisation is fundamentally divided into two categories: mechanical break-up and flashing. 

Mechanical break-up is considered to be independent of the thermodynamic condition of the 

jet, whereas for flashing, thermodynamics is the dominant input parameter.

It is widely accepted that mechanical break-up is comprised of four separate sub-divisions. Of 

these, only second-wind induced and atomisation represent increased hazards in the context 

of this study. Numerous studies, utilising a variety o f appropriate laser diagnostic techniques, 

have shown that the break-up is governed by the orifice size, the exit velocity and the fluid 

properties. Other parameters such as the nozzle aspect ratio, surface roughness and orifice 

shape are also known to be influential. Various correlations have been proposed to describe
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droplet sizes produced by sprays in these regimes, with proposed exponents for nozzle 

diameter and release pressure ranging from 0.262 -  1.2 and -0.07 - -0.69 respectively. The 

effect of the nozzle aspect ratio is a matter of ongoing debate and the lack of a significant 

body o f experimental data in this area clearly requires attention.

Most atmospheric dispersion models currently utilise the critical Weber number criterion 

derived from single droplet studies, to determine droplet sizes in sprays undergoing 

mechanical break-up. Critical Weber numbers, representing the ratio o f inertia forces to 

surface tension forces, vary between ten and twenty. However, the single droplet Weber 

number criterion does not reflect the body of empirical data in the literature, as it is 

independent of orifice size and its scaling with release velocity is inconsistent with the range 

published via empirical correlations. Hence, this methodology for characterising droplet sizes 

in releases undergoing mechanical break-up is considered inappropriate.

There is a considerable body of evidence to show that at low superheat there is little 

qualitative difference between jet break-up under these conditions and sub-cooled releases. 

However, this has not been proven on a quantitative basis and is therefore an area that needs 

to be addressed. Nevertheless it is generally accepted that flashing appears to be controlled by 

a transition superheat limit, allowing mechanical break-up mechanisms to dominate into the 

superheated region. Studies o f the criteria governing transition from mechanical break-up to 

flashing are limited, with Kitamura’s experimentally validated transition criteria representing 

the current standard for studies in this field.

Beyond the superheat limit for mechanical break-up there are several modes of what is 

generally termed flashing; the distinction being whether vapour production first commences 

upstream or downstream of the exit orifice. ‘External’ flashing is characterised by an initial 

‘idle’ period, where the liquid jet leaves the orifice as a metastable liquid above its normal 

boiling point before the inception of bubble nucleation occurs. The jet then shatters further 

downstream due to homogenous bubble nucleation and the subsequent rapid formation o f 

vapour within the jet. ‘Internal’ flashing is the most catastrophic mode of atomisation and is 

characterised by finely atomised droplets, which result in low or zero rainout. It is thought to 

have strong phenomenological links with effervescent atomisation, where studies o f both 

internal flashing and effervescent atomisation have indicated that a change in the internal 

flow regime is accompanied by a corresponding transition in the external mode of
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atomisation. Hence, the internal flashing mode can itself be divided into various sub-sections. 

Currently, there is no simple methodology available for predicting transition between these 

different modes in terms of the downstream spray characteristics.

In terms of quantifying flashing atomisation, at the very least, the characteristic droplet sizes 

should be less than those predicted for mechanical break-up. Most of the qualitative 

descriptions reported for flashing sprays are fully consistent with published work on 

effervescent sprays. There is considerable potential for model development and validation if  

this consistency could be extended to justify quantitative equivalence. The particular 

properties that have shown commonality, albeit compared with the limited data available for 

flashing jets, include: independence of orifice size, dependency on drive pressure, uniformity 

of mean droplet size across transverse sections and Gaussian transverse velocity profiles.

Current atmospheric dispersion models governing flashing atomisation either attempt some 

variation of the critical Weber number approach, or are based on correlations derived from 

retro-calcualtions, using a dispersion code to derive initial droplet sizes. At a qualitative level, 

the modified critical Weber number approach shows both an independence of orifice 

diameter and inverse dependence on drive pressure. However, it is felt that this is likely to be 

coincidental. The ‘reverse’ modelling approach, aside from its weakness in terms o f scientific 

rigour already mentioned, is further hindered by the fact that data is presented where both 

dynamic and thermodynamic parameters vary. Hence, it is not possible to immediately 

determine whether the indicated droplet sizes correlate well with a thermodynamic parameter 

since the pressure effects, possible orifice size effects and liquid properties will also have 

influenced the data. In summary, neither approach is felt to suitably address the problem.

The mean droplet size in flashing sprays is consistently reported to be inversely proportional 

to superheat. However, there is disagreement over the actual form of this relationship. Hence, 

it is probably most appropriate at this stage to rely on the limited data sets available in the 

literature to provide approximations for droplet sizes in medium-scale flashing releases. 

However, this is clearly an area which requires significant attention.

In addition to mean droplet size, the distribution of droplets produced in a spray will 

influence downstream rainout. Two established functions have been recommended in various 

papers to represent sprays from flashing releases, namely the Rossin-Rammler and log-
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normal distributions. The log-normal distribution is adopted by most atmospheric dispersion 

codes currently available, however, the development of an optimal representation o f the 

droplet size distribution still requires attention.

The primary variables that that require quantification in flashing jet atomisation studies are; 

droplet size distributions and mean droplet size, velocity components and mean velocities, 

relative phase distribution and jet temperature. Ideally all the diagnostics are required on a 

spatially resolved basis. With this specification, the most appropriate diagnostic techniques 

currently available are PDA (simultaneous droplet size and velocity components), LDA 

(droplet velocity components). However, the environment within a flashing jet is extremely 

harsh for any diagnostic technique, and hence even the most appropriate techniques will 

encounter some difficulties and limitations. Empirical correlations can only be as accurate as 

the data available to validate them, and this in turn depends on which droplet sizing 

technology is used for data generation. Nevertheless, it is felt that the PDA methodology is 

the most appropriate for characterising flashing sprays, primarily due to its suitability for 

measuring relatively dense sprays.
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3.1 Introduction

In this section the experimental facilities and procedures utilised in the investigation of 

mechanical break-up, transition between break-up phenomena and flashing atomisation are 

detailed, and the where appropriate, the principles behind each measuring technique are 

highlighted and explained.

3.2 Rig Design

3.2.1 Nozzles

Sharp-edged brass nozzles were manufactured in-house, with care taken to avoid the 

formation of aberrations or inaccuracies on the nozzle inlet as recent work134 has indicated 

that these influence the internal flow characteristics and may significantly alter the 

atomisation process. The nozzles utilised for both sub-cooled and superheated releases are 

presented in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1 Brass sharp-edged nozzles utilised for sub-cooled and superheated releases.
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The first image presents nozzles with a constant orifice diameter of 1mm and nozzle lengths 

of 50, 30, 20, 10, 7 and 3.5mm respectively. The second image presents nozzles with a 

constant nozzle length of 3.5mm and orifice diameters of 0.5, 0.75, 1, 2, 3 and 4mm 

respectively. The orifice geometry is defined to be consistent with that defined in standard 

atomisation and jet break-up literature17,135.

Nozzles were attached to a stainless steel adaptor using three countersunk screw caps in the 

face of each nozzle. A seal was achieved with a small rubber o-ring at the nozzle/adaptor 

interface. For superheated releases the adaptor was modified so that temperature and pressure 

in the nozzle could be monitored. The adaptor was fitted with a pressure transducer and a 

thermocouple 15mm upstream of the orifice inlet, and is presented in Figure 3.2. Here (A) is 

the thermocouple, (B) the main body of the adaptor (which was the original part of the 

adaptor which existed for investigating sub-cooled releases), and (C) is a pressure gauge 

which was used for calibrating the data acquisition system and monitoring the pressure at the 

nozzle during releases. The data acquisition system utilised during superheated releases was 

capable of recording temperature and pressure at a rate of 1000Hz.

Flow direction

To pressure transducer

Figure 3.2 Stainless-steel adaptor with thermocouple and pressure transducer

3.2.2 Sub-Cooled Rig

The sub-cooled spray rig consisted of a steel tank of base dimensions lxlm  with a working 

capacity of 200 litres, and a vertical nozzle position approximately 1.5m above the base of 

the tank, so as to negate any gravitational effects on the spray. Water was circulated using a
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Lowara SV224 centrifugal vertical pump. A pressure gauge and a pressure relief valve were 

located downstream of the pump to facilitate pressure regulation of the discharge line. The 

pressurised flow was then directed to the nozzle inlet via a reinforced flexible pipe. The 

whole tank was encased in polythene sheeting, with laser optical access to the spray being 

facilitated by openings in the front and adjacent side of the sheeting. Figure 3.3 presents the 

arrangement of the sub-cooled rig including the positioning of the PDA transmitting and 

receiving optics. An orthogonal over-head view of the set-up is also presented.

(A ) Tank ( d ) Transmitting ( g ) Pressure

( b )  Lovara SV224 (g )  Nozzle ( h ) Receiving Optics

( c )  Traverse ( ? )  Pressure Gauge

Figure 3.3 Sub-cooled rig with positioning o f PDA transmitting and receiving optics
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3.2.3 Superheated Atomiser

The superheated spray rig consisted of a sealed pressure vessel with a working capacity of 

approximately 33 litres. A helical-shaped electrical incoloy heating element was used to heat 

the water inside the tank. Pressure was created through the expansion of the water (i.e. 

conditions within the vessel were initially saturated) and hence the flowrate was a function of 

the water temperature and the orifice geometry. Nozzles were attached to the rig via a conduit 

elbow at the base o f the tank, so that releases were directed parallel to the ground, thereby 

making gravitational influences on the droplet distribution unavoidable. The double-skinned 

design o f the unit enabled vacuum wall insulation against heat loss, which in turn enabled 

prolonged use o f the rig once the operating temperature was reached. The rig was protected 

against overpressure by a recessed nickel alloy bursting disk. Water was discharged through 

the exit orifice via a fast opening ball valve. A schematic of the rig is presented in Figure 3.4.

View AA

Underside

10 11

1. Filling vent

2. Overflow

3. Bursting disk

4. Auxiliary filling vent

6

21

7. Vacuum bleed

8. Double skin vessel wall

9. Control Panel

10. Ball valve

Figure 3.4 Schematic of superheated atomiser
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The design of the superheated rig incorporated a collar and flange at the base of the tank for 

attaching conduits o f varying diameter to the main vessel. As a consequence of this design, a 

cold ‘slug’ of water remained inside the collar, which did not reach the temperature of the 

water in the upper part of the tank after heating. Therefore, at the beginning of each release, 

as superheated water from the upper region o f the tank flowed through the exit conduit, a 

temperature gradient was created, which generated considerable heat loss in the system 

between the tank and exit orifice. Hence, the temperature o f the jet at the exit orifice was 

transient during the initial stages after the start of a release. As the jet temperature increased, 

the jet break-up mechanism changed accordingly. After a period of time the jet temperature 

became relatively stable; generally in the region of 20-30°C below the initial stagnation 

temperature, depending on the orifice geometry and the stagnation temperature itself.

3.3 Measuring Techniques

3.3.1 Rainout Collection

Although admittedly crude, the technique used for measuring rainout was effective in 

providing data where up to now there has been a dearth of information. While various 

pattemators and designs were initially considered, a simple 6m x 4m steel frame aligned with 

the release direction, covered by two 5m x 4m tarpaulin sheets was found to be the simplest 

and most effective solution to the problem. Steel dead-weights were used to hold the sheets in 

place.

Figure 3.5 demonstrates an example of a release using this set-up for a 4mm orifice diameter 

and a stagnation temperature o f 160°C. For a given set of initial conditions the rig was left to 

fully discharge, and the volume of water in the collection rig was measured manually using a 

3 gallon (13.64 litre) bucket. Given sufficient due care and consideration, this was an easier 

task to undertake than one might anticipate, with minimal liquid loss encountered at any 

stage. A small amount of water remained within the release containment vessel, which was 

also measured and recorded. The rainout fraction was then given by Equation (3 .1  ), where 

Vr is the volume of discharged water, Vt is the total volume of water in the rig prior to a 

release and Vu is the volume of un-discharged water.
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Vr =
Vr

VT - V v
(3.1)

Figure 3.5 Experimental set-up for measuring rainout fraction 

3.3.2 Geometric Spray Characterisation

This analysis technique was developed within the context of this study as a means of 

investigating the potential for characterising flashing jets at an intrinsically basic level. As 

previously mentioned, a characteristic particular to the superheated rig was the transient 

nature of the temperature at the exit orifice during the initial stages of a release. This 

corresponded to an increase in both the jet width and the bulk plume density until the system 

approached a relatively stable condition. This mirrored the findings of the STEP programme 

presented by Hervieu and Veneau, where the jet width was found to increase with superheat. 

Hence, it was suggested that characterising the jet width could be used as a simple and 

inexpensive method of characterising flashing atomisation.

Digital images of the jet were taken at regular intervals after the inception of a release. Jet 

widths were then derived through detailed image-by-image analysis. The images were 

examined using the software package ‘Corel Photo-Paint’, which incorporates various image 

analysis techniques. Measurements of the jet width were made possible by the combination of 

precise pixel-by-pixel spray-edge location and the implementation of a scale factor. The scale 

factor was determined from the analysis of a ruled grid at a fixed radial location off-set from
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the jet during each release. Where the exact position of the jet boundary was found to be 

vague or ambiguous i.e. at low flow rates, the software also facilitated image enhancement, 

through the application of various colour filters.

The ‘Bit Planes’ filter is a powerful tool for analysing gradients in images. It reduces the 

image to basic red, green and blue colour components and emphasizes tonal changes. For 

example, certain areas appear as solid blocks because there is little change in tone. The 

saturation of each colour component in the image can be altered allowing the user the 

optimum combination of colour saturation for optimum image enhancement. The 

‘Psychedelic’ filter, see Figure 3.6, changes the colours in the image to bright electric colours 

such as orange, hot pink, cyan and lime green. The effect on the image is startling and allows 

the unambiguous determination of the location of the jet boundary in almost all cases.

Figure 3.6 Image enhancement using the psychedelic filter

Nozzle diameters in excess of 2mm generated high flow-rates, which reduced the transient 

‘warm-up’ period, which in turn reduced the available window for taking images of the spray. 

It was not possible to produce fully flashing sprays at stagnation temperatures below 180°C 

using nozzles smaller then 2mm in diameter, which was the maximum operating temperature 

of the superheated rig. Hence, it was only possible to conduct geometric spray 

characterisation using a 2mm nozzle diameter.
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3.3.3 High-Speed Backlit Shadowography

This technique was essentially an extension o f that utilised for geometric spray 

characterisation. However, in this case a 1000W backlight was used to illuminate the spray in 

order to define the flow structures in the spray with greater clarity. In addition, sophisticated 

high-speed camera equipment was utilised to record short films of the spray at very high 

ffame-rates, which were then analysed on a frame-by-frame basis. Two variations on this 

technique were employed; firstly, for the investigation of the transition between downstream 

break-up regimes and secondly to analyse the internal flow structures upstream of the nozzle 

outlet using transparent nozzles.

3.3.3.1 Transition between Downstream Break-Up Regimes

This technique also utilised the transient nature of the temperature at the exit orifice during 

the initial stages o f a release. By combining high-speed shadowography with a thermocouple 

and pressure transducer located close to the nozzle exit, it was possible to couple the 

observed break-up characteristics with the jet temperature and release pressure and 

subsequently pinpoint the exact conditions at which transition between break-up regimes was 

occurring. Figure 3.7 illustrates the experimental facilities for investigating the transition 

between break-up regimes

Backlit shadowgraphs o f superheated jets were taken using a NAC 1000 high speed video 

camera and a VCR, which recorded images at 1000 fps. Jets were backlit using a 1000 W 

spotlight focused at the plane of the jet’s centreline. An efficient extract system was used to 

prevent droplet recirculation. As previously mentioned it was not possible to produce ftilly 

flashing sprays using a 1mm nozzle diameter at stagnation temperatures below 180°C. As a 

result this was the only release condition for which images were taken using this nozzle 

diameter. Table 3.1 summarises the full-set of initial conditions for which images were 

recorded.
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r

(^ P )  Thermocouple 

(^ P )  Nozzle adaptor

Pressure transducer 

H p Ball valve

(^ P ) NAC1000 High Speed Camera 

Tripod

K )  VCR

Superheated atomiser 

Data acquisition processor 

1000W spotlight 

Extractor

Figure 3.7 Experimental apparatus for investigating transition to flashing 

Table 3.1 Experimental programme for investigating transition to flashing
S tagnation  T em pera tu re

(°C)
N ozzle D iam eter 

(m m )
A spect R atio  

(L/do)
130
140 4 0.85
150 3 1.13
160 2 1.70
170
180 1 3.40
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3.3.3.2 Upstream Flow Structure

Transparent Perspex nozzles were utilised to investigate various aspects of the flow structures 

of superheated jets upstream of the nozzle outlet, including bubble growth rates and bubble 

concentration. Once temperature and pressure in the nozzle reached relative stability, backlit 

shadowgraphs of the upstream conditions were taken using a Photron Fastcam-APX RS, 

capable of recording images at up to 250,000fps with a minimum shutter speed of 0.000005s. 

Increasing the ffame-rate reduced the size of the frame due to the limitations of the processor 

in the camera. Nevertheless, images of the upstream flow structure were recorded at frame 

speeds in the range of 15,000 -  75,000fps for a range of initial conditions. The nozzles were 

backlit using a 1000W spotlight focused at the plane of the jet centreline. A common plastic 

greenhouse with an opening cut in the door was adapted for use as an expansion vessel, with 

an extractor attached via an opening in the roof. This was highly effective at preventing 

droplet recirculation, which was an increased hazard in this instance due to the sensitive 

camera equipment in the vicinity of each release. Figure 3.8 illustrates the experimental set

up for investigating the flow structure upstream of the exit orifice.

y■ ■

Superheated atom iser Expansion vessel

(XX) 1000W  spotlight ( ^ )  Photron Fastcam -APX RS High Speed Camera

(XT) Extractor ( X )  Tripod

Figure 3.8 Experimental apparatus for investigating upstream flow structures
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Bubble growth rates and bubble frequency were derived via the same detailed frame-by- 

frame analysis procedure outlined for geometric spray characterisation. Measurements of the 

jet width were made possible by the combination o f precise pixel-by-pixel spray-edge 

location and the implementation of a scale factor, derived from the dimensions of the nozzle. 

Table 3.2 presents the full programme of initial conditions for which tests were performed.

Table 3,2 Experimental programme for investigating upstream flow structure
Nozzle Diameter 

(mm)
Aspect Ratio Stagnation Temperature 

(°C)
140

3.4 150
160

1 170
10
20 140
30

150
o 1.7 160z 170

180
140
150

2 3.5 160
170
180

3.3.4 Laser Diffraction Light Scattering

The basic principle o f this technique relies on the fact that the angle of diffraction of incident 

monochromatic light on a spherical particle is inversely proportional to the particle size. 

Large particles scatter at small forward angles, while small particles scatter light at wider 

angles. With the aid o f conventional Fourier optics, the scattered light is directed to an array 

of detectors at the focal plane o f the optics. Using an inversion algorithm, a particle size 

distribution is inferred from the collected diffracted light data. There is a direct relationship 

between the distribution o f the scattered light energy on these detectors and the particle size 

distribution that gives rise to it. The conventional Fourier configuration is shown 

schematically in Figure 3.9.
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Sample area
Detector

Obscuration monitorLaser

Spatial Filter
Spray nozzle Fourier transform lens

Figure 3.9 Conventional Fourier optical configuration

The light from a low power Helium-Neon (He-Ne) laser is used to form a collimated, 

monochromatic light beam. Both the light scattered by particles traversing the beam and the 

un-scattered remainder are incident on the receiving lens. This operates as a Fourier 

transform lens forming the far-field diffraction pattern of the scattered light at its focal plane 

where a solid state detector gathers the scattered light over a range of angles. The un

scattered light passes through a small aperture in the detector and on to an obscuration 

monitor, which measures the total laser power passing through the system.

Figure 3.10 illustrates the working principle of the Fourier transform lens. Particles of equal 

size scatter light at equal angles so that wherever a particle is in the analyser beam its 

diffraction pattern is stationary at any distance from the lens and centred on its optical axis. 

This facilitates the analysis of moving particles within sprays as it does not matter that a 

particle is moving through the analyser beam; its diffraction pattern remains stationary and 

centred on the optical axis of the lens. No practically encountered sample velocities are high 

enough to cause significant deviation from this characteristic.
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Detector

Optical axis

Figure 3.10 Properties of the Fourier transform lens

Un-scattered light received by the obscuration monitor determines the sample volume 

concentration. The concentration range over which reliable measurements are possible is 

expressed in terms of obscuration and is demonstrated in Table 3.3.

Table 3.3 Obscuration range for reliable measurements
O bscura tion  level ( % ) M easurem ent su itabiltity

0 - 5 T oo low
6-10 Low , b u t usable
1 1 - 3 0 Ideal
3 1 - 5 0 H igh, bu t usable

5 1 - 1 0 0 Too h igh

If the obscuration is too low then there are not enough samples to ensure valid, accurate 

measurements. However, if the obscuration is too high, then ‘multiple scattering’ is likely to 

occur. This effect occurs when incident light is diffracted and re-diffracted due to the high 

density of particles in the spray. This creates artificially high scattering angles, which in turn 

leads to artificially small particle sizes being outputted by the system. Calibration equations 

have been proposed to allow post-processing of measured data in dense sprays to obtain more 

accurate estimates136.
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Table 3,4 Standard range lenses for Long Bed Mastersizer X
Focal length 

(mm)
Size range 

(nm)
100 0 .5 -1 8 0
300 1 .2 -6 0 0
1000 4.0 - 2000

In practice many particles are present simultaneously in the analyser beam and the scattered 

light measured on the detector is the sum of all individual patterns overlaid on the central 

axis. In a typical experiment 100 -  10,000 particles need to be present simultaneously in the 

beam to obtain an adequate measurement. However, taking one instantaneous measurement 

creates the risk o f unrepresentative sampling of the particle size distribution in the sample 

material. By making many measurements of the detector readings (sweeps) and averaging 

over many such sweeps o f the detector it is possible to build up an integral light scattering 

characteristic which is fully representative of the average particle size distribution based on 

millions o f individual particles.

One error associated with diffraction-based techniques is the phenomenon known as 

‘vignetting’. Vignetting occurs when diffraction angles of the smallest droplets pass outside 

the diameter o f the collection lens. This effect can be minimised by selecting appropriate 

measuring distances. For larger scale applications this often means shielding sections of the 

spray which introduces an obvious compromise in terms of obtrusiveness. Alternatively, a 

larger than standard collection lens may be applied137 to ensure that droplets are measured 

from even the widest collection angles. This needs to be considered when investigating 

flashing jets as it is well known that flashing produces dense sprays with wide cone-angles.

3.3.4.1 Laser Diffraction Facilities at ENEL Ricerca, Livorno Italy

During the course o f this study, the opportunity arose to make use of the experimental 

facilities at ENEL Ricerca based in Livorno, Italy, as part of an EU funded TMR (Training 

for Mobility o f Researchers) programme ‘Euroflam’. Jet atomisation was performed using the 

superheated atomiser, which was incorporated into the existing apparatus in operation at 

ENEL. This consisted o f an expansion vessel for containing the spray, a Malvern Mastersizer 

X, intrusive protection cylinders and a traverse for mounting and controlling the position of 

the nozzle. A schematic o f the facilities available is presented by Figure 3.11.
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liiili

Pump

Expansion vessel 

©  Transmitting optics

Receiving optics

©
©

Superheated atomiser

Nozzle

Traverse

Figure 3.11 Modification offacilities at ENEL for use with the superheated atomiser

The Malvern Mastersizer X comprises a Helium-Neon (He-Ne) laser (X=0.63 pm), which has 

good stability properties and good signal to noise properties compared with higher 

wavelength laser diodes. The receiving optics consist of a slice of photosensitive silicon 

with a discrete number of detectors. The instrument relies on the Fraunhofer approximation, 

which assumes firstly that the particles being measured are much larger than the wavelength 

of light employed (ISO13320 defines this as being greater than forty wavelengths i.e. 25pm 

when a He-Ne laser is used), secondly that all sizes of particle scatter with equal efficiencies, 

and finally that the particle is opaque and transmits no light.

In order to accommodate the atomiser with the Malvern Masterisizer X, the nozzle/atomiser 

was fitted to the exit pipe on the heating rig via a flexible length of piping. The nozzle was 

then attached to a traverse with the use of a clamp. This enabled measurements to be made at
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pre-defined multiple axial and radial locations, using increments of 10mm. These 

modifications are shown in Figure 3.12.

raverse

Exit pipe 
:xtension

Figure 3.12 Rig modifications for integration with spray measuring equipment

The expansion vessel, used to contain the two-phase jet during a release, was fitted to a 

pump, which extracted the water/vapour droplets to prevent recirculation. In order to prevent 

attenuation of incident and scattered light intrusive protection cylinders were implemented in 

the jet. These cylinders were held in place via perspex windows positioned at the entrance of 

the expansion vessel. Metal disks were fitted to the ends of the protection cylinders in order 

to deflect droplets away from the measurement area. Figure 3.13 shows the position of the 

expansion vessel in relation to the rig, and the beam protectors fitted at its entrance.
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Figure 3.13 Expansion vessel and beam protection cylinders

Unfortunately the work undertaken at this research facility was limited by time and facility 

functionality. Although originally protected against overpressure by a 12bar bursting disk, 

due to failure of the disk during preliminary safety tests and the difficulty faced with 

replacing it, it was only possible to fit the atomiser with an 8bar safety valve. This limited the 

maximum operating stagnation temperature inside the rig to 150°C. Furthermore, owing to 

time constraints, it was only possible to perform tests using a 2mm nozzle diameter and an 

initial tank stagnation temperature of 140°C, giving a nozzle temperature of approximately 

125°C. At this temperature the jet was observed to be in transition from mechanical break-up 

to flashing atomisation. Droplet size measurements were taken at three axial locations; 

350mm, 400mm and 450mm, and varying radial locations at each downstream position. 

Radial measurements were performed at increments of 10mm in both positive and negative 

directions, taking the spray centreline as the origin.

3.3.5 Phase Doppler Anemometry (PDA)

3.3.5.1 Principles of PDA

When two coherent laser beams intersect they interfere in the volume of their intersection, 

forming interference fringes. If intersection occurs at the waist of each beam, the wave fronts 

are nearly plane and consequently the interference fringes are parallel, see Figure 3.14.
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Measurement volume

B i S

Interference fringes

Figure 3.14 Interference fringes created by intersecting coherent light sources

Light scattered by a particle traversing the measurement volume consists of two components, 

corresponding to each beam. Both components have a Doppler shift corresponding to the 

velocity of the particle; however, the shift also depends on the direction of the beam. Since 

the two beams are at an angle, the two components of scattered light have different Doppler 

shifts. If the intersection of the two beams takes place away from the beam waist, the plane 

wave approximation no longer holds and the distance between fringes is position dependent. 

This means that two particles crossing the intersection volume at the same velocity but at 

different positions will give rise to Doppler bursts of different frequency. Intersecting the 

beams at their waists counteracts this problem and ensures that there is a uniform velocity- 

frequency relationship over the entire measurement volume.

The fringe distance df is defined by the wavelength of the laser light and the angle between 

the beams, and is defined by Equation ( 3.2 )

The velocity is calculated from the Doppler frequency and the fringe distance, as defined by 

Equation ( 3.3 )

X
(3.2)

( 3.3 )
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Doppler bursts are filtered and amplified in the signal processor, which determines fu  for each 

particle by frequency analysis using the robust Fast Fourier Transform algorithm. This 

method of velocity measurement requires no calibration and the range is from zero to 

supersonic. However Equation ( 3.3 ) is directionally ambiguous since a positive and a 

negative velocity of the same magnitude will result in the same Doppler shift. To overcome 

this problem the frequency of one of the beams is shifted so that the fringe pattern is no 

longer stationary but moves at constant velocity. Therefore, a stationary particle within the 

measurement volume will scatter light at the shift frequency and crucially a particle moving 

in the same direction as the fringes will scatter light at a frequency lower than the shift 

frequency, whilst the signal from a droplet moving in the opposite direction will be of a 

higher frequency, as demonstrated by Figure 3.15.

/ d  A

u = -
2 sin

Figure 3.15 Velocity-frequency relationship with frequency shift

Figure 3.15 also shows that the higher the shift frequency the greater the velocity range it is 

possible to measure. In the DANTEC LDA and PDA equipment at Cardiff University a shift 

frequency of 40MHz is used. This shift is achieved using a Bragg cell, which also doubles as 

a beam splitter dividing the light intensity equally between the two beams and is illustrated 

by Figure 3.16.
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fo = 40MHz
Transducer

Travelling wave front

Laser

Glass cell

Figure 3.16 The Bragg cell

The Bragg cell consists of a block of glass with an electro-mechanical transducer (piezo 

crystal) attached to one side, which is driven by an oscillator to produce acoustical waves 

propagating through the block. The opposite side of the block is shaped to minimise 

reflection of the acoustic wave. The incident light beam hits a series of travelling wave fronts 

which act as a thick diffraction grating. Interference of the scattered light causes intensity 

maxima to be emitted in a series of directions. By adjusting the tilt angle of the Bragg cell 

and the acoustic signal intensity, the intensity balance between the direct beam and the first 

order of diffraction can be set.

In order to measure two velocity components, two extra beams can be added to the 

transmitting optics in a plane perpendicular to the first beams. This is achieved by 

transmitting the beam pairs orthogonally, with all the beams intersecting in a common 

measurement volume. In order to separate the beam components, different wavelengths are 

used. The dominant wavelengths of the Argon-ion laser are 514.5 and 488nm, which 

correspond to green and blue light respectively. Green is used in the primary flow axis i.e. 

vertical for a spray injected downwards, and blue is used for either radial or tangential 

velocity measurement, depending on the orientation of the spray relative to the transmitting 

optics.

In order to extend the principles of LDA to size measurement, a second photo-detector is 

added to the receiving optics. The optical path length of scattered light changes with the
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position of the detector. This means that when a particle passes through the measurement 

volume both photo-detectors receive a Doppler burst of the same frequency, but different 

phases. The phase difference between Doppler bursts is directly proportional to the size of the 

particle.

a  V

Detector 2

Detector 1

Detector 2

Detector 1

Intensity

Figure 3.17 Increasing phase difference with increasing particle diameter

Figure 3.17 illustrates a small particle with diameter Di and a larger with diameter D2 . If At is 

the time lag separating the wave fronts reaching two detectors, the corresponding phase 

difference is given by Equation ( 3.4 ).

<&n =2jifA t (3 .4 )

The phase of a Doppler burst received at detector i is expressed as:

< ! > , = * ( 3 - 5 )

where n, is the refractive index of the scattering medium, A is the laser wavelength, dp is the 

particle diameter and fy is the geometrical factor.

The geometrical factor depends on the three angles 6 , rpx and y/t. The angle of intersection 

between the two incident beams {0 ) , is determined by the beam separation (St) and the focal 

length of the front lens (Ft). The scattering angle (<p) and the elevation angle (y /)  define the
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direction towards the centroid of the photo detector from the measurement volume as 

indicated by Figure 3.18.

Flow
\ 7  j O  Detector 1

Scattering
nlane Q  Detector 2

Figure 3.18 Principle set-up o f PDA

For reflection, the geometrical factor can be expressed as,

A=V2-
3  31 + sin—sin cpt sin y/t -  cos—cos (pi

3  31 -  sin — sin ̂  sin y/i -  cos—cos q>t 
2 2

and for a first order refraction,

A = 2 ■*" nrel '  nrel ’ ̂  fi+ ^  + r̂el * nrel ’ V f  i-

(3.6)

(3.7)

nrei = particle refractive index / medium refractive index andf±  is given by Equation ( 3.8 )

(3.8)
3  3

f i± = 1 ± sin—sin (pt sin y/i + cos — cos q>t 
2 2

Higher refraction orders cannot be expressed as a correlation of first order, but must be 

solved numerically or iteratively. As it is shown from the above correlations, the geometrical 

factor and hence the sensitivity and range of the PDA can be altered by changing any of the 

angles 0, (p, and y/t. In practice, there are some restrictions in the selection of the geometrical
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optical parameters. For instance, the selection of scattering angle ( (p ), is quite restricted, 

either to ensure a specific scattering mode or a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio, or from 

practical considerations of the measurement situation e.g. optical access and working 

distance.

k L.

Detect. 2

Detect. 1

k  L

Detect. 2 3«r

Detect. 1

Detect. 2

Detect. 1

Intensity

Figure 3.19 2n ambiguity in two-detector systems

The maximum particle size that can be unambiguously measured with two detectors is 

limited by a phase shift of O n  = 360°. This is illustrated by Figure 3.19 where the phase 

difference for the largest particle falls outside this range. Therefore there is no way of 

knowing whether the droplet diameter is D 3 or D3 ’ from measuring the phase difference 

between the Doppler bursts received by the two detectors. This is because it is not possible to 

discriminate between a phase difference of O and 0±2m z, where n = 1,2,3,... This is known 

as the 2rc ambiguity. Reducing the distance between detectors can increase the particle size 

range, this however also reduces the measurement resolution. To overcome this problem, a 

third photo-detector is added to the receiving optics. The detectors arr arranged 

asymmetrically with two placed relatively distant for high resolution and the other two placed 

close together to extend the working range of the system. The overall effect provides both a
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large measurement size range (<£73) and high measurement resolution ($ 72), as shown in 

Figure 3.20.

o

O

o

Detector 1 

Detector 3

Detector 2

O

360

0 dr'max

Figure 3.20 Three detector set-up

The phase difference between detectors 1 and 3 (®o) provides a redundant size measurement 

which is used to cross check the possible droplet sizes corresponding to the phase difference 

between detectors 1 and 2 ($ 12), thereby providing the correct value for dp. Additionally it 

provides a means of rejecting non-spherical particles from the measurement set. Spherical 

particles should produce equal droplet size measurements between pairs of detectors. Figure 

3.21 shows how the detector pairs detect a slightly non-spherical particle. The ratio of Ad/dp 

is set by the user as a maximum allowable departure from sphercity as a percentage.

360

Ad

0 d,'max

Figure 3.21 Particle sphericty detection
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3.3.5.2 PDA Specifications

A ID DANTEC phase Doppler anemometery (PDA) system was used for the collection of 

the experimental data, which consisted o f a 38 mm DANTEC 55X two-dimensional probe in 

conjunction with a DANTEC beam expander. The optics were mounted on a computer 

controlled mechanical traverse was utilised, allowing accurate control of the measurement 

volume within the spray.

The green beams X = 514.5 nm provided measurements of the vertical axial flow velocities 

and also the droplet size. The PDA was powered by a water-cooled 5W Argon-Ion laser and a 

collection angle o f 72 degrees from forward scatter was used as determined by the refractive 

index of water. The power source was used together with a DANTEC 60X40 transmitter box, 

which incorporated the Bragg cell. The scattered light was collected, via the DANTEC 

integrated receiving optics, for processing using a DANTEC co-variance particle analyser 

and the associated Sizeware software package. All data collection and movements of the 

traverse were controlled via the software.

A range of optical configurations were appraised before the final system was specified. This 

was necessary due to the broad range of droplet sizes produced by some of the sprays. The 

optimum optical set-up for sub-cooled releases consisted of 600mm focal length lenses and a 

beam separation of 20mm, which gave a diameter range of 0-1480.2/zm. A bandwidth of 

12.0MHz enabled particle velocities in the range -46.3 -  138.9ms*1 to be measured. For 

superheated releases 600mm focal length lenses and a beam separation of 30mm gave a 

diameter range o f 0-385/zm. Again a 12.0MHz bandwidth was adopted which in this case 

enabled particle velocities in the range -30 .8-92 .6  ms*1 to be measured. These specifications 

are summarised by Table 3.5.

Table 3.5 PDA Specifications for sub-cooled and superheated releases
Thermodynamic

Conditions
Beam Separation 

(mm)
Focal Length 

(mm)
Bandwidth

(MHz)
Diameter Range 

(pm)
Velocity Range 

(ms'1)
Sub-Cooled 20 600 12.0 0-1480.2 -46.3-138.9
Superheated 30 600 12.0 0-385.0 -30.8-92.6
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3.3.5.3 Measurement Programme for Sub-Cooled Releases

In preliminary tests it was observed that the droplet SMD was sensitive to downstream 

distance from the orifice. However, to include this effect in a final correlation would require 

the inclusion of an upper cut-off point beyond which the effect should be ignored, as one 

intuitively understands that the jet disintegration cannot continue indefinitely. Findings from 

automotive injector studies of simple atomisers usually quote that the jet is fully developed 

after some 75-100 nozzle diameters downstream, though these will be for considerably higher 

pressures and for jets in the ‘atomisation’ break-up regime. Releases considered in this study 

invariably fall into the ‘second-wind’ break-up regime. This means that for an appreciable 

distance downstream the jet does not break-up at all, but in fact remains intact as a ‘pencil’ 

jet. Hence, fully developed sprays will not be established until further downstream than 

distances quoted for automotive sprays i.e. several hundred nozzle diameters. Therefore a 

compromise is required between the atmospheric dispersion modelling approach of a fully 

developed spray existing immediately downstream and the reality of a finite break-up length 

preceding the fully developed spray. In the course o f this study post-expansion data was 

taken at 500mm downstream of the exit orifice, beyond which point it was assumed that 

dynamic jet break-up was complete. This is also found to be consistent with previous data 

produced by Buchlin et al54.

Due to the increased flow rate developed by the 2.0mm nozzle diameter, the maximum 

pressure at which it was possible to operate was 20bar. This defined the upper cut off point at 

which tests were conducted for this orifice size. For all other nozzles 24bar was the maximum 

operating pressure. This pressure range was considered to encompass ‘low’ to ‘medium’ 

release pressures in the context of similar work done in this field.

In terms of modelling practical release scenarios, if, for example, a release occurs from an 

aperture in a large vessel, then the length may be considered as the thickness of the vessel 

wall, which for large scale hazards, is likely to result in a relatively ‘small’ aspect ratio. By 

contrast, in the event o f scenario such as shearing of a long pipe containing pressurised 

liquid, then the length may be considered as ‘large’ in the context of jet break-up. Therefore, 

nozzle aspect ratios were selected to represent this broad range of practical release scenarios.
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Table 3.6 summarises the programme of experimental work carried out for the investigation 

of sub-cooled jets.

Table 3,6 Experimental programme for sub-cooled releases
Gauge Pressure (bar) Nozzle Diameter (mm) Aspect Ratio (L/do)

4 < P < 20 
@ 2bar increments 2.00 1.7

3.5

4 < P < 24 
@ 2bar increments

1.00

3.4
7.0
10.0
20.0
30.0
50.0

0.75 4.53
9.33

3.3.5.4 Measurement Programme for Superheated Releases

High spray densities produced by nozzles with diameters in excess of 1mm and lengths in 

excess of 3.4mm prevented sufficient spray penetration by the laser used for droplet diameter 

and velocity measurement. As a result, this limited the experimental programme only to those 

nozzles of characteristic geometries presented in Table 3.7. Using these nozzles it was not 

possible to produce fully flashing sprays at stagnation temperatures (temperatures inside the 

tank) below 180°C, which was the maximum operating temperature of the superheated rig. 

For this reason it was only possible to conduct PDA particle sizing for one set of upstream 

conditions.

Table 3,7 Experimental programme for superheated releases
Stagnation Temperature 

(°C)
Downstream Distance 

(mm)
Nozzle Diameter 

(mm)
Aspect Ratio (L/do)

250 0.75 4.53
180 500

750 1.00 3.40

Figure 3.22 shows how the transmitting and receiving optics were arranged around the nozzle 

of the superheated atomiser and the measurement volume in a superheated spray. Releases 

were carried out to atmosphere through a hole cut in a sheet of polythene, stretched between 

the hanger doors of a well ventilated laboratory. This method was found to be more than 

suitable for preventing recirculation of the spray.
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Laser cooler box

Figure 3.22 PDA set-up for superheated atomiser

3.3.5.5 Measurement Procedure

For both sub-cooled and superheated sprays, PDA data was taken at regular horizontal 

increments through the spray in the plane of the central axis. At each radial location the PDA 

system recorded 15,000 ‘validated’ samples. A time window of 75 seconds terminated data 

collection if the specified number of bursts had not been reached during sub-cooled releases 

and 45 seconds during superheated releases. The difference between the two was due to the 

difference in spray quality and hence data collection rates. However, due to the high flow 

rates produced by both sprays under investigation, the time-out function was rarely required.

Due to the poor atomisation quality for low-pressure sub-cooled release conditions, validation 

rates were relatively low. Typical validation rates for sub-cooled sprays ranged from 20-40% 

at low pressure i.e. 4bar, and 60-90% at high pressure i.e. 24bar. However validation rates for 

flashing releases were typically in the range 70-95%. Validation rates varied inversely with 

spray density throughout the spray cross-section, i.e. validation rates were at their highest at 

the edge of the spray where the spray density was at its minimum, and vice versa. The poor 

quality of the spray for sub-cooled conditions also presented challenges in terms of data 

truncation. These issues were minimised by the adopted optical configuration, where the 

system functioned at its maximum operating range. However it is never possible to be 

completely confident that truncation has been eliminated for low-quality subcooled jets. 

However, by inspection of the data, it was possible to almost completely eliminate data
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truncation for superheated releases, as each measured sample was less than 200 pm, almost 

half the upper diameter size afforded by the associated optical set-up.

The necessity to represent the distribution as a whole by a single number requires that 

measurements taken at these radial locations be transformed to ‘global’ measurements. 

Because of the non-uniformity of the droplet concentration through the spray and the fact that 

a fixed number of samples were collected at each point, it was not possible to take a mean in 

order to provide this single number. Doing so would bias the ‘global’ measurements towards 

those results taken at radial locations towards the edge of the spray, where the droplet 

concentration was at its lowest. This problem was not envisioned when the experimental 

programme was first formulated. In order to simplify the procedure of globalising radial 

droplet distributions, future studies should always adopt a fixed time window rather than a 

fixed sample number approach, as this method inherently takes droplet concentration or flux 

into account. Instead a comprehensive approach was adopted for the globalisation of the local 

measurements. The global size and velocity are defined in similar ways and are both 

numerically expressed as demonstrated by Equation ( 3.9) and ( 3.10 )

Yj {SMDr -Flux-Abs¥al)l
Global SMD = ^ — n--------------------------- ( 3 .9 )

(Flux • Abs.Val),
z'=1

^  (ad - Flax • Abs.Val)i
Global Velocity = -̂ —n------------------------- (3 .10)

y ] (Flax • Abs.Val)i
7=1

where SMDr is the measured droplet size and ud is the mean droplet velocity at each radial

location respectively. Flux is the volumetric flow rate per unit area and Abs. Val (absolute 

validation rate) is the number of spherical samples validated by the PDA system as a 

percentage of the total number of attempted samples. Radial values are normalised by the 

absolute validation rate so that proportionately each global measurement is based on the same 

number of samples. However, this approach relies on the assumption that the samples 

rejected by the PDA system have the same distribution characteristics as those accepted.
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Few previous correlations for these types of release conditions have been generated utilising 

data with spatial resolution. Early non-optical studies utilising droplet impact type methods 

invariably considered one spray position, typically the centreline. First optical techniques 

utilised laser diffraction technology where measurements are implicitly spatially-averaged.

3.4 Summary

This programme relies on a broad range of advanced optical diagnostic techniques, 

experimental rigs and facilities. The functionality, technical background and limitations of all 

facilities have been highlighted and explained in this chapter, the implications of which will 

require referencing in the course of data analysis in the following chapters.
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Chapter 4. Elementary Characterisation o f Superheated Jets

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter the results from a photographic study of superheated jets is presented and the 

downstream jet width is established as a means for characterising the transition from 

mechanical break-up to flashing. The effect of superheat and orifice size on rainout fraction is 

also investigated. Superheat is demonstrated to be inversely proportional to the rainout 

fraction, and although the results are limited, the effect of nozzle diameter on rainout fraction 

is found to be negligible. Rainout data is compared to the data presented by Johnson and 

Woodward15, and the rainout correlation proposed by DeVaull and King118 is evaluated in 

light of the both datasets. The findings are summarised by Cleary et al .

4.2 Preliminary Experiments

Prior to pursuing the study objectives, it was necessary to investigate the performance of the 

superheated rig during a release. This was undertaken for a number of reasons; the first was 

to ascertain the time taken for the vessel to empty under its full range of initial conditions, as 

this defined the data collection window for the various measurement techniques applied in 

this study. Secondly, as previously made clear in Chapter 2, the temperature of the jet at the 

exit orifice was transient during the initial stages of a release, causing the jet break-up 

mechanism to change accordingly. It was therefore necessary to determine the significance of 

this effect for the full range of conditions investigated. Figure 4.1 illustrates the evolution of 

temperature and pressure during a release for which the nozzle diameter was 2mm and the 

tank stagnation temperature was 170°C.
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Figure 4.1 Transient nature o f temperature and pressure during a release.
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The shapes of the curves in Figure 4.1 are representative of a distinctive development of the 

temperature and pressure in the nozzle during a release and are a result of the atomiser 

design. The rate of increase of the jet temperature steadily declines until it achieves relative 

stability. The tank is of a fixed volume and pressure is provided by the expansion of the water 

as it is heated. Hence, the pressure falls as the tank empties, as does the rate of pressure loss, 

until the pressure also reaches relative stability. Increasing the stagnation temperature 

increases the pressure in the tank, which in turn increases the flow-rate. Therefore, increasing 

the initial stagnation temperature reduces the discharge time. Increasing the nozzle diameter 

has the same effect. As the flow-rate increases, the time taken for the system to reach relative 

stability decreases. Hence the period during which pressure and temperature are transient was 

determined by the stagnation temperature and nozzle diameter. Figure 4.2 presents the 

transitional break-up period for a release at 170°C stagnation temperature but with a 4mm 

nozzle diameter. Comparing Figure 4.2 with Figure 4.1 it can clearly be seen that the time 

taken to reach relative stability is greatly reduced.
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Figure 4.2 Orifice data for a 4mm nozzle diameter at 170X1 stagnation temperature.
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4.3 Geometric Spray Characterisation

The time taken for the release conditions to stabilise was determined for stagnation 

temperatures in the range 130°C to 180°C at 10°C increments for a 2mm nozzle diameter. 

Digital images of each release were taken at regular intervals determined by the length of the 

‘warm-up’ period. Pressure and temperature in the nozzle were recorded at the moment each 

image was taken. Since the drive (stagnation) pressure was determined by the stagnation 

temperature, each data set is classified by the average pressure during a release in order to 

avoid confusion between jet temperature and stagnation temperature. Jet widths were 

measured at distances of 50mm and 100mm downstream of the exit orifice and plotted 

against jet temperature. Figure 4.3 shows examples of the images of the jet which were taken 

at 3.1 bar, 5.2bar and 8.3bar respectively.

3.1 bar

5.2 bar

95°C 115°C 121°C 123°C

128°C 134°C 141°C 144°C

126°C 148°C 157°C 161°C

Figure 4.3 Superheated je t development at 3.1 bar, 5.2bar and 8.3bar
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4.3.1 Spray Geometry Results

Figure 4.4 displays the relationship between jet width and jet temperature as a function o f the 

downstream distance, for the full range of initial conditions at which releases were 

performed. In each case it can be seen that the relationship is quasi-linear.
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Figure 4,4 Variation ofjet width with jet temperature as a function of downstream distance

At 100mm downstream the jet width increases with temperature at a rate that is generally 

higher than that at 50mm downstream. This is due to the fact that the jet expands in a 

scissors-like manner, with the fulcrum at the exit orifice. In general, the amount by which the 

expansion is greater is proportional to the release pressure.
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At 8.3bar and 6.4bar, (180°C and 170°C stagnation temperature respectively), flashing was 

the dominant break-up mechanism. However, at jet temperatures below 150°C a small liquid 

core existed at the exit orifice before gradually diminishing at temperatures above 150°C, 

where the bulk plume density appeared to become homogenised.

At 5.2bar (160°C stagnation temperature), again flashing was the dominant break-up 

mechanism. However, a small liquid core was observed to exist at the exit orifice, which 

diminished as the temperature increased, but never fully disappeared.

At 3.9bar (150°C stagnation temperature), external atomisation initially dominated jet break

up with a characteristic liquid core existing at the orifice throughout the release, only abating 

at jet temperatures above 120°C, where flashing became dominant.

At 3.1 bar (140°C stagnation temperature), jet break-up was initially dominated by second- 

wind induced break-up, which was gradually replaced by external atomisation and finally the 

early stages o f flashing. A significant liquid core was present throughout the release and only 

diminished at jet temperatures above 120°C.

At 2.3bar (130°C stagnation temperature) the jet did not flash during this release. Instead, 

second-wind induced break-up was gradually replaced by external atomisation at jet 

temperatures above 110°C.

4.3.2 Discussion of Spray Geometry Results

For every set o f initial conditions, the temperature of the jet at the exit orifice was directly 

proportional to the jet width, at both downstream locations. Figure 4.5 compares the rate at 

which the jet width increases with jet temperature between data sets at both 50mm and 

100mm downstream o f the exit orifice.
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Figure 4.5 Variation of jet width with jet temperature at 50mm and 100mm downstream of
the exit orifice

In both cases it initially appears that the data sets combine to produce an overall linear trend. 

However, the rate at which jet width changes with jet temperature varies between data sets. 

This can be explained by the fact that as the stagnation temperature, and therefore the jet 

temperature, gradually increased, the jet break-up mechanism developed accordingly. As 

second-wind induced break-up develops into external atomisation there is a rapid 

development o f the typical wide angled jet associated with this break-up mechanism. This is 

reflected in the strong influence of increasing jet temperature on the jet width at low 

stagnation temperatures. Once external atomisation begins to stabilise, the rate of change of 

jet width gradually decreases. As conditions become conducive to flashing there is a further 

increase in the rate of change of jet width with temperature as rapid bubble bursting shatters 

the jet to produce the characteristic wide-angled cone of flashing atomisation.

In addition, the datasets are shifted upwards as the release pressure at the exit orifice 

increases. As highlighted previously, the pressure in the tank was a function of the stagnation 

temperature, since the pressure was generated by the expansion of water.

Figure 4.6 shows how the pressure increased with stagnation temperature. Although the 

pressure is transient during a release, after an initial period of rapid decline, it reaches a level 

of relative stability, so that the total pressure drop is not felt to be sufficient to significantly 

affect the change in the jet break-up mechanism during a release. However, the increase in 

the pressure brought on by the increase in stagnation temperature is felt to be significant 

enough to create the shift between data sets demonstrated by Figure 4.6
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Figure 4.6 Pressure drop during the initial stages of release

Figure 4.7 demonstrates how the rate of change of jet width changes with increasing jet 

temperature. The jet temperature is taken as the average jet temperature recorded at the 

nozzle during a release. At both downstream locations the resultant curves produce parabolas 

with their minima located at a jet temperature of about 120°C. The mechanisms that dominate 

break-up at 120°C are external atomisation and to a lesser extent second-wind induced break

up. The mechanism that dominates break-up at stagnation temperatures above 120°C is 

flashing. It is proposed therefore that the minima demonstrated by Figure 4.7 represent the 

transition from mechanical break-up to flashing atomisation.
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Figure 4.7 Rate of change of change ofjet width with increasing jet temperature
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The parabolae in Figure 4.7 are characteristic of the differential of an inflection curve. If 

there was a way to eliminate the step increases in pressure between datasets, it is reasonable 

to assume that the results presented in Figure 4.5 would then display all the characteristics of 

an inflection curve, as it would negate the apparent shift between datasets. The point of 

inflection would then represent the point of transition to flashing. By integrating the 

equations of the parabolas in Figure 4.7 it is possible to do this, the results of which are 

demonstrated in Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.8 Proposed relationship between jet width and temperature

Figure 4.8 accurately reflects the break-up mechanisms occurring in the jet as observed 

during releases across the full range of initial conditions. The point of inflection occurs 

between 120°C and 130°C, which is where the transition from mechanical break-up to 

flashing atomisation occured. The steep increase in the curve before this point is 

representative o f the transition between second-wind induced break-up and external 

atomisation, characterised by the gradual disintegration of the liquid core and the 

development o f a wide angled jet. The curve gradually flattens as the external atomisation 

mode approaches its upper limit. The succession of flashing over external atomisation is then 

marked by a gradual increase in the jet width as internal and external bubble nucleation 

begins to completely shatter the liquid core, creating the characteristic wide angled cone. The 

gradual nature of this change is significant as it implies that the boundaries between break-up 

regimes are not strictly defined but are in fact more blurred. The shape of the curves suggests
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that the jet will increase infinitely with temperature; however, it is more likely that the jet 

width will approach an upper limit. Nevertheless, this is in an area for future investigation.

As mentioned previously, it is proposed that the incremental rise in pressure caused by the 

increase in stagnation temperature causes the datasets to become offset. This suggests that the 

effect o f the increase in pressure is uniform for each data point in a given dataset, so that 

pressure is also proportional to jet width. It is hypothesised that the increased flow rate 

generated by the increased pressure leads to an increase in the rate of bubble nucleation. In 

effect it exacerbates the effects of superheat on jet break-up. In summary, while the degree of 

superheat is directly responsible for causing the transition to flashing in liquid jets, the 

pressure determines the extent to which it occurs.

There were a number o f potential sources of error associated with performing superheated 

releases in this way, the first being the fact that tests were performed outdoors. While care 

was taken to ensure the location of the rig was well sheltered, the ambient conditions varied 

between releases and were unfortunately not recorded. Therefore, the effect of air 

temperature, humidity, and cross-winds on the jet width remains unknown. Although it is not 

anticipated that the effect would be large enough to significantly influence the results, it is 

recommended that for future work, ambient conditions should be recorded and their effect on 

flashing be quantified.

Another potential source of error was the position of the 50mm grid and the digital camera 

relative to the jet. The ideal position for the grid would have been in the plane of the exit 

orifice. This o f course was not possible as it would have upset the natural formation of the jet; 

instead it was positioned behind the jet relative to the camera. Measurements were 

fundamentally based on the equivalence of the grid rulings and the jet dimensions. However, 

due to the difference in perspective the absolute measurements of the jet width were subject 

to error. Nevertheless, this error was constant for all releases, so that while the trends 

observed should still be upheld, the measurements cited cannot be used as accurate guides to 

the widths of flashing jets under the conditions investigated.

During each release, once the jet temperature and break-up mechanism, had stabilised, 

natural fluctuations in the jet width not caused by a changing break-up mechanism were 

observed. These fluctuations are represented by clusters of data points at temperatures at the
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far end of the measured range in Figure 4.7. These fluctuations were a result of what can be 

described as a rhythmical pulsing of the jet during a release. In order to reduce the 

uncertainty caused by these fluctuations, it is recommended that for future studies, the 

average jet width should be taken from several images instead of just one. In spite of this, 

these fluctuations do not detract from the conclusions stated above since the findings of this 

study are qualitative and not quantitative.

4.4 Rainout

Rainout tests were carried out in two phases. Phase one involved investigating the influence 

of jet temperature, using a fixed nozzle diameter of 4mm. Phase two consisted of 

investigating the effect of varying the nozzle diameter, keeping a fixed stagnation 

temperature of 160°C. The tests consisted of elevated horizontal releases 0.57m above 

ground level. The influences of release orientation and elevation on water capture were not 

investigated. Figure 4.9 demonstrates the experimental set-up employed for investigating 

rainout.

Figure 4.9 Release at 160°C stagnation temperature through a 4mm nozzle

Figure 4.10 shows that for a fixed nozzle diameter of 4mm, the rainout fraction is inversely 

proportional to superheat. However, the exact nature of the relationship is fairly ambiguous 

as it could be argued that there is a point of inflection at approximately 40°C superheat. 

Nevertheless, in the absence of additional data, it is difficult to say categorically whether this
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is indeed the case. An indication of the exact nature o f the relationship can be taken from the 

superheat at which no rainout is predicted, which can be found by extrapolating both linear 

and polynomial curves. If the relationship is linear, the predicted superheat at which there is 

no rainout is 160°C (absolute jet temperature 260°C). If a point of inflection exists, the 

predicted superheat at which there is no rainout is 86°C (absolute jet temperature 186°C). 

Johnson and Woodward15 show that superheated water at 120°C jet temperature still 

generates a significant rainout fraction. Hence, the relationship is more likely to be linear.
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Figure 4.10 Variation of rainoutfraction with jet temperature

Figure 4.11 shows how the recorded data compares with the data produced by Johnson and 

Woodward. Each data set indicates that rainout and superheat are linearly related. Hence, it is 

likely that this is in fact the true nature of this relationship.
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Figure 4.11 Comparison of recorded data with CCPS data15
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The CCPS data15 for a 3.2mm nozzle diameter demonstrates a slightly higher rainout fraction 

than the 4mm nozzle diameter used in this study. This discrepancy could be explained by the 

differing atmospheric conditions under which each test was conducted. While the CCPS data 

was carried out inside an air-conditioned greenhouse-type structure where the atmospheric 

conditions were regulated, the tests performed here were conducted outdoors and were 

therefore subject to the prevailing weather conditions. Although wind speeds were light, 

varying from 0.5-2ms_1, it was observed that very light gusts were capable of directing the 

plume away from the water collection rig during a release. Taking this into account the two 

datasets display a certain level of agreement, which is significant because the conditions 

under which releases were performed differed appreciably. As a condition of the tests carried 

out by Johnson and Woodward (although no dimensions are provided) the length of piping 

from the storage tank to the exit orifice was kept as short as possible in order to minimise 

flashing prior to release to the atmosphere. This is in contrast to the superheated atomiser 

used in this study where the corresponding pipe-length was approximately 0.6m. In addition, 

all the tests conducted in the CCPS study involved horizontal releases approximately 1.22m 

above ground level. This is more than twice the height of the exit orifice of the superheated 

atomiser used here. One would intuitively expect closer proximity to ground level to increase 

the rainout fraction. In contrast the 4mm orifice produced less rainout than any nozzle utilised 

during the CCPS study, including the 3.2mm orifice. Nevertheless, the results suggest that 

orifice diameter, height of the nozzle above ground level, and pipe length prior to the exit 

orifice have little or no significant effect on the rainout fraction from the release of a 

superheated flashing jet. Instead the primary input parameter appears to be the temperature of 

the jet at the exit orifice.

Figure 4.12 presents the rainout data for varying orifice diameter at constant stagnation 

temperature. However, it is difficult to evaluate the influence of nozzle diameter on the 

rainout fraction in this case because the break-up mechanism was not consistent across the 

range of initial conditions investigated. In contrast to the 2mm and 4mm nozzle diameters, it 

was not possible to generate a fully flashing spray at 160°C stagnation temperature using a 

1mm nozzle diameter. This was because the flow-rate through a 1mm nozzle diameter was 

not high enough for heat losses in the system to be replaced at a rate comparable with the 

flow-rate through a 2mm or 4mm orifice diameter. As a result, the temperature at the exit 

orifice was approximately 15°C lower than when a 2mm or 4mm nozzle diameter was 

attached to the rig. As discussed later in Chapter 6, once a jet becomes superheated, there are
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various stages of transition to full flashing which are dependent on the degree of superheat. In 

the case of a 1mm nozzle diameter, the temperature was not high enough to generate a fully 

flashing spray.
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Figure 4.12 Variation of rainout fraction with nozzle diameter

Although the data is clearly limited, once flashing conditions were established (i.e. using 

2mm and 4mm nozzle diameters) the effect of nozzle diameter on rainout appears to be 

negligible, which is consistent with the CCPS data15 and the few previous rainout studies in 

the literature49,117. This being the case, the data indicates qualitatively how the transition to 

full flashing reduces the rainout fraction from a release of superheated liquid.

Figure 4.13 compares the available datasets with the correlation proposed by De Vaull and
• liftKing for non-volatile liquids, which is based on a simple empirical approach to predicting 

rainout. The correlation over-predicts the rainout fraction measured in this study, but 

compares particularly well with the CCPS data. Significantly the predicted rainout is 

independent of orifice size, as indicated by the results of this study. It is tentatively suggested 

therefore that the correlation is a useful tool for providing an estimate, possible conservative, 

of the rainout fraction from releases of superheated liquids, particularly for its relative 

simplicity.
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Figure 4.13 Comparison of data with De Vaull and Kingrs rainout correlation

4.5 Summary

Analysis of the spray jet-width has been proposed as a simple and unobtrusive method of 

characterising the transition from mechanical break-up to flashing for superheated sprays. A  

point of inflection in the relationship between the jet superheat and jet width characterises the 

point of transition, which is found to exist between 20-30°C superheat for a 2mm x 3.4mm 

nozzle.

Rainout fraction has been demonstrated to be inversely proportional to the degree of 

superheat. It is tentatively suggested that the orifice size, height of the orifice above ground 

level and the length o f piping prior to the orifice inlet have minimal influence on the resultant 

rainout associated with a release of superheated liquids.

The correlation proposed by De Vaull and King118 for non-volatile liquids is suggested as a 

useful tool for providing an estimate of the rainout fraction from releases of non-volatile 

superheated liqiuids.
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4.6 Future Work

The upper cut-off limit at which the jet width ceases to significantly increase requires 

investigation. In addition, the use of the jet width as a method of jet characterisation requires 

validation for a more comprehensive range of initial conditions, with particular reference to 

the orifice dimensions.

It is necessary to develop towards an improved experimental methodology for the 

investigation of rainout fraction. The possible effects of variable ambient conditions need to 

be included, and a more accurate method of rainout collection implemented. The current data 

requires validation and the precise nature of the influence of superheat on the collected 

rainout fraction requires investigation. The pressure head inside the atomiser was generated 

by the expansion o f liquid as it was heated. Hence it was not possible to de-couple the 

pressure and temperature using this rig. It is necessary therefore to design and develop a rig 

capable of de-coupling these two input parameters so that their influence on the rainout 

fraction can be better understood.

A feasibility study of the possibility of safely measuring rainout from large scale controlled 

releases of a range of hazardous materials should be conducted, and the results implemented 

in order to understand the effect o f the fluid properties on the rainout fraction.
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Chapter 5. Mechanical Break-Up

5.1 introduction

In this section the data from sub-cooled releases are analysed and processed to produce a 

correlation for determining the non-dimensionalised droplet SMD (Sauter Mean Diameter) 

for mechanical break-up. The accuracy of the correlation in reproducing the original dataset 

is discussed for SMD predictions, and some sample graphs are compiled for a range of 

release scenarios, comparing predictions from four previously proposed models. A 

correlation for determining the droplet size distribution is also proposed as a development 

upon the Rosin-Rammler140 approach adopted by Elkotb34.

5.2 Jet Break-Up Regime

The established break-up regimes for mechanical break-up of liquid jets are presented in 

Figure 5.122,27. Transition between jet break-up regimes is given in terms of (a) jet injection 

velocity and (b) Ohnsorge number and Reynolds number.

| ^ — Lb(t y p )

Rayleigh

First wind-induced

Second wind-induced 

Atomization

Figure 5.1 Jet break-up regimes and transition criteria between regimes22,27
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Figure 5.2 presents Re-Oh plots for the full range of release pressures and orifices of length 

3.4 and 7.0mm respectively. The data indicates that break-up fell into the ‘atomisation’ 

regime in almost every case. This corresponds to observations made during the acquisition of 

the experimental data, where a liquid core existed immediately downstream of the orifice 

exit, the length of which diminished with increasing release pressure. Despite the fact that a 

liquid core is now believed to exist even for very high-pressurised engine sprays33, at low 

pressure the atomisation quality was relatively poor, where the break-up was almost 

borderline second-wind induced. In terms of modelling droplet sizes in sub-cooled sprays, 

regimes below second wind induced break-up do not produce droplets small enough to 

remain airborne over a significant distance. In these cases it can be assumed that a large 

proportion of the released liquid will rainout, depending on the rate of vaporisation.
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Figure 5.2 Break-up regime o f the tested nozzles with length L = 3.4mm and 7mm
respectively

5.3 SMD Correlation for Mechanical Break-Up

The process of non-dimensionalisation ensures dimensionally balanced equations. The 

process also has several other advantageous features; appropriate dimensionless groupings 

provide an insight into the relative effects of different process parameters and provides a 

method of scaling, so that the effect of liquid material can be determined. Hence, for 

mathematical rigour, ease of presentation and extrapolation to cases outside the domain of the 

current data-set, the proposed correlation is presented in a non-dimensionalised format.
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In all experiments water was utilised as the model fluid, and thus the influence of liquid 

characteristics are not explicitly appraised in this programme. However, the dimensionless 

groups utilised include fluid properties, thereby facilitating similarity scaling. This technique 

must be used therefore in the absence of validation data to provide predictions for fluids other 

than water. Nevertheless, future studies of the effect of variation of fluid properties remain 

necessary, in order to justify the validity of this approach.

5.3.1 Derivation of SMD Correlation

Taking both ‘primary’ and ‘secondary’ parameters into account, the SMD can be expressed in 

a general form:

SMD = z ,L ,d0,AP) (5.1 )

where p  is the liquid or gas density, cr is the liquid surface tension, p  is the dynamic liquid 

viscosity, z  is the downstream distance, L is the nozzle length, do is the nozzle diameter, and 

AP is the pressure drop across the exit orifice (gauge pressure).

Various groupings have been proposed in the literature for correlating jet break-up data. 

These include the jet (or droplet) Weber number, the Reynolds number, Laplace number, 

Ohnsorge number, Capillarity number, etc. Here, the most common combination of 

correlation groupings is adopted, namely the liquid Weber number, the liquid Reynolds 

number and the aspect ratio, which is an additional grouping for characterisation of the 

nozzle geometry {Lido). By applying dimensionless analysis, Equation ( 5.1 ) can be quoted 

in non-dimensional form in the following format:

SMD
= c - Re* Wec ( 5.2 )

\ u y

where C is a constant (absorbing the outstanding liquid dimensionless groups of viscosity and 

density ratios here), Re is the Reynolds’s number, defined by Equation ( 5.3 ), and We is the 

Weber number, defined by Equation ( 5.4 ). The Reynolds number represents the ratio of 

inertia forces to viscous forces, while the Weber number represents the ratio o f inertia forces 

to surface tension forces. Here pi is the liquid density, p , is the vapour or ambient density and 

Uj is the jet velocity.
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(5 .3 )

(5 .4 )
<j

The power indices a, b and c are determined by the experimental data via a two-stage 

process; first the non-dimensionalised SMD is plotted against the primary physical input 

parameters, i.e. L/do, AP, and do, on a logarithmic scale. This determines power law 

proportionalities between these factors. The indices taken from these power law 

proportionalities are then used to generate simultaneous equations, which yield the required 

indices, a, b and c.

5.3.1.1 Aspect Ratio

o 2 3 4 5
0

o+▲- 1.6

- 1.8

In (L /d0)

Figure 5.3 Effect of nozzle aspect ratio on the dimensionless SMD

From the data presented in Figure 5.3 an average trend-line can be applied to the entire data 

set, which produces the following equation

0.1141n -1.0626 (5 .5 )
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This is manipulated to produce the following power law proportionality

SMD
= 0.346

/  \  0.114

V ^ o J
(5 .6 )

5.3.1.2 Release Pressure
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Figure 5.4 Effect of release pressure (gauge) on the dimensionless SMD

From the data presented in Figure 5.4 an average trend-line can be applied to the entire data 

set, which produces the following equation;

In
r SMD'' 

d<> j
= -0.54 ln(A/>)+ 6.694 (5 .7 )

This is manipulated to produce the following power law proportionality

SMD = 807.3 AP-0 .54
(5 .8 )
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5.3.1.3 Nozzle Diameter
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Figure 5.5 Effect o f  nozzle diameter on the dimensionless SMD

From the data presented in Figure 5.5 an average trend-line can be applied to the entire data 

set, which produces the following equation;

(  SMD'
In

j
= -0.6611n(rf0) - 5.627 (5 .9 )

This is manipulated to produce the following power law proportionality

SMD
= 0.0044 - 0.66

(5 .10)

5.3.1.4 Final Correlation

By substituting the indices derived from the relationships between the non-dimensionalised 

SMD and the various input parameters into Equation ( 5.2 ) the correlation obtains the 

general form presented in Equation ( 5.11).

SMD
= C f I

V ^o J
Re We (5 .11)
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Through the application of simultaneous equations it is possible to deduce the remaining 

indices b and c.

Matching o f indices in terms of Uj [by substituting Equations (5.3 ),( 5.4 ) and ( 5.8 ) into 

Equation ( 5.11 )] gives;

b + 2c = -1.08 (5.12)

Matching of indices in terms of do [by substituting Equations (5.3 ),( 5.4 ) and ( 5.10 ) into 

Equation ( 5.11 )] gives;

-  0.114 + 6 + c = -0.661 (5.13)

The above equations can easily be solved for b and c to give b = -0.014 and c = -0.533. 

Hence, Equation ( 5.11 ) obtains the form:

SMD
= C

/  \0 .1 1 4
'  L '

V ^o J

-0.014 n y  -0.533Re We (5.14)

The co-efficient C is essentially the average correction factor between the non- 

dimensionalised SMD given by Equation ( 5.14 ) in its current form and the measured data. 

The value of C is found to be 64.73, hence the final form of the correlation is given by 

Equation ( 5.15 )

SMD
= 64.73

s  \0 .1 1 4
f l '

V̂ o y
-0.014 Try -0.533Re r ^ W e (5.15)

5.3.2 Effect of Primary Input Parameters on SMD Correlation

The effects of the various input parameters on the droplet SMD are demonstrated by 

Equations ( 5.16 ),( 5.17 ) and ( 5.18 )

SAtD°cd°M (5 .16)

S M D x A P -°54 (5 .17)
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SMD oc

s  \ 0.114
r L ' (5.18)

Table 5.1 Influence of primary input parameters on previously and currently proposed
correlations

Investigators Exponent of Orifice Diameter (d0) Exponent o f Release Pressure (AP)
Merrington &Richardson30 1.2 -0.5
Harmon31 0.3 -0.275
Tanasawa & Toyoda32 0.5 -0.5
Hiroyasu & Takoda33 0.262 -0.07
Elkotb34 Independent -0.54
Tilton & Farley35 Independent -0.5
Proposed Correlation ( 5.15 ) 0.34 -0.54

A broad range o f correlations have been previously proposed in the literature for essentially 

plain orifice atomisers. For the purposes of validating the submitted correlation, the derived 

exponents of the primary input parameters have been compared with those presented in those 

previously established equations. The large majority have been derived outside the range of 

interest of the current study (i.e. higher pressures and smaller orifice sizes), and have used a 

variety of orifice characteristics and diagnostic techniques to measure mean droplet size. All 

these factors are likely to have contributed to the range of exponents for primary parameters 

expressed previously. The results of the comparisons have been summarised in Table 5.1. 

This table includes the dependence of each correlation on the orifice diameter do and the 

release pressure AP. Exponents have been compared based on three criteria: (i) intuition; (ii) 

proximity to range of previous exponents; (iii) quantitative agreement with selected 

correlations. No suitable correlations have been found to compare the effect of aspect ratio 

for plain orifice atomisers, so it is not possible to provide a quantitative comparison for the 

effect of this parameter.

In accordance with established droplet break-up theory one would expect droplet SMD to 

increase with increasing orifice diameter. This theory is supported by the inclusion of a 

positive exponent of orifice diameter in every example where it has been incorporated as an 

explicit factor in the correlation. Moreover the proposed exponent of the power-law is within 

range of those quoted by other researchers, albeit for different release conditions. For 

example, Harmon31 quotes an exponent of 0.3, and Hiroyasu et a/33 quote 0.26 for an 

incomplete spray.
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Similarly the influence of release pressure demonstrated by each of the given correlations is 

also intuitively reasonable, as one would expect droplet SMD to be inversely proportional to 

the release pressure. This is expressed with the inclusion of a negative exponent for this 

particular input parameter. Furthermore the proposed exponent is consistent with several of 

the researchers in the literature; Merrington and Richardson30, Tanasawa and Toyoda32 and 

Tilton and Farley35, who all quote the exponent as -0.5, and Elkotb34, who quotes an exponent 

of -0.54, which is identical to that submitted here.

The influence of aspect ratio on SMD as presented in Equation ( 5.18 ) is found to be 

relatively strong and positive. Here the exponent of aspect ratio is found to be 0.114. In effect 

this represents an 8.2% increase in the size of the global droplet SMD for a two-fold increase 

in the nozzle aspect ratio. This is fairly consistent with the observed effect of doubling the 

nozzle length for a fixed diameter, where the spray cone angle was observed to narrow and 

the spray quality was observed to decrease significantly. One would make the comparison 

with the phenomenon of ‘rifling’ where increasing the barrel length of a shot-gun, narrows 

the trajectory of the shot and improves the accuracy of the weapon over longer distances. 

Hence the proposed influence seems plausible and again is qualitatively consistent with 

general atomisation understanding. However, the effect of nozzle aspect ratio is still a matter 

of some debate and ongoing research. Far from the trend being linear, the relationship 

between droplet SMD and nozzle aspect ratio takes on a complicated form, which fluctuates 

in a way which at first glance appears to be random but on further inspection does have some 

order. This also reflects recent findings from work undertaken at Cardiff University141 where 

a ‘wavy’ relationship was found to exist between aspect ratio and discharge coefficient.

Figure 5.6 presents the relationship between the dimensionless droplet SMD and the and 

discharge coefficient, where it can be seen that although droplet SMD decreases with 

increasing pressure, the form of the relationship between droplet SMD and nozzle aspect ratio 

is almost identical in the three examples presented, despite its apparently haphazard 

complexion.
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Figure 5.6 ‘Wavy’ relationship between nozzle aspect ratio and droplet SMD

It is likely that irregularities in the surface finish of the nozzle and aberrations on the nozzle 

inlet and outlet contributed to this ‘wavy’ relationship, particularly since the nozzles were 

made of brass, which is a relatively soft metal. Such imperfections could have arisen at the 

manufacturing stage or as a result of general wear and tear during testing. However, it is 

difficult to classify imperfections of this nature in a way that would permit the systematic 

analysis of their effect on the droplet SMD. For this reason it is not possible to make a 

recommendation on how one should incorporate these factors in the overall correlation at this 

stage. Therefore, for the sake of simplicity and for its inclusion in more general atmospheric 

modelling, a linear relationship has been superimposed over the observed ‘ waviness ’ for the 

full range of aspect ratios included in the experimental programme, so that it is possible to 

derive a coherent correlation from the data. However this is a phenomenon that clearly 

requires further investigation to be understood fully.

For scenarios where the aspect ratio in a practical release is outside the range considered here 

it is recommended that the minimum and maximum values of the range included here be 

adopted as the lower and upper cut-off limits respectively, i.e. a lower cut-off limit of 1.7 and 

an upper cut-off limit of 50. It is reasonable to assume that a lower cut-off exists because a 

sharp-edged orifice (L/do = 0) produces a spray with a finite SMD. Given the relatively weak
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dependence of L/do indicated in the correlation, this means that for Lido an order of 

magnitude less than the lower cut off limit, the maximum error in SMD prediction is 30%.

Similarly there is physical justification for adopting an upper cut-off limit as one would 

expect the influence of aspect ratio on downstream spray conditions to eventually diminish. 

For an aspect ratio an order of magnitude higher than the upper limit the maximum error in 

SMD is also 30%.

5.4 Extension of SMD Correlation to Other Materials

The correlation proposed in Equation ( 5.15 ) has been derived from an experimental 

programme using water as the test fluid. In terms of validated predictions for releases of other 

hazardous materials further work is required to assess the influence of fluid parameters and 

possibly modify the correlation accordingly. As an interim measure, the effect of liquid 

parameters may be considered using scaling criteria, under the assumptions that appropriate 

non-dimensionalised groups are chosen, and that a sufficient number o f groups have been 

utilised to fully describe the process. For atomisation and liquid jet break-up, the three 

primary parameters usually considered are the density, shear viscosity and surface tension of 

the liquid. In this section the proposed correlation is assessed accordingly in the context of 

non-dimensional analysis (similarity scaling) and undergoes a logical qualitative assessment

In the proposed correlation the exponent of surface tension is +0.533, as introduced via the 

Weber number. Qualitatively, this has the anticipated effect, in that an increase in surface 

tension should increase the mean size of the droplets due to the heightened influence of liquid 

retention forces. Quantitatively, this is similar to the correlation of Tilton and Farley35, who 

propose an exponent of +0.5. Other correlations typically quote surface tension exponents in 

the range 0.25-0.75, thus the surface tension exponent appears to be credible and does not 

therefore require further amendment.

The proposed correlation provides an exponent o f liquid shear viscosity of +0.014, 

introduced via the Reynolds number. Again qualitatively, this is sensible, in that for an 

increase in liquid viscosity one would expect a decrease in the atomisation quality i.e. larger 

mean droplet sizes. Tilton and Farley35 do not include viscosity in their correlation -
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mathematically an exponent of zero - and Harmon31 proposes an exponent of 0.07, indicating 

a positive but weak influence, consistent with the current prediction. Exponents for other 

correlations vary widely, although there is a certain degree of consistency with some previous 

studies, which tends to indicate that the influence of liquid viscosity derived from the 

similarity scaling approach demonstrated here retains some credibility. Hence, no further 

modification of the correlation is required at this stage.

The exponent of liquid density in the proposed correlation is -0.547, and is introduced by 

both the Reynolds number and the Weber number. Most previous correlations express 

negative exponents, and hence the proposed correlation is qualitatively consistent in this 

respect. Both correlations provided by Tilton and Farley35 (-0.5) and Hiroyasu et al33 for 

‘complete jets’ (-0.54) provide correlations very similar to that proposed here. Though other 

correlations in the literature propose different liquid density exponents, this does not provide 

a strong case for introducing an extra non-dimensionalised grouping at this stage.

5.5 SMD Statistics and Correiation Limitations

In order to evaluate the accuracy of the method adopted to derive the correlation from the 

experimental data, the measured data has been plotted against the data predicted by the 

correlation for equivalent conditions, presented in Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.7Accuracy of proposed correlation
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The disparity between prediction and experimental data, while relatively low, is the overhead 

of adopting a more generalised coefficient for the correlation. If instead coefficients found to 

correspond to each nozzle are utilised - hence eliminating the parameters which introduce the 

most non-linearity - it is possible to generate a more accurate technique for predicting mean 

droplet size, albeit at the expense of generality. Figure 5.8 demonstrates the improved 

accuracy it is possible to achieve using this method
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Figure 5.8 Accuracy of nozzle-specific correlations

The mean relative error of the SMD droplet size diameter, Arei(SMD) indicates how well the 

correlation is able to predict the measured data, and is defined by Equation ( 5.19 ).

1 ^  |(SMD)”easured -  (SMD)?redicted 
A"‘<SMD) ~ ff  S  (SMD)fred,aed

(5.19)

The more effective the correlation, the closer the relative error will be to zero. The standard 

deviation provides an indication of the scatter of data away from the mean, and is defined by 

Equation (5.20 ).

where, x, =
(SMD)'measured

(SMD')fr“haed

1 A
and x = — V  x,

N i t  1

(5.20)
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As defined by basic statistical theory, one positive or negative standard deviation away from 

the mean accounts for approximately 68 percent of the data. Two standard deviations away 

from the mean accounts for approximately 95 percent o f the data. The mean relative error and 

the standard deviation (<rn) of the data have been calculated and are displayed in Table 5.2. In 

spite of the correlation’s sensitivity to the irregular influence of nozzle aspect ratio, given the 

range over which the proposed correlation predicts droplet SMDs, the relatively low figures 

indicate that the correlation represents the data very effectively.

Table 5.2 Errors associated with the predicted data with respect to the measured data
Correlation Mean Relative Error <*n

Proposed 0.135 0.172
Nozzle-Specific 0.065 0.083

Under conditions similar to diesel injection (> 108 Pa), SMD values less than 20 microns are 

predicted by the proposed correlation, which is consistent with data from automotive diesel 

sprays34. This offers a degree of confidence, albeit limited, in using the correlation to 

extrapolate to conditions outside the current dataset.

5.6 Comparison with Previous Models

In this section, the proposed correlation for SMD is compared against previous models

utilised for atmospheric dispersion modelling. The previous models considered include those

proposed by Lefebvre22, Elkotb34, Tilton and Farley35 and that contained in the TNO Yellow 
128 • • •Book , which is a publication by a Dutch government agency known as the ‘Committee for 

the Prevention of Disasters’, which would be an equivalent of the Health and Safety 

Executive in Britain.

“JO • •Lefebvre provides an expression for the maximum droplet diameter Dmax in terms of a 

critical Weber number, Wecrit(SMD). Analysis of the ‘typical’ droplet size distribution 

produced by diesel-type injectors (Elkotb34) indicates that Dmax is approximately 1.8 times the 

SMD. Under these assumptions, the following correlation is derived for the SMD:
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SMD =
A™, a  Wecn, (max) aW ecn,(SMD)
1.8 1.8«/p„ w/ a ,

(5.21)

wh™
'-Vrag

Johnson and Woodward15 quote values of critical Weber number in the range 12-22 and the 

TNO Yellow Book128 quotes values in the range 10-20 with a recommended value of 15; see 

also Brown and York (1962)16 and Heinze (1955)44.

The correlation proposed by Elkotb is reproduced here, having originally been presented in 

Equation ( 2.5 ).

SMD = 3.08
s  X 0.385

Pl

\ P i  j

(  \0.737 0.06 A n -0.54(api) p a AP (2 .5)

The correlation proposed by Tilton and Farley is reproduced here, having originally been 

presented in Equation ( 2.6 ).

SMD = 0.585
,  \  0.5

u \PI
(2 .6 )

The TNO Yellow Book128 recommends the initial droplet-size calculation method based on

the work by Appleton50 and presented by Wheatley49, given by Equation ( 5.22 ). 

SMD = l.S9d,
1

1 + 3— , i/{lT e<106 Re_0 45 and T0 < 1.117; 
Re t

0.5
boil

(5.22)
a LWecnt(SMD) 

« /  P a

,else

To is the exit temperature at the orifice, Tcbml is the boiling point at ambient conditions, M/the 

post-expansion velocity, do the nozzle diameter, and with all material properties evaluated at 

the post-expansion temperature 7}. Note that the second part of the model is equivalent to the 

critical Weber number approach recommended by Lefebvre . Figure 5.9 presents a 

comparison between SMD predictions using the proposed correlation and the 4 correlations 

referenced. It presents the influence of velocity at the orifice against predicted SMD, for the 

specific cases o f two nozzles of orifice diameter 1mm but with differing aspect ratios of 1 and
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10. In each case the data is calculated at ambient conditions i.e. 20°C. The assumptions are 

made that pressure at the orifice is assumed to be equal to ambient, and that post-expansion 

velocity w/ equals the pre-expansion jet velocity wy.
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Figure 5,9 Comparison of previously proposed models with newly proposed correlation

Along the experimental range (velocities below 50 m/s or stagnation pressure below 24 bar), 

the proposed correlation results in lower SMD predictions than both the TNO Yellow Book 

and the critical Weber number approach, and in higher SMD predictions than the Elkotb and 

Tilton and Farley correlations. At velocities higher than those encountered within the scope 

of the experimental programme undertaken, the proposed correlation predicts larger droplet 

SMDs than each of those referenced. It is worth noting that the rate of decrease of droplet 

SMD with jet velocity is very similar for the proposed correlation and the Elkotb and Tilton 

& Farley correlations. This is because each correlation incorporates either explicitly or 

indirectly a similar exponent of release pressure, as previously demonstrated in Table 5.1.

At this stage, ut is necessary to highlight the fact that none of the previously proposed 

correlations are able to account for varying nozzle length or orifice diameter (except, up to a 

limited degree, the TNO correlation). This fact is manifested in the observation that while the 

predictions based on the other correlations are rigid, irrespective of the nozzle characteristics, 

the newly proposed correlation is much more flexible and therefore demonstrates a marked
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difference between predicted data sets based on the varying nozzle characteristics. Despite 

this, data predicted by the proposed correlation appears to reflective the collective trends of 

several models already proposed in the literature regarding sub-cooled mechanical break-up.

It is also worth noting that no previously proposed model has been validated with data from 

modem laser diagnostic technology. Only the correlations proposed in this study have been 

produced via this method. Furthermore the correlation proposed by Elkotb was not 

considered for use at low pressures and relatively large orifice sizes; on the contrary, it was 

developed for use with releases in excess of 180bar, which is outside the range of interest 

utilised here. Intriguingly however, the pressure exponents o f Elkotb’s correlation and the 

newly proposed one are identical. There are few applicable recent data sets suitable for 

validation, but one that is relevant; that proposed by Buchlin and St Georges54 also indicates 

similar pressure dependence. Their experimental pressure exponent of -0.37 is not far from 

the -0.54 presented here. Moreover, the Buchlin and St Georges dataset generally shows 

similar agreement with the current correlation for very low pressure releases (less than 8bar), 

i.e. droplet SMDs of 700pm and above.

Figure 5.10 provides a comparison of the influence of variation in orifice size for the newly 

and previously proposed correlations, in the case of a 20 m/s and 40 m/s jet velocity at the 

nozzle. In each case the nozzle aspect ratio is 5, kept constant so that solely the effect of 

changing nozzle diameter can be observed. Notice that none of the previously proposed 

models predict any variation in droplet size as orifice size systematically increases. The TNO 

correlation purports an exponent of orifice diameter of 1, i.e. doubling the orifice diameter 

will double the droplet diameter, which is intuitively highly unlikely. An increase in diameter 

from 1mm to 10mm (as demonstrated by Figure 5.10) would result in a tenfold increase in 

the droplet SMD, thereby far exceeding the scale presented. For this reason this correlation is 

omitted from the figure.
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Figure 5,10 Effect of variation in orifice diameter on SMD predictions

5.7 Droplet-Size Distribution

Figure 5.11 presents three examples of droplet size distributions, representing release 

pressures of 4, 14 and 24bar respectively. At 4bar it is evident that significant data truncation 

occurred due to the poor atomisation quality of the spray, as typified by the low validation 

rates achieved at these conditions, explained later in detail. At 14bar and 24bar there is still 

evidence of data truncation although not to the same extent as at very low pressure. Due to 

the shape of the distributions at medium and medium-high pressure, there are grounds for 

suggesting that the distribution was in fact bi-modal. This would signify that a significant 

body of liquid was contained in droplets with SMDs in excess of 1500/zm. However, research 

carried out by DANTEC142, who manufacture the laser equipment utilised, has shown that 

standard ID PDA systems are prone to a particular kind of error known as the trajectory 

effect Depending on the trajectory of a particle, scattered light detected by the receiving 

optics is either dominated by refraction or reflection due to the Gaussian intensity profile of 

the laser beams across the measurement volume. As a result, light from an unwanted 

scattering mode is sometimes detected by the receiving optics. This effect is enhanced for 

large transparent particles, which reflects the application presented here. As a result the 

measured droplet SMD can be as much as 50% in excess of the actual droplet size. The
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overall effect is the measurement of so-called phantom droplets at the upper size range limit, 

which produces the effect displayed in Figure 5.11. By using an updated Dual PDA 2D 

system, it is possible to almost completely eliminate this error.
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Figure 5,11 Droplet size distributions for 4,14 and 24bar respectively
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Figure 5.12 shows the results from the DANTEC study, where the presence of large droplets 

at the upper size range limit has been eliminated through the use of a 2D system. In spite of 

this, it is still likely that data truncation occurred to a certain extent as a result of the poor 

quality of the spray. The effect of data truncation was minimised by the adopted optical 

configuration, which ensured that the system was functioning at its maximum operating 

range. However, it is never possible to be completely confident that truncation has been 

eliminated for low-quality sub-cooled jets, particularly at low release pressures. As a result it 

is impossible to know with certainty what percentage of the measured droplets found to have 

diameters in excess of 1mm were actually present in the spray, and what percentage showed 

up due to the so-called trajectory effect. Nevertheless, it is felt that the level of truncation 

indicated by Figure 5.11 is largely due to the errors associated with the ID system, and does 

not indicate a bi-modal droplet size distribution. However, this requires further investigation.
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Figure 5.12 Improved accuracy o f 2D system142

The poor atomisation quality for low-pressure sub-cooled release conditions also presented 

problems in terms of the validation rates. Typical validation rates for sub-cooled sprays 

ranged from 20-40% at low pressure i.e. 4bar, and 60-90% at high pressure i.e. 24bar. 

Validation rates varied inversely with spray density throughout the spray cross-section, i.e. 

validation rates were at their highest at the edge of the spray where the spray density was at 

its minimum, and vice versa.
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The proposed droplet size correlation given by Equation ( 5.15 ) is presented in terms of the 

droplet SMD and is therefore susceptible to biasing by the presence of large droplets in the 

spray. For this reason it is likely that the measured droplet SMDs, and consequently, the 

predicted droplet SMDs are slightly over-evaluated. Nevertheless, its favourable comparison 

with previous droplet size correlations indicates that while errors were inherent in the 

measurement process, they do not preclude the use o f the correlation as a tool for modelling 

releases of pressurised, sub-cooled, liquid jets to the atmosphere.

In spite o f the low validation rates and the so-called trajectory effect, a correlation for 

droplet-size distribution has been developed in the spirit o f the work done by Elkobt34, based 

on the common Rosin-Rammler size distribution. Elkobt presents this correlation as a volume 

undersize function [v(D)j, as presented by Equation ( 5.23 ).

l -v (D )  = e"0 422̂ 532 ( 5-2 3 >

The parameters of the Elkotb equation have been modified to suit the experimental data so 

that the equation now takes on the following form.

l-v(Z>)=e~U4^  ( 5 ‘24)

Presenting the correlation as a volume undersize function is very useful in terms of 

atmospheric dispersion modelling, particularly in light of near-field rainout. If one selects a 

critical droplet size above which all liquid released rains-out, the percentage of the total 

volume of spray which rains out can be immediately determined from the graph. In general 

the model predicts negligible volume contained in droplets with diameters of 100/an or less 

for the range of initial conditions considered within the scope of this paper. As droplets above 

100/an will rainout, for ‘low’ to ‘medium’ release pressures the model predicts that most of 

the released material will rainout and contribute to pool formation rather than a potentially 

hazardous cloud.

Figure 5.13 shows how the proposed distribution correlation compares with the recorded data 

for three examples of individual data sets, which represent release pressures of 4, 14 and 

24bar respectively, which are considered to be low, medium and medium-high in terms of 

practical release scenarios.
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Figure 5,13 Comparison o f  droplet size distributions fo r  4 ,14 and 24bar respectively
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As mentioned previously, the droplet size distribution at 4bar was highly irregular. This was 

due to the poor atomisation quality of the spray at low pressures, leading to significant 

ligament formation, non-spherical droplets, and considerable data truncation for the adopted 

optical configuration. The implication is that the poor atomisation quality of sub-cooled 

sprays at low pressures (4-8bar) precludes the accurate application of droplet size distribution 

correlations. However, the data indicates that the volume of liquid contained in droplets with 

diameters less that 100/zm is negligible for releases at low pressures and as a result it can be 

assumed that almost all of the released liquid will rain-out under these conditions.

For medium and medium-high release pressures the proposed correlation represents the data 

comparatively well, and presents a significant improvement on the version of the correlation 

proposed by Elkotb.

5.8 Summary

A non-dimensionalised SMD correlation for break-up of sub-cooled sprays has been 

developed based on PDA data for isothermal water jets in the atomisation regime. The 

accuracy of the correlation in reproducing the original dataset has been discussed, with 

predicted results representing a mean relative absolute error of 0.135, and a standard 

deviation of 0.172 from this error. Sample graphs have been compiled for a range o f release 

scenarios, comparing predictions from 4 different previous models, developed outside the 

range o f parameters investigated here. The proposed correlation compares favourably with 

previously proposed models, demonstrating good agreement for exponents of do and AP.
o

Under conditions similar to diesel injection (>10 Pa), SMD values less than 20 microns are 

predicted by the proposed correlation, which is consistent with data from automotive diesel 

sprays, providing confidence in using the correlation to extrapolate to conditions outside the 

current dataset.

Similarity scaling has been performed in terms of the liquid density, shear viscosity and 

surface tension, in order to evaluate the applicability of the correlation to fluids other than 

water. The exponents o f the primary parameters inherent in the proposed correlation are 

intuitively sensible and demonstrate good agreement with previously proposed correlations
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developed outside the domain of this study, which supports the interim use of the correlation 

in its current form until data from releases of materials other than water becomes available.

At low pressure, the PDA data is subject to truncation errors as a result of the poor 

atomisation quality of sprays under these conditions (< 8bar). The system utilised represented 

technology at the cutting edge of current diagnostic techniques, which operated at the limit of 

its capability at all times. Data truncation was therefore an inevitable consequence of the 

application investigated. Nevertheless the favourable comparison of the proposed correlation 

with previous droplet size correlations and moreover, with the dataset for low pressure 

releases (less than 8bar) presented by Buchlin and StGeorges54, indicates that while errors 

associated with the measurement process were not insignificant, they do not preclude the use 

of the correlation as a tool for modelling sub-cooled releases of sub-cooled liquid jets to the 

atmosphere. On the contrary, it would appear that it is more appropriate than any previously 

proposed correlation currently available.

A correlation for the droplet size distribution has been proposed based on the common 

Rossin-Rammler distribution. The proposed correlation demonstrates good agreement with 

the recorded data and represents a significant improvement on previously proposed droplet 

distributions.

5.9 Future Work

The following recommendations are made concerning future work resulting from the findings 

of this programme:

The dataset requires validation through the use of a Dual PDA 2D system with particular 

reference to the impact o f the so-called ‘trajectory effect’. The development of non-intrusive 

diagnostic technologies capable of measuring droplet sizes outside the range of the system 

utilised in the course o f this study should be monitored so that the influence of data truncation 

on the recorded data can be assessed and eliminated when and where such technologies arise. 

The extension of the proposed correlation to conditions outside the current dataset requires 

justification. Droplet sizes in sub-cooled releases at pressures above 24bar, and therefore in
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the ‘atomisation’ break-up regime should be investigated. The proposed lower and upper cut

off limits for nozzle aspect ratio also require validation.

The influence o f fluid properties on the proposed correlation requires assessment, in order to 

justify its application to fluids other than water. Hence, it is necessary to design and conduct 

an experimental programme capable of investigating releases of potentially toxic or 

flammable liquids in a safe and controlled manner.

A more complete understanding of the impact of the nozzle aspect ratio on droplet SMD is 

required. In addition the impact o f realistic surface aberrations, and material of manufacture, 

on spray characteristics compared with the ‘idealised’, carefully manufactured orifices 

utilised in this study requires appraisal.
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Chapter 6. SMD Model Governing Transition to Flashing

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter the results from a quantitative experimental methodology for identifying the 

transition from mechanical break-up to full flashing are presented. Three distinctive stages of 

transition are identified. Two equations governing the beginning and end of transition are 

developed and recommended for phenomenological modelling purposes.

PDA data produced from a quantitative study of flashing jets are presented and discussed. 

These results are combined with the established transition criteria and the droplet-size 

correlation for mechanical break-up presented in Chapter 5 to produce a complete model 

governing the transition from mechanical break-up to frill flashing for pressurised releases of 

liquid jets through simple orifices.

6.2 Transition between Downstream Break-Up Regimes

Backlit shadowgraphs of superheated jets were taken during the initial stages after a release 

when pressure and temperature were most transient, using a NAC 1000 high speed video 

camera and a VCR, which recorded images at a rate of lOOOfps. Pressure and temperature 

were monitored using a thermocouple and pressure transducer connected to a high-speed data 

acquisition system which recorded data at 1000Hz. Hence, by synchronising the data 

acquisition system with the video camera, it was possible to determine the exact release 

conditions in each frame. Images were analysed on a frame-by-frame basis in order to 

determine the conditions at which transition from mechanical break-up to flashing occurred 

for a range of nozzle diameters.

An example o f the evolution of the jet break-mechanism is demonstrated in Figure 6.1. In the 

images presented, the release pressure was approximately 3.5bar and the nozzle diameter was 

4mm (aspect ratio 0.85). At 0°C superheat break-up was dominated by mechanical processes. 

At 5°C bubbles could be seen forming in the jet, causing the jet to swell. At 10°C bubbles 

began bursting at the surface of the jet, causing minor ligament formation. Large bubbles 

were observed within the spray. At 15°C the liquid core began to disintegrate, with extensive
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ligament formation at the edges of the spray. At 17.5°C a wide angled jet developed with 

rapid bubble growth almost causing the complete disintegration of the core.

( e ) A T s h = 1 7 .5 ° C

Figure 6.1 Evolution o f jet break-up with increasing temperature

6.2.1 Establishment of Jet Break-Up Transition Regimes

Three distinct stages of transition have been identified and are presented in Figure 6.2, where 

the nozzle diameter in each image was 2mm. Condition A is defined as the point at which 

downstream bubble growth replaces mechanical break-up as the dominant break-up 

mechanism. Bubbles were observed to shatter near the edge of the jet leaving a significant 

liquid core of finite length immediately downstream of the exit orifice, beyond which 

disintegration of the jet created a distinctive wide-angled spray. This regime also corresponds 

to the image in Figure 6.1(d). Figure 6.1(b) and Figure 6.1(c) present evidence of bubble
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bursting in the jet at lower temperatures than that of transition condition A. However, 

aerodynamic processes were still dominant.

( C )

Figure 6.2 Stages o f transition between break-up regimes

Condition B is characterised by an unbroken liquid core immediately downstream of the 

nozzle outlet, which exists as a single-phase meta-stable liquid above its normal boiling 

point. The liquid core completely disintegrates at a distance between 0.5 -  3 nozzle diameters 

downstream due to the rapid growth of bubbles nucleating in the jet. Kitamura et a t 1 define a 

critical superheat for flashing based on this transition regime.

Condition C represents transition to full flashing and can be defined as the upper limit of 

development for a superheated jet. It is characterised by a barrel shaped spray, with violent
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jet disintegration at the nozzle with no delay time for bubble growth, i.e. the liquid leaves the 

exit orifice as a two-phase jet. This indicates that annular flow occurs upstream of the nozzle 

outlet, caused by the high growth rate of multiple bubble nuclei generated by heterogeneous 

processes at the liquid/nozzle wall interface and molecular processes throughout the body of 

the fluid.

In terms of the physical processes occurring in the jet, there is little difference between 

conditions B and C. When the pressure in the nozzle exceeds the saturated vapour pressure it 

is impossible for stable bubble nuclei to develop and grow, hence the liquid leaves the nozzle 

as a single phase meta-stable liquid. If this condition is met and the temperature of the jet is 

sufficient, bubbles nucleate in the jet on release to atmosphere, which rapidly expand and 

cause the complete disintegration of the jet after a brief delay period, resulting in an unbroken 

liquid core immediately downstream. If the saturated vapour pressure is above the pressure in 

the nozzle, and the bubble nucleation rate is high enough, upstream bubble growth creates 

annular flow in the nozzle. For a given release pressure, the saturated vapour pressure 

exceeds the release pressure at a critical superheat. In this way condition B can be considered 

as an intermediate stage between the initiation of bubble bursting as the dominant break-up 

mechanism and the onset o f complete flashing.

The conditions which govern transition between break-up phenomena can be defined in terms 

of a relatively simple relationship between the Jakob number and Weber number, presented 

in Figure 6.3. The Jakob number, presented by Equation ( 6.1 ), represents the non- 

dimensionalised superheat and the Weber number represents the ratio o f inertia forces to 

surface tension forces.

T Pl^pl^shJa = — — ~  (6 .1)
P g lg

Included in Figure 6.3 are the experimental critical superheats for flashing observed by 

Kitamura et al61, where water was the test fluid. These data are represented by comparatively 

high Jakob numbers and comparatively low Weber numbers because the tests were performed 

by spraying into an evacuated chamber, where the pressure ranged from 2.73 -  4.93 xlO3 Pa. 

Hence, the gas/vapour density in the chamber was between 100 -  200 times less than the 

gas/vapour density at atmospheric pressure. Jakob number is inversely proportional to the gas
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density while Weber number is proportional to the gas density and hence these dimensionless 

numbers take on these very high and very low respective values.

100000
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0.001 0.01 0.1 1 10 1000100
Wev

□ Kitamura a  Transition condition A
o Transition condition C x Transition condition B

Figure 6.3 Critical Jakob number for flashing as a function of vapour Weber number

The data for transition to condition B agree extremely well with the critical superheat for 

flashing as defined by Kitamura et a f l. This relationship is expressed in Equation ( 6.2 ).

Ja = 400JVev~°5 ( 6.2 )

6.2.2 Extension of transition criteria to other liquids

Flashing phenomena are controlled by bubble growth rates in superheated liquids16,18,56. 

Equation ( 2.25 ), reproduced here, is derived from Scriven’s theory for motionless bubble 

growth", where the constant C is (2n/3)0 5. Plesset and Zwick100 also present this value for C, 

while Forster and Zuber101 propose a value of n° 5 in their analysis.

R = C J a [ a ( t - t 0) f 5 (2.25)

Kitamura et a f x compared the theoretical growth rates obtained using Equation ( 2.25 ) with 

various experimental datasets in the literature58,143,144,145,146. They found that while those 

experimental growth rates are in good agreement with Equation ( 2.25 ) at low superheats, 

those at high superheats are over-predicted by this formula. Hence, they present a reworking
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of Equation ( 2.25 )in the form of Equation ( 6.3 ), where 0 is a correction factor, 

corresponding to the ratio of experimental to theoretical growth rates.

R = (j)Ja
“ ( \ “

x - x 0
71CC

I  ul J

0.5

(6 .3 )

Kitamura et al go on to present ^ as a function of the ratio of vapour to liquid density for a 

range of datasets including their own dataset for water, Hooper and Abdelmessih’s dataset for 

water, Cole and Shuman’s dataset for water, methanol and pentane, and Suzuki and 

Yamamoto’s dataset for water. Kitamura et al show that all the data can be correlated by a 

single function as presented by Equation ( 6.4 ).

-2300[

<j>-\-e  P̂l
(6 .4)

By modifying the Jakob number with the liquid to vapour density ratio, Kitamura et al 

demonstrate that the transition to flashing as defined by their own data for water and ethanol, 

and Brown and York’s16 data for water and Freon-11 can be described by one expression, 

presented in Equation ( 6.5 ).
_i

Ja(j> = \00We 1 <6-5 )

Presenting the correction factor (j> in terms of a density ratio permits similarity scaling for use 

of the transition criterion with other liquids. In addition, Kitamura et al61 show that this 

expression is representative o f a range of liquids. Figure 6.4 presents Equation ( 6.5 ) with 

respect to the measured data and Kitamura’s dataset for water.

Figure 6.4 also demonstrates that condition A and C can be correlated by variations on the 

critical superheat for condition B, as defined by Equation ( 6.5 ). The correlations governing 

transition to conditions A and C are presented by Equations ( 6.6 ) and (6.7 ) respectively.

Ja<f> = 55W e/i ( 6 .6 )

Ja<t> = 15(Wev 7 (6 .7)
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Figure 6.4 Critical Jakob number for three identified stages of transition

The scattering of data can be attributed in part to the difficulty encountered in identifying the 

exact conditions at which transition occurred. Equations ( 6.6 ) and ( 6.7 ) define precise 

conditions for the transition between break-up regimes, however, as determined by the results 

of the geometric characterisation in Chapter 5, the reality is that evolution o f the break-up 

mechanism is a more gradual process. At the transition boundaries it was not unusual for the 

jet to display two break-up regimes in consecutive frames. For this reason, these transition 

criteria should be interpreted as guidelines rather than definitive points o f reference.

The proximity of the data sets representing conditions B and C in Figure 6.4 confirms that the 

two processes are closely related. However, the exact nature of the differences in the 

upstream flow structure requires investigation. The relative impact o f each process on the 

downstream droplet SMD also needs to be understood as it may confirm the assertion of 

Kitamura et al that condition B represents transition to full flashing, and would therefore 

necessitate the declassification of condition C as a separate break-up regime.
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6.3 Laser Based Droplet Sizing

Droplet sizing of superheated jets was conducted using two laser-based techniques. The first 

of these is based on the principle o f laser light scattering, and was performed using a Malvern 

Mastersizer X, composed of a Helium-Neon (He-Ne) laser with a conventional Fourier 

optical configuration. The second technique relies on Doppler interferometric theory, and was 

performed using a ID DANTEC phase Doppler anemometry (PDA) system.

6.3.1 Laser Light Scattering

Laser light scattering relies on the fact that the diffraction angle of incident light scattered by 

a particle in a mono-chromatic beam is inversely proportional to the size of the particle. 

Droplet size measurements were taken at three axial locations of 350mm, 400mm and 

450mm downstream. Radial measurements were performed at increments of 10mm in both 

positive and negative directions, taking the spray centreline as the origin. Tests were 

performed using a 2mm orifice diameter (1.7 aspect ratio) at one initial stagnation 

temperature (140 °C), which produced an average release temperature of 125 °C. At these 

conditions the jet was observed to be in transition from mechanical break-up to full flashing.

Figure 6.5 presents the measured droplet SMDs and corresponding obscuration rates at each 

downstream location where measurements were taken. For data validation purposes, 11-30% 

obscuration is considered ideal, 30-50% is considered high but useable and +50% is 

considered too high. According to these criteria 76% of the data is considered unreliable, 

while the remaining 24% is close to the upper limit for useable data. In addition the 

obscuration profile mirrors the diameter profile at each downstream location, which indicates 

that the two properties are not mutually exclusive. Hence, the data as a whole is considered 

unreliable.
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Figure 6.5 Droplet diameter and obscuration at 350, 400 and 450mm downstream
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A study undertaken by the HSL119,120,121 which utilised the same diffraction technology to 

analyse droplet diameters in flashing sprays o f LPG also encountered problems with laser 

obscuration. Post-processing of the data was performed in order to counteract the associated 

errors. However, in this instance the data is considered well beyond the range of applicability 

of corrective calibration equations. Hence, the only useful conclusion that can be drawn from 

the data is confirmation of the unsuitability o f traditional diffraction technology for the 

environment o f flashing sprays. Recent technological developments concerning this 

methodology have been aimed at alleviating this restriction for dense spray characterisation, 

though these have not been appraised within the scope of this study.

6.3.2 Phase Doppler Anemometry

Doppler interferometric theory relies on the fact that the phase shift between signals from 

light scattered by a particle entering the intersection (measurement volume) of two incident 

laser beams is directly proportional to the particle diameter. Droplet size measurements were 

taken at three axial locations o f 250mm, 500mm and 750mm downstream. Radial 

measurements were performed at 11 sample points in the spray in both positive and negative 

directions, from one edge to the other, taking the spray centreline as the origin. Tests were 

performed using two orifice diameters of 1mm and 0.75mm (3.4 and 4.53 aspect ratio 

respectively) at one initial stagnation temperature (180 °C), which produced an average 

release temperature of 155 °C. At these conditions the jet was observed to be fully flashing,

i.e. analogous to condition C-type flashing.

Droplet sizing was conducted once hilly flashing conditions were established and the jet 

temperature and pressure had reached relative stability. The PDA system was set-up to record 

15,000 samples with a 45 second timeout facility. Although release conditions were 

continually changing, once fully flashing conditions were established, jet temperature and 

release pressure could only be expected to vary by a maximum of 0.1 °C and 0.05bar 

respectively during a 45 second period. For the purposes of dispersion modelling it was 

therefore assumed that conditions were stable during droplet sizing.

Results have been collated to produce ‘cherry plots’, which illustrate the distribution of 

droplet SMDs and axial components of velocity in the spray. These diagrams are presented
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by Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7 in two parts; the first part displays the measured droplet 

diameters in terms of a colour code, which corresponds to the scale given on the right of each 

figure. The droplets are also scaled so that the size of each circle is proportional to the 

measured droplet SMD. The mean axial velocity of particles at each sample point is 

presented as a velocity vector. The scale for these vectors is presented in the top left comer of 

each figure. The second part of each figure utilises a function of Matlab, which interpolates 

the data between each sample point to give an estimated droplet size distribution throughout 

the whole spray. At 750mm downstream, the width of the spray produced by the 1mm orifice 

diameter exceeded the operating parameters of the PDA rig. Hence, it was not possible to 

take droplet data in the outer region spray at this axial location. As a result, data from the 

edge of the spray is missing.

300 400 500
Axial d istan ce  from nozzle (mm)

300 400 500
Axial distance from nozzle (mm)

Figure 6.6 SMD and axial velocity distribution using 0.75mm nozzle diameter
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Figure 6.7SMD and axial velocity distribution using 1.00mm nozzle diameter

The 0.75mm nozzle generated droplets of SMDs below 70pm and the axial speed of the 

droplets fell from a maximum of 8.3ms'1 at 250mm downstream to approximately 2.5ms"1 at 

750mm downstream. In the spray produced by the 1mm nozzle, the spray consisted mainly of 

droplet SMDs below 75 pm and the axial speed of the droplets fell from a maximum of 

13.6ms'1 at 250mm downstream to approximately 5ms'1 at 750mm downstream.

The influence of gravitational effects on the trajectory of droplets in the spray was 

significant, evidenced by the cluster of droplet SMDs above 70pm in the lower portion of 

both sprays. The apparent general migration of droplets downwards, evidenced by the sudden 

appearance of droplets with SMDs above 80pm at 500mm downstream of the nozzle, is 

likely to have been caused by two primary effects. Firstly, the initial distribution of droplets 

within the spray separate so that the larger droplets rain out more quickly, whereas the 

smaller droplets are carried away with the plume. Secondly, it is possible that coalescence 

may be occurring due to the density of the spray. In the case of the 0.75mm nozzle diameter 

most of these droplets rained out at 750mm downstream. In the case of the 1.00mm nozzle 

diameter, the increase in orifice size created larger droplets with higher velocities. Hence the
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momentum of these droplets increased, carrying them further downstream. Nevertheless, it is 

likely that these droplets would have rained out at more distant downstream locations.

The spray produced by the 0.75mm orifice exhibited a distinct divide in the droplet size 

distribution between the upper and lower portions of the spray. The mid-point of this divide 

was located almost exactly on the centreline of the spray. While a similar divide existed in 

the spray produced by the 1mm orifice, it was not as well-defined. Instead the distribution of 

droplet sizes in the spray was more graduated. One explanation for this disparity was the 

difference in the mass flow-rate between releases. The 1mm nozzle created a much denser 

spray of droplets with a greater average velocity, which encouraged the recirculation of 

droplets in the plume and presented a greater obstacle to rainout than the spray produced by 

the 0.75mm orifice.

The velocity distributions displayed similar characteristics in each case. At 250mm the 

velocity was shifted towards the lower region of the spray. This was due to the relative 

influence of aerodynamic drag on droplet trajectory with respect to droplet diameter, since 

this portion of the spray also contained the larger droplets. At each downstream location the 

average droplet velocity was approximately proportional to droplet SMD. As the droplets 

progressed further downstream the velocity reduced and the velocity profile flattened. The 

spray produced by the 1mm orifice contained droplets with higher average velocities than the 

0.75mm orifice due to the increase in momentum through the larger exit orifice.

Table 6.1 displays the global SMDs of droplets in the sprays produced by both nozzles, 

where the data indicates that the droplet SMD increased with downstream distance.

Table 6.1 Measured global droplet SMD
Nozzle Diameter 

(mm)
Aspect ratio 

(L/do)
Downstream Distance 

(mm)
Global SMD 

(um)
Standard Deviation

0.75 4.53 250 59.5 10.0
0.75 4.53 500 71.0 17.0
0.75 4.53 750 68.9 22.6
1.00 3.40 250 62.8 4.8
1.00 3.40 r 500 71.0 9.3
1.00 3.40 750 79.0 10.8

In the spray generated by the 0.75mm orifice, the SMD peaked at 500mm downstream due to 

the rainout of larger droplets at 750mm downstream. Significantly the increase in nozzle
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diameter corresponded to an increase in droplet SMD. This is in accordance with both 

accepted theory and the findings from the study of sub-cooled jets presented in Chapter 4.

The standard deviation provides an indication of the scatter o f data away from the mean. One 

positive or negative standard deviation from the mean accounts for approximately 68 percent 

of the data. Two standard deviations from the mean accounts for approximately 95 percent of 

the data. Close to the nozzle, the droplet size distribution in a spray is dictated by the release 

conditions. As droplets progress further downstream aerodynamic influences, coalescence 

and rainout dominate. Hence the scatter increased with downstream distance. As a result, for 

the purposes o f atmospheric dispersion modelling, post-expansion data was taken at 250mm 

downstream, at which point it was assumed that dynamic jet break-up was complete and the 

effect o f coalescence and rainout was least significant.

Smaller droplets in a spray contribute to a very small percentage of the total volume of 

released liquid. Hence, the SMD is not significantly influenced by these droplets. However, it 

is these droplets that remain airborne and disperse in the atmosphere, which in the case of 

flammable or toxic chemicals will form the principle hazard associated with an accidental 

release. The standard deviation can be used as means of indicating the total volume of the 

spray contained in these smaller droplets. Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.9 present the validation 

rates o f the recorded data at each spatial location where measurements were taken. The high 

percentages attained are indicative of a good set-up and a well atomised spray. Lower 

validation rates were attained using the 1.00mm orifice due to the increase in the density of 

the spray. Nevertheless, the validation rates are still predominantly in the high 80-90% 

region. The sphericity approached 100% in all cases, which is also indicative o f a good setup 

and reliable data.
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Figure 6.8 Validation rates associated with results from the 0.75mm nozzle
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Figure 6.9 Validation rates associated with results from the 1.00mm nozzle
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6.3.2.1 Droplet-Size Distribution

Global droplet size distributions have been produced for the data taken at each downstream 

location and are presented in Figure 6.10.
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Figure 6.10 Droplet size distributions using 1mm nozzle diameter, at 250, 500 and 750mm
downstream.
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At 250mm and 500mm downstream, the distributions demonstrate relatively symmetrical 

Gaussian profiles. At 750mm downstream, the distribution is slightly less well defined, 

owing to the fact that as mentioned it was not possible to traverse the whole spray at this 

location, hence there are some points missing from this dataset. It is possible to observe how 

the droplet SMD increases with downstream distance in the above figures, as the peak of each 

distribution profile shifts towards the right.

Figure 6.11 presents the volume undersize distribution for the experimental data produced 

using the 1mm nozzle at 250mm downstream. Also included is the log-normal distribution 

recommended in the literature15, presented by Equation ( 6.8 ), Elkotb’s34 version o f the 

Rossin-Rammler distribution, and a modified version of this equation based on the 

experimental data, presented by Equation (6.9 ).
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Figure 6.11 Fully flashing volume undersize distribution (Nozzle -1mm, SMD=62.8/jm)

f (d ) = ph y d^  U M ,)=
(2;r)05 ln(crG)

exp - 0 .5 (6 .8 )

—o.sT———'I
1 - v ( D )  = e (6 .9 )
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The form of the modified Rossin-Rammler distribution clearly represents the recorded data 

most accurately of the three correlations presented. Hence, this distribution equation is 

proposed for modelling of droplet sizes in fully flashing sprays.

6.4 Complete SMD model for transition to flashing

The proposed SMD correlation for sub-cooled sprays, the established criteria for transition 

from mechanical break-up to full flashing, and the PDA data for fully flashing sprays have 

been combined to produce a complete SMD model governing transition from mechanical 

break-up to full flashing, based on Muralidhar’s12 simple model for liquid ‘capture’ outlined 

in Chapter 2. The results are summarised by Witlox et a/147,148 and Cleary et a/149,150.

A linear relationship is assumed to exist between superheat and droplet SMD during the 

intermediary stage of transition, which begins with the end of mechanical break-up and 

intercepts the measured droplet SMDs for full flashing at 250mm downstream. It is difficult 

to obtain high quality atomisation with droplet SMDs of 30pm or less, even with dynamic 

processes such as those which occur during superheated releases22. For this reason, the linear 

relationship is extrapolated until a droplet SMD of 30pm is achieved, after which point it is 

assumed that droplet size decreases slowly at a nominal rate of 1pm for every 10°C increase 

in superheat.

Figure 6.12 and Figure 6.13 present the model diagrammatically for a release at lObar 

(gauge) through a 0.75mm and 1mm nozzle respectively. Transition conditions A and C 

outlined in section 6.1.3 are represented by red, vertical dashed lines. In order to extend the 

model to the full range of possible initial conditions it is recommended at this stage of 

development that the ratio of droplet SMD at the first stage of transition to the final stage of 

transition, here taken to be 5, be adopted for all potential release scenarios.
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Equation ( 6.10 ) summarises the model in its entirety. The SMD correlation for mechanical 

break-up is described in Section 4.2.1, which defines the non-dimensionalised SMD 

(SMD/fifo) as a function of the aspect ratio {LIdo), the liquid Reynolds number Re, and the 

liquid Weber number Wei. Tie, WeL are representative of post-expansion conditions, i.e. 

nozzle diameter do, pre-expansion velocity uo, liquid surface tension a, liquid dynamic 

viscosity p, liquid density pl (all evaluated at the pre-expansion temperature To). Up to 

transition condition C, it is perfectly valid (by definition) to model the release as a metastable 

liquid, with solid liquid core at the exit of the orifice. This allows definition of the critical 

Weber numbers required to determine the corresponding transition superheat values.

If Ja(j> < 55Wev~i

Then SMD
d

(  A 0114
= 64.73- -

U J

If 55We~i < Ja</> < \5 W e~ i

f  — f  iThen SMD= i±—Jl  .(x ~ Xl) + f x 
I x, - x ,  I\  -* i 2 y

where (x1, / 1) = (AT, SMD) when Jafl = 55Wev i

(  f \  i
(x 2 > f i ) = A77, — when Ja</> =  150Wev i

( 6.10 )

If Ja(j> > 150JTev~7

Otherwise SMD = -10 7 (x -  jc3 ) + f 3 

Where (x3 , / 3) = (AT, SMD) when SMD = 30pm
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6.4.1 Validation of Proposed Model

Det Norske Veritas Ltd (DNV) is a risk management company that has developed a number 

of specialised software packages for design, strength assessment, risk analysis, asset life 

cycle management and knowledge based engineering. In early 2000, DNV released Version 

6.0 of their consequence modelling package PHAST, which includes models for the 

discharge of hazardous chemicals to atmosphere, including the discharge model DISC and 

the atmospheric expansion model ATEX. In PHAST 6.0, ATEX calculates the initial droplet 

size using the model proposed by Johnson and Woodward15 in the CCPS book, which is 

explored in section 2.4.1. Essentially, the model assumes two possible mechanisms for 

droplet formation, i.e. mechanical break-up or flashing, and then selects the droplet diameter 

calculated by the mechanism that gives the smallest value. DNV has recently implemented 

the model proposed in the previous section into Modelling Development Environment 

(MDE) spreadsheets which are methods/procedures used to develop its mathematical 

consequence and risk models, of which DISC and ATEX form a part. Users o f PHAST have 

been provided with these spreadsheets and the model is planned to be made available in a 

new version of PHAST in the near future.

In this section the results of a series of validation studies are presented where the droplet 

diameters predicted by the version of ATEX in PHAST Version 6.0 (the CCPS correlation) 

and the version of ATEX updated using the MDE spreadsheets (the proposed correlation) are 

compared with experimental data from a range of studies including the STEP programme1, a 

study by the Von Karman Institute (VKI)123 and experiments performed by both the Ecole 

des Mines and INERIS as reported by Touil et alm . Comparisons are also made with the 

correlation recommended in the TNO Yellow Book128, i.e. the method for initial droplet-size 

calculation based on the work by Appleton50 and presented by Wheatley49, previously 

highlighted in section 5.6 by Equation ( 5.22 ). An additional comparison is made between 

the droplet SMD predicted by the proposed model and data from the HSL 

experiments119,120,121. The results of these validation studies are summarised by Witlox et 

a/152,153.

The liquid used in the STEP experiments was 99.5% propane and 0.5% butane, but was 

modelled as 100% propane. The authors used intrusive ‘protection cylinders’ in the spray,
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causing an estimated 20% under evaluation of droplet size, which is taken in to account here. 

Results are presented for only one set o f release conditions, for which the most experimental 

data was available, i.e. a 5mm orifice diameter and 11 bar initial pressure. Under these 

conditions the authors report a rapid pressure drop from lObarg to 9.5barg between 1 and 6 

seconds after start of release. Hence, the storage pressure is taken as the average pressure 

during this period, i.e. 10.75bar (absolute). The observed flow rate was approximately 0.2kgs' 

l, from which the jet velocity at the orifice has been determined. The value of L/do is assumed 

to be sufficiently small as to be modelled as zero. Figure 6.14 presents the validation of the 

ATEX SMD correlations against the STEP experiment. The CCPS flashing correlation over

predicts the droplet SMD. However, in ATEX, the CCPS correlation selects the droplet 

diameter calculated by the mechanism that gives the smallest value. Hence, the outputted 

droplet size is given by the CCPS mechanical break-up correlation, which under-predicts the 

droplet SMD. The TNO Yellow Book correlation grossly over-predicts the droplet SMD. The 

proposed correlation provides close agreement with the experimental data point.
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Figure 6.14 Validation of ATEX SMD correlations against STEP experiment

In the VKI experiments, the liquid used was the refrigerant R134-A, which corresponds to 

1,1,1,2-tetrafluoroethane154 (CAS ID 811972). The global SMD quoted has been estimated 

from the spatially distributed SMD values quoted in the paper. The storage pressure was 

8.25bar and the orifice diameter was 1mm, but again, the value of L/do is assumed to be 

sufficiently small as to be modelled as zero. Figure 6.15 presents the validation of the ATEX 

SMD correlations against the VKI experiment. Again, the CCPS flashing correlation over
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predicts the droplet SMD, but again the outputted droplet size is given by the CCPS 

mechanical break-up correlation, as this mechanism provides the smallest droplet diameter of 

the two. However, as before, the CCPS mechanical break-up correlation under-predicts the 

measured droplet SMD. As in the case of the STEP experiment, the TNO Yellow Book 

correlation grossly over-predicts the droplet SMD. The proposed correlation under-predicts 

the experimental data point but provides the closest agreement of the three correlations.
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Figure 6.15 Validation of ATEX correlations against VKI experiment

In the Ecole des Mines experiments the liquid used was water. The results from two 

experiments are presented where the storage pressure was 9.2bar and 11.4bar and the storage 

temperature was 164°C and 167°C respectively. In both cases the orifice diameter was 2mm 

and again, the value of L/do is assumed to be sufficiently small as to be modelled as zero. A 

PDA set-up with a droplet diameter range of 0-600jum was used to generate the droplet data. 

For the purposes of distinguishing between these two sets of initial conditions, the 

experiments are labelled EdMl and EdM2. In each case two alternative points are given for 

the experimental data; the first (smallest) is for ZK150pm and the second (largest) is for the 

entire droplet population including 150<D<600(jm. This is because the droplet size 

distributions exhibited a peak in the range 0-150pm, consistent with data produced through 

this study and others in the literature, as well as a secondary peak in the range 

150<£><325pm, not previously reported. Additional ‘residual’ droplets were also detected in 

the range 325<ZK600pm, which despite their low number, constitute a large fraction of the 

liquid mass since the mass is proportional to D3. The authors claim that this is evidence for
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bi-modal droplet break-up, i.e. different portions of the spray are subject to different break-up 

mechanisms; one portion of the spray undergoes flashing while the other portion is still 

subject to mechanical break-up. This bi-modal droplet size distribution was not detected in 

the course o f this study, despite a PDA set-up with a droplet diameter range of 0-385pm 

being used. Hence, this phenomenon requires further investigation. Quoting two droplet 

SMDs in this way means that data can be compared on a like-for-like basis, while 

consideration can be made for the possibility of a bi-modal distribution while remaining non

committal on the actual existence of this trend. Figure 6.16 and Figure 6.17 present the 

validation of the ATEX correlations against the Ecole des Mines experiments.
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Figure 6,16 Validation of ATEX correlations against experiment EdMl
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Figure 6,17 Validation of ATEX correlations against experiment EdM2
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In both cases, the CCPS flashing correlation over-predicts the droplet SMD for ZK150pm. 

The CCPS mechanical break-up correlation under-predicts the droplet SMD and, being the 

lower of the two, is the outputted droplet size. The TNO Yellow Book correlation also 

under-predicts the droplet SMD. The proposed correlation under-predicts the experimental 

data point but provides the closest agreement of the three correlations. In both cases each 

correlation grossly under-predicts the droplet SMD for 0<D<600pm. However, this is to be 

expected given the detection of a significant proportion of droplets with diameters in the 

range 150<£X600pm not normally associated with flashing jets.

In the INERIS experiment the liquid used was butane. The storage pressure was relatively 

low at 3 bar and the orifice diameter was 5mm. Figure 6.18 presents the validation of the 

ATEX correlations against the INERIS experiment. The CCPS flashing correlation over- 

predicts the droplet SMD, but the outputted droplet size is given by the CCPS mechanical 

break-up correlation, as this mechanism provides the smallest droplet diameter of the two. In 

this instance the CCPS mechanical break-up correlation provides reasonably good agreement 

with the measured droplet SMD, as does the TNO Yellow Book correlation. However, the 

proposed correlation greatly over-predicts the experimental data.
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Figure 6.18 Validation of the ATEX correlations against INERIS experiment

In the HSL experiments a Malvern Mastersizer X was used to generate droplet size data. 

However, problems were encountered in terms of obscuration, with the system operating
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outside its usual range of applicability. The author makes use of calibration equations in post

processing of the data to provide quantitative analysis and hence it is necessary to regard the 

data with a degree of caution. The data is effectively presented in terms of a droplet size 

distribution, and hence the global SMD has had to be derived assuming the form of the 

droplet size distribution proposed in this study. In this instance neither PHAST 6.0 nor the 

updated MDE spreadsheets have been used to predict the droplet SMD, but the droplet SMD 

predicted by the proposed correlation has been calculated for comparison with the data. Table 

6.2 presents the data as part of a summary of the validation studies detailed in this section.

Table 6.2 Summary of validation studies for the proposed model and models included in 
PHAST 6.0 against experimental data in the literature

Experiment STEP VKI E des M E des M INERIS HSL
Experimental Conditions

Material Propane R134-A Water Water Butane Propane
Storage pressure (bar) 10.75 8.25 9.2 11.4 3 7.5
Storage temperature (C) 27.1 23 164 167 23.85 16
Orifice diameter (mm) 5 1 2 2 5 4
Aspect Ratio (L/do) 0 0 0 0 0 10
Flow-rate (kg/s) 0.2 - 0.08 0.09 - -

Measurements
Downstream location (mm) 95 187 200 200 200 500
Measured SMD (pm) 32.4 80-100 79 61 80 50

Model Predictions
TNO Yellow Book (pm) 531 286 888 694 487 -

Yellow Book (isentropic) (pm) 4.6 15.1 15.2 13.8 36 -

CCPS flashing (pm) 97.2 197 97.9 90.6 264 -

CCPS mechanical break-up (pm) 3.8 12.6 12.7 11.5 30 -

Proposed (pm) 26.3 28.7 28.8 28.2 522 29.6

The proposed model is based on PDA data taken at 250mm downstream of the exit orifice. 

This was considered to be sufficiently far downstream for jet break-up to be complete, and 

that spray density would not limit optical access of the laser. As flashing jets break-up 

considerably earlier than those undergoing mechanical break-up, well-established sprays exist 

considerably closer to the exit orifice. The only data-set which was produced at an axial 

location significantly upstream of the point at which the model was developed was the STEP 

data, which itself was limited by flow field obstructions used to mitigate the dense-spray 

issue. The VKI, Ecole des Mines and INERIS datasets were obtained within a similar 

downstream region and are therefore comparable with the conditions under which the model 

was developed. The HSL data was taken at twice the downstream distance at which data was 

collected in the course of this study. Hence, the downstream distances utilised in obtaining
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the VKI, Ecole des Mines and INERIS datasets are considered a good compromise given the 

experimental limitations, and hence provide the most suitable comparisons with the proposed 

model.

Ironically the proposed model under-predicts the data produced by the VKI and the Ecole des 

Mines, over-predicts the INERIS data and provides close agreement with the STEP data. 

There is reasonable agreement with the HSL experiments, although as previously stated, it is 

necessary to treat this data set with a degree of caution. In most cases the proposed 

correlation provides the closest agreement with the experimental data, although this is partly 

because the CCPS book erroneously advises to take the minimum of the droplet sizes derived 

from the mechanical break-up and flashing correlations. This assumption consistently results 

in the under-prediction of droplet sizes. It also incorrectly describes the effect of increasing 

superheat; in the sub-cooled region the minimum SMD is frequently given by the flashing 

correlation while in the superheated region the minimum SMD is frequently predicted by the 

mechanical break-up correlation. This demonstrates the need for appropriate transition 

criteria as included in the proposed correlation. Nevertheless, the validation studies indicate, 

particularly in the case o f the INERIS butane experiment, that the accuracy of the new 

correlation could potentially be improved by modifying the form of the correlation between 

transition points. This would require significantly more droplet size measurements at various 

degrees of superheat.

Overall, the level of agreement obtained with the referenced datasets provides sufficient 

evidence to justify the approach to extending the model to other fluids outlined in Section 

6.4. However, the necessity to further improve the accuracy of the correlation through the 

measurement of droplet SMDs in sprays produced by a wide range of materials is clearly a 

matter of high priority for future studies. Nevertheless, in the meantime, it is felt that the 

proposed model provides a better characterisation of droplet SMDs in liquid releases 

undergoing flashing atomisation than those proposed previously.

6.5 Summary

A quantitative experimental methodology for identifying transition from mechanical break-up 

to full flashing has been designed and implemented, allowing comparison of transition data
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with the correlation previously proposed by Kitamura et al. The current dataset has been 

demonstrated to be consistent with the correlation advocated by Kitamura et al, based on the 

Weber number and Jakob number, modified by a correction factor derived from the 

difference between theoretical and measured bubble growth rates in superheated jets. Hence, 

it is proposed that this correlation is adopted until a broader dataset for a range of materials 

becomes available.

Three distinctive stages of transition have been identified for the break-up of superheated jets 

from the mechanical regime to full flashing. Two equations governing the starting point and 

end point of transition have been produced and recommended for modelling purposes.

Traditionally laser diffraction based techniques have been shown to be inadequate for 

investigating large-scale pressurised releases of superheated jets; it is not possible to 

comment on recent developments for dense spray measurements. Although calibration 

equations exist, the obscuration rates associated with recorded data precluded the application 

of these equations to the current dataset. Consistent with the recommendations of the 

literature review, PDA has been shown to be currently the most suitable optical technique for 

characterisation of flashing jets.

PDA data for fully flashing sprays at two release conditions have been presented and 

discussed. Close to the orifice exit, the release conditions dominate the droplet size 

distribution, while aerodynamic influences, coalescence and rainout begin to take over as 

droplets move further downstream. Hence, post-expansion data was taken at 250mm 

downstream, at which point it was assumed that dynamic jet break-up was complete and the 

effect of coalescence and rainout was least significant.

A correlation for the droplet size distribution has been proposed based on the common 

Rossin-Rammler distribution. The proposed correlation demonstrates good agreement with 

the recorded data and represents a significant improvement on previously proposed droplet 

distributions.

The SMD correlation for mechanical break-up proposed in chapter 4, the established 

transition criteria and the PDA data have been combined to produce an SMD model 

governing complete transition from mechanical break-up to full flashing, based on
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Muralidhar’s simple model for liquid ‘capture’, outlined in Chapter 2. In the absence of data, 

a linear relationship has been assumed to exist between droplet SMD and superheat during 

the intermediary stage of transition.

The model has been validated against experimental data from a range of studies. Since the 

model was developed based on data generated using water as the model fluid, the lack of data 

for different materials is considered the most significant deficiency at this stage of 

understanding. Hence, although it provides an improvement on previously proposed models 

for superheated releases, there is still considerable research and development required to 

appraise, consolidate and develop some of the assumptions and modelling approaches 

adopted in this study. Nevertheless, the level of agreement between the model and 

experimental data in the literature provides confidence in extending the model for use with 

fluids other than water until a more comprehensive dataset becomes available.

6.6 Future Work

Given the current structure and relative simplicity of the SMD model for superheated sprays, 

the main priority for future work should be to provide data representative of conditions 

between the departure from mechanical break-up and fully flashing conditions

This experimental programme was restricted in terms of scale of release, due to the density of 

the spray for larger orifice sizes (Reynolds numbers). Further work should aim to utilise new 

developments in droplet size diagnostics, specifically focussed on dense-spray applications, 

which allow the measurement of releases for high mass flow-rates to the undertaken.

It is unlikely that a discontinuous linear correlation between the various modes of breakup is 

appropriate. Methods and models for characterising non-linear effects should be considered. 

For example, a two-phase model would be more appropriate after fully flashing conditions 

have been attained, and the presumed ‘slow’ linear decay o f droplet size with superheat after 

the SMD has reached 30um requires appraisal. In addition the influence of orifice 

characteristics on droplet SMD in superheated jets needs to be investigated further.
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Subject to constraints of the measurement technique, the feasibility of measuring the effect o f 

superheat on droplet SMD in one complete sweep from sub-cooled to fully flashing sprays 

should be appraised. This would facilitate the direct comparison of the actual correlation 

function with that presumed (discontinuous linear function) in this study.

The development of a superheated rig capable of decoupling release pressure from the 

internal stagnation temperature is necessary for a more comprehensive evaluation of the 

impact of these input variables on the resultant spray characteristics.

This study has only considered water and, as with the results achieved for sub-cooled 

releases, a similarity scaling approach has been utilised to allow predictions of other materials 

in lieu of data. Hence, the influence of variation in fluid properties on the proposed 

correlation needs to be assessed. This could have the affect of modifying the correlation, or 

require the introduction of additional dimensionless groups.

Whilst the focus of this work has been to develop simplified, semi-empirical models, more 

detailed modelling approaches for two-phase atomisation would also be beneficial and 

complementary to this study.
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Chapter 7. Upstream Flow Structure o f Superheated Jets

7.1 Introduction

In this chapter the results from a high-speed photographic study of the upstream flow 

structure of superheated jets are presented for a range of orifice geometries and release 

conditions where the nozzle material was Perspex.

Upstream conditions are categorised in terms of the bubble growth rate (given as the average 

measured growth rate), delay time and concentration. The Rayleigh equation98 for bubble 

growth is found to adequately represent the data and two non-dimensionalised equations 

governing the delay time and bubble concentration are recommended for modelling purposes. 

A simple model for determining the downstream break-up regime is presented in terms of the 

upstream bubble growth rate and bubble concentration.

Backlit shadowgraphs of the upstream flow structure were taken using a Photron Fastcam- 

APX RS high-speed camera, which was used to record images at a range of frame rates 

between 3,000 and 75,000fps. Due to the high frame rates and short filming time, conditions 

were assumed to be constant between frames. Nevertheless, pressure and temperature were 

monitored at 1000Hz. In some cases, for various reasons, including calibration of the image 

intensifier, complexities in the upstream flow structure and poor illumination, the recorded 

image quality required additional post-processing to facilitate edge detection of bubbles in the 

flow. The software programme Corel Photo-Paint was used for this purpose, which includes 

various colour transform special effects. Figure 7.1 demonstrates two examples of image 

enhancement associated with this software, where the first image is the original frame.

30000 fps 
1/155000 sec 
768x112 
Start
frame: 1504 
♦00 00:00.05G10Esec 
P h o t r o n

Figure 7.1 Image enhancement filters available with Corel Photo-Paint
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The first example has been enhanced using the ‘solarise’ effect which transforms colors in an 

image by reversing image tones. The second example has been enhanced using the ‘edge- 

detect’ function, which detects the edges in an image and converts them to lines on a single

color background. This effect can be customised by specifying the intensity o f the outline and 

the background colour.

7.2 1mm x 3.4mm Orifice

Due to inaccuracies in the manufacturing process of the 1mm x 3.4mm orifice, the diameter 

of the outlet was slightly bigger than the inlet. When measuring the droplet diameters a scale 

factor was applied to the images based on the diameter of the nozzle, which was a ‘known’ 

dimension. For this purpose it was assumed that the inlet, being the narrowest section of the 

nozzle, was equal to 1mm in diameter.

The irregularity of the nozzle dimensions exacerbated cavitation effects inside the nozzle, 

evidenced by upstream surface structures which were similar to those observed downstream 

of the orifice exit. Combined with surface imperfections on the nozzle walls, this made it 

difficult at times to track bubbles and differentiate between those flow structures which were 

attributable to the temperature of the jet and those which were caused by inconsistencies in 

the nozzle geometry. In addition the circular shape of the outer diameter of the nozzle 

magnified the upstream conditions so that the cavitation effect was exaggerated. Hence it was 

impossible to determine the extent to which cavitation was occurring. Nevertheless, the full 

range o f recorded results is presented here.

7.2.1 116.2°C jet temperature, 4.2 bar release pressure

Figure 7.2 presents the upstream and downstream flow characteristics of a superheated jet at 

116.2°C and 4.2bar. Upstream bubble nucleation did not occur under these conditions, and 

downstream jet break-up was dominated by mechanical processes. Sporadic surface boiling 

caused by thermal fluctuations in sections of the jet produced surface stripping of small 

quantities o f liquid, although the effect of this phenomenon on the overall break-up 

mechanism was insignificant.
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Figure 7.2 Internal and external flow conditions at 116.2°C and 4.2bar

7.2.2 121.3°C jet temperature, 4.9 bar release pressure

Figure 7.3 presents the upstream and downstream flow characteristics of a superheated jet at 

121.3°C and 4.9bar. No upstream bubble nucleation was observed under these conditions and 

downstream jet break-up was dominated by mechanical processes. Downstream bubble 

nucleation occurred in intermittent bursts, as a result of thermal fluctuations in sections of the 

jet, which were of sufficient temperature to initiate stable bubble nucleation. However, due to 

the very low bubble frequency at these conditions the effect of this phenomenon on the 

overall break-up mechanism was insignificant.

15000 tp* 1/249000 sec 898x100 Startharoe 21956
♦0000:01 46366/sec
P M o c r o n

Figure 7.3 Internal and external flow conditions at 121.3°C and 4.9 bar

7.2.3 129.4°C jet temperature, 5.3 bar release pressure

Figure 7.4 presents footage taken at 50,000fps of an example of upstream bubble growth and 

subsequent downstream shattering at 129.4°C and 5.3bar. The upstream bubble frequency 

was 0.66kHz, which corresponded to a bubble concentration of 1.079x107 bubbles/m3. 

Nevertheless, the downstream jet break-up was still dominated by mechanical processes. The 

bubble growth rate was 3.98 ms'1, which was relatively high with respect to bubble growth 

rates measured across the range of conditions investigated. Downstream shattering of these 

bubbles produced fine localised atomisation.
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Figure 7.4 Bubble growth inside 1x3.4mm nozzle at 129.4°C and 5.3bar

Figure 7.5 presents the bubble growth rates measured inside the 1x3.4mm nozzle at 129.4°C 

and 5.3bar. In each case, the relationship between the bubble radius and the downstream 

distance from the nozzle inlet was linear. Since the flow velocity was constant, this indicates 

that the bubble radius increased linearly with time. The point at which the trendline intercepts 

the x-axis corresponds to the delay length for the inception of bubble growth. From this 

length it is possible to derive the corresponding delay time td, which was fairly consistent in 

each case. The average delay time was 2.6x1 O^s (0.06mm in terms of the delay length). The 

bubble growth rate varied from 2.4 -  5.6ms'1 between cases.
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Figure 7.5 Bubble growth rates inside 1mm x 3.4mm nozzle at 129.4°C and 5.3bar

The variation in bubble growth rate can be explained in part by the deviation from sphericity 

of the bubbles measured. Bubble diameters were measured in the horizontal and vertical 

planes and an average taken from both measurements. Bubbles were selected for 

measurement based on their sphericity, however in some cases the irregular development of 

the bubble shape was likely to have caused errors the measured growth rate. Nevertheless, 

some variation should be expected due to fluctuations in the process o f bubble nucleation at 

the molecular level.
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7.2.4 135.0°C jet temperature, 7.5 bar release pressure

Figure 7.6 presents the upstream and downstream flow characteristics of a superheated jet at 

135.0°C and 7.5bar. The downstream conditions exhibited characteristics of the first stage of 

transition to flashing. Bursting of relatively small bubbles at the surface of the jet created 

finely atomised droplets which seemed to constitute the early stages of a dispersed spray. 

Nevertheless the core of the jet remained unbroken and retained the majority of the liquid 

mass, with localised bursting of relatively large droplets creating intermittent gaps. Upstream 

bubble nucleation did not occur, since the pressure in the nozzle exceeded the saturated 

vapour pressure, thereby preventing the development of stable bubble nuclei.

Figure 7.6. Internal and external flow conditions at 135.0°C and 7.5 bar

7.3 1mm x 10mm Orifice

7.3.1 116.2°C jet temperature, 4.2 bar release pressure

Figure 7.7 resents footage taken at 50,000fps of an example of bubble development inside the 

1mm x 10mm nozzle at 122.8°C and 2.8bar. Despite the relatively low liquid temperature, the 

upstream bubble frequency was 18.2kHz, which corresponded to a bubble concentration of 

1.86xl09 bubbles/m3. The bubble growth rate was 0.81ms'1 and the downstream break-up 

displayed characteristics of an intermediate transition regime, between the departure from 

mechanical break-up and full flashing. Although the jet temperature was relatively low, the 

release pressure exceeded the saturated vapour pressure inside the nozzle, creating conditions 

conducive to stable bubble nucleation. In addition surface imperfections on the nozzle wall 

appeared to provide important additional nucleation sites for vapour bubbles to form.
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Figure 7.7  Bubble growth inside lxl0m m  nozzle at 122.8°C and 2.8bar

Figure 7.8 presents the downstream flow at conditions of 124.0°C and 2.4bar. Once bubble 

nucleation occurred, bubbles expanded at a rate determined by the temperature and pressure 

in the nozzle. The length of the orifice increased the dwell time for bubble growth, thus 

bubbles collided with each other and coalesced inside the nozzle to form large ‘slug bubbles’, 

identified by Park and Lee13. Upon release from the nozzle, the slug bubbles burst into 

ligaments and then disintegrated into small drops, but large liquid blobs originated from 

liquid slugs were still observed. The large liquid blobs then broke-up into smaller droplets 

further downstream.
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Figure 7.8 External flow conditions at 126.0°C and 2.4bar
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Figure 7.9 Bubble growth rates inside 1mm x 10mm nozzle at 122.2°C and2.8bar
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Figure 7.9 presents the bubble growth rates measured inside the lxlOmm nozzle at 122.2°C 

and 2.8bar. The bubble radius increased linearly with downstream distance and given that the 

flow velocity was constant, this indicates that the bubble radius increased linearly with time. 

The delay time varied between 2.4 -  3.8x1 O^s (2.76 -  5.29mm in terms of the delay length). 

The bubble growth rate varied from 0.8 -  1.9ms'1 between cases, which can be explained by 

the variation in sphericity of the measured bubbles and thermal fluctuations in the liquid.

7.4 1mm x 20mm Orifice

7.4.1 120.0°C jet temperature, 2.5 bar release pressure

Figure 7.10 presents footage taken at 50,000fps of the upstream flow of a superheated jet at 

120.0°C and 2.5bar. The upstream bubble frequency was 23.4kHz, which corresponded to a
q ' y  i

bubble concentration of 8.401x10 bubbles/m . The bubble growth rate was 0.90ms' . In this 

case the high bubble frequency was caused in part by the trumpeted shape of the exit orifice. 

This created a depressurisation zone, which caused turbulence in the flow and encouraged 

vapour production. In spite of this, significant bubble nucleation also occurred upstream of 

this feature.
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Figure 7.10 Bubble growth inside 1x2Omm nozzle at 120.0°C and 2.5bar
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Figure 7.11 presents footage taken at 15000fps of the upstream and downstream flow 

characteristics at conditions of 122.8°C and 2.6bar, where it can be seen that the downstream 

break-up demonstrated characteristics of an intermediate stage of transition between the onset 

of and full flashing. Although the flared nozzle outlet contributed to the downstream 

conditions, the corresponding window for growth of bubbles nucleating upstream of this 

feature growth was sufficient for ‘slug bubbles’ to develop close to the nozzle exit. Hence, 

ligament formation, and large liquid blobs were observed downstream, with a relatively intact 

liquid core.

Figure 7.11 Internal and external flow conditions at 122.8°C and 2.6bar

Figure 7.12 presents the bubble growth rates of bubbles nucleating upstream of the flared 

nozzle outlet at 120.0°C and 2.5bar. The delay time varied between 1.2 -1.6xl0'3s (14.4 -  

16.0mm in terms of the delay length), giving an average delay length of 15.5mm. Since the 

nozzle length exceeded the delay length at this superheat, conditions were ideal for advanced 

upstream bubble development.
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Figure 7,12 Bubble growth rates inside 1 x 20mm nozzle at 120,0°C and2,5bar
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7.5 1mm x 30mm Orifice

7.5.1 115.9°C jet temperature, 2.1 bar release pressure

Figure 7.13 presents footage taken at 15,000fps of an example of upstream bubble growth 

inside the 1mm x 30mm nozzle at 115.9°C and 2.1 bar. The upstream bubble frequency was 

15.9kHz, which corresponded to a bubble concentration of 7.393x108 bubbles/m3. The bubble 

growth rate was 0.42ms'1. In this case the combination of bubble frequency and bubble 

growth rate produced ‘bubbly flow’ inside the nozzle. There is no footage of the downstream 

flow characteristics available, however, from the small section of the spray visible in the 

frames presented it can be seen that despite bubble bursting immediately downstream of the 

exit orifice the core of the liquid jet had not completely disintegrated. Hence the jet exhibited 

characteristics of the first stage of transition to flashing.

Figure 7.13 Bubble growth inside 1x30mm nozzle at 115.9°C and 2.1bar

Figure 7.14 presents the bubble growth rates measured inside the 1x30mm nozzle at 115.9°C 

and 2.1 bar, which varied from 0.26 -  0.73ms'1 between cases. The delay time varied from 2.4 

-  2.8x10‘3s (21.3 -  25.9mm in terms of the delay length). The nozzle length exceeded the 

average delay length of 23.3mm, and hence conditions were ideal for upstream bubble 

nucleation.
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Figure 7.14 Bubble growth rates inside 1 x  30mm nozzle at 115.9°C and 2.1bar
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7.6 2mm x 3.4mm Orifice

As in the case of the 1mm x 3.4mm nozzle, inaccuracies in the manufacturing process of the 

2mm x 3.4mm orifice caused the diameter of the outlet to be slightly bigger than the inlet. 

When measuring the droplet diameters a scale factor was applied to the images based on the 

diameter of the nozzle, which was a ‘known’ dimension. For this purpose the narrowest 

section of the nozzle was assumed to be equal to 2mm in diameter.

7.6.1 122.3°C jet temperature, 3.2 bar release pressure

Figure 7.15 presents footage taken at 50,000fps of an example of upstream bubble growth 

and subsequent downstream shattering at 122.3°C and 3.2bar.
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Figure 7.15 Bubble growth inside 2x3.4mm nozzle at 122.3°C and 3.2bar
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The upstream bubble frequency was 1.5kHz, which corresponded to a bubble concentration 

of 7.952x106 bubbles/m3. The bubble growth rate was 6.9ms'1. With respect to bubble growth 

rates measured across the range of conditions investigated this is high and as a result 

downstream shattering of these bubbles produced fine localised atomisation.

Figure 7.16 presents footage taken at 15,000fps of the internal and external flow 

characteristics at conditions of 123.1 °C and 3.0bar. Clusters of bubbles developing in the jet 

created complex flow structures downstream of the orifice exit. Nevertheless the liquid core 

of the jet at the exit orifice remained intact and mechanical processes were still dominant.

Figure 7.16 Internal and external flow characteristics at 123.1°C and 3.0bar
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Figure 7.17 presents the bubble growth rates measured inside the 2x3.4mm nozzle at 122.3°C 

and 3.2bar. The relationship between the bubble radius and the downstream distance from the 

nozzle inlet was linear and the overall bubble growth rate varied between 4.4 -  9.2ms'1. 

Again this variation was caused by variations in bubble sphericity and thermal fluctuations in 

the liquid.
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Figure 7.17 Bubble growth rates inside 2x3.4mm nozzle at 122.3°C and 3.2bar
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In some cases the delay time was ‘negative’, which indicates that bubbles were nucleating 

upstream of the nozzle inlet. Figure 7.18 demonstrates an example of this phenomenon, 

where the upstream bubble is circled in red. For the sake of simplicity, bubbles nucleating 

upstream of the nozzle inlet are classed as having zero delay time. This ensures that the 

average delay time retains a positive value, which is 5.8x10'6s in this case (0.066mm in terms 

of the delay length).
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Figure 7.18 Bubble nucleation upstream of the nozzle inlet

7.6.2 131.2°C jet temperature, 4.5 bar release pressure

Figure 7.19 presents footage taken at 50,000fps of an example of upstream bubble growth at 

131.2°C and 4.5bar. The upstream bubble frequency was 10.2kHz, which corresponded to a
*7 o 1

bubble concentration of 4.180x10 bubbles/m . The bubble growth rate was 8.2ms' . With 

respect to bubble growth rates measured across the range of conditions investigated this was 

high, causing violent bubble shattering immediately downstream of the exit orifice.
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Figure 7.19 Bubble growth inside 2x3.4mm nozzle at 131.2°C and 4.5bar
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Figure 7.20 presents footage taken at 15,000fps of the internal and external flow 

characteristics at 130.2°C and 4.6bar. Downstream break-up exhibited characteristics of the 

first stage of transition to flashing with mechanical processes no longer dominant.

Figure 7.20 Internal and external flow characteristics at 130.2°C and 4.6bar

Figure 7.21 presents the bubble growth rates measured inside the 2x3.4mm nozzle at 131.2°C 

and 4.5bar. The relationship between the bubble radius and the downstream distance from the 

nozzle inlet was linear. The overall bubble growth rate varied from 4.9 -  11.4ms'1 between 

cases, again due to variations in bubble sphericity and thermal fluctuations in the liquid.
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Figure 7.21 Bubble growth rates inside 2x3.4mm nozzle at 131.2°C and 4.5bar
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For every bubble analysed the delay time was ‘negative’, indicating that bubbles were 

nucleating exclusively upstream of the nozzle inlet. This is significant as it seems to indicate 

that these conditions represent a critical point at which the bubble delay time effectively 

equals zero.

7.6.3 137.1°C jet temperature, 5.5 bar release pressure

Figure 7.22 presents footage taken at 15000fps of the upstream and downstream flow 

characteristics of a superheated jet at 137.1 °C and 5.5bar.

Figure 7.22 Internal and external flow charctaristics at 137.1°C and 5.5 bar

The downstream break-up regime exhibited qualities of an intermediate stage of transition. 

The growth of multiple bubbles in the jet created complex structures downstream of the 

orifice exit, although the liquid core of the jet remained unbroken immediately downstream
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of the nozzle. This was because the combination of high flow velocity, short nozzle length 

and relatively low bubble growth rate did not produce bubbles of diameter equal to or greater 

than the nozzle diameter at the orifice exit. Due to the diameter of the jet, and the complex 

nature of the upstream flow at these conditions, the back-light was insufficient to adequately 

penetrate the nozzle at higher frame rates and shutter speeds. Hence it was not possible to 

determine bubble growth rates or bubble frequencies from the images taken at frame rates 

suitable for this purpose.

7.6.4 150.7°C jet temperature, 6.8 bar release pressure

Figure 7.23 presents footage taken at 5000fps of the upstream and downstream flow 

characteristics of a superheated jet at 150.7°C and 6.8bar.
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Figure 7.23 Internal and external flow characteristics at 150.7°C and 6.8bar
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The downstream break-up regime was on the border between condition B and C outlined in 

chapter 6. An unbroken liquid core existed immediately downstream of the orifice exit which 

was punctuated by the intermittent bursting o f bubbles at the orifice. The saturated vapour 

pressure and the pressure inside the nozzle were approximately equal, hence thermal 

fluctuations in the jet, caused break-up to oscillate between the two highlighted transition 

regimes. Figure 7.23 presents an example of each occurrence in consecutive frames. 

Nevertheless, the rate o f boiling throughout the jet was so high at this superheat that the 

bubble growth rates were sufficient to cause the immediate disintegration of the jet 

irrespective o f the nucleation point.

Due to the high flow velocity and short nozzle length in certain instances the growth rate of 

bubbles nucleating upstream was not sufficient for the bubble diameter to exceed the nozzle 

diameter prior to release. Hence, it is possible for condition B-type flashing to occur 

downstream even when the saturated vapour pressure exceeds the pressure in the nozzle. In 

this way the difference between condition B and condition C-type flashing can be defined in 

terms of two release scenarios; condition B-type flashing occurs when bubbles nucleating 

upstream do not have sufficient time to reach diameters in excess of the nozzle diameter prior 

to release or when the pressure in the nozzle exceeds the saturated vapour pressure, thereby 

preventing stable upstream bubble nucleation,. However, in both instances the superheat must 

be high enough for the bubble growth rate to cause the complete disintegration of the jet in 

spite of the nucleation point.

Due to the diameter o f the jet, and the complex nature of the upstream flow at these 

conditions, the back-light was insufficient to adequately penetrate the nozzle at higher frame 

rates and shutter speeds. Hence it was not possible to determine bubble growth rates or 

bubble frequencies from the images taken at frame rates suitable for this purpose.

7.7 2mm x 7mm Orifice

When utilising the 2mm x 7mm orifice the jet exhibited a ‘waviness’ analogous to Rayleigh- 

type instabilities for sub-cooled jets at low pressure, as demonstrated by Figure 7.24. This 

‘waviness’ is thought to be a consequence of the slightly divergent nozzle shape, caused by 

errors in the manufacturing process, because it was a feature of all releases carried out using
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this nozzle irrespective of the superheat. This waviness created eddies in the flow, which 

appeared to be responsible for bubble generation. Hence it was not possible to distinguish 

whether homogenous bubble nucleation due to molecular processes in the liquid or the 

turbulent eddies were responsible for bubble nucleation. Nevertheless, the full range of 

recorded results is presented here in spite of this unconventional behaviour.

Figure 7.24 Internal and external flow characteristics at 111.1°C and 3.0bar

7.7.1 112.7°C jet temperature, 3.0 bar release pressure

Figure 7.25 presents footage taken at 30,000fps of an example of bubble growth inside the 

2x7mm nozzle at 112.7°C and 3.0bar. The upstream bubble frequency was 5.8kHz, which
n o

corresponded to a bubble concentration of 3.392x10 bubbles/m . The bubble growth rate was 

1.46ms'1. The downstream conditions correspond to those presented in Figure 7.24, where it
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can be seen that the jet displayed characteristics of the first stage of transition to flashing, 

although it is difficult to distinguish between the effect of flashing and the ‘waviness’ of the 

jet on the break-up regime. Bubbles were observed to nucleate relatively close to the nozzle 

inlet and due to the length of the orifice these bubbles were able to grow to relatively large 

sizes, causing significant fragmentation of the jet downstream of the exit orifice.
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Figure 7.25 Bubble growth inside 2x7mm nozzle at 112.7°C and 3.0bar

Figure 7.26 presents the bubble growth rates measured inside the 2x7mm nozzle at 112.7°C 

and 3.0bar. In spite of the unusual flow characteristics, the relationship between the bubble 

radius and the downstream distance from the nozzle inlet was linear. This is significant as it 

indicates that regardless of the manner in which a bubble nucleates, once nucleation occurs 

the growth rate is constant. The overall bubble growth rate varied from 1.0 -  2.0ms'1 between 

cases, due to variations in bubble sphericity and thermal fluctuations in the liquid. Despite the 

low superheat, in some cases the delay time for nucleation appeared to be ‘negative’. 

However, there is no evidence of this occurring at these conditions in any of the footage. 

Hence it is not clear whether this was an effect of the turbulent eddies associated with the 

Rayleigh-type instabilities inside the nozzle, or whether bubbles were in fact nucleating 

upstream of the nozzle. In spite of this peculiarity, the average delay time for bubble 

nucleation was calculated with the inclusion of these so called ‘negative’ delay times, where 

for convenience they were expressed as zero in order to produce a positive number, which in 

this case was 3.0xl0'5s (0.5mm in terms of the delay length).
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Figure 7.26 Bubble growth rates inside 2x7mm nozzle at 112.7°C and 3.0bar

7.7.2 126.6°C jet temperature, 4.4 bar release pressure

Figure 7.27 presents footage taken at 30,000fps of an example of bubble growth inside the

2mm x 7mm nozzle at 126.6°C and 4.4bar. The upstream bubble frequency was 23.6kHz,
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which corresponded to a bubble concentration of 1.148x10s bubbles/m3. The bubble growth 

rate was 1.46ms'1.
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Figure 7.27 Bubble growth inside 2x7mm nozzle at 126.6°C and 4.4bar

In spite of the relatively low superheat the downstream break-up regime demonstrated 

characteristics of an intermediate stage of transition, although it was closer to full flashing 

than the first stage of transition. Nevertheless the bursting of ‘slug bubbles’ downstream 

produced ligaments which disintegrated into small drops, with large liquid blobs originated 

from liquid slugs still observed. The core remained relatively intact, although the jet had 

developed a wide spray angle with small droplets in the outer regions. Figure 7.28 presents 

the internal and external flow characteristics of a superheated jet at 123.7°C and 4.1 bar

U:.:: :: :::
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Figure 7.28 Internal and external flow conditions at 123.7°C and 4.1bar
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Figure 7.29 Bubble growth rates inside 2x7mm nozzle at 126.6°C and 4.4bar

Figure 7.29 presents the bubble growth rates measured inside the 2mm x 7mm nozzle at 

126.6°C and 4.4bar. The relationship between the bubble radius and the downstream distance 

from the nozzle inlet was linear in each case. The bubble growth rate varied from 1.0 -  

2.3ms'1 between cases, due to variations in bubble sphericity and thermal fluctuations in the 

liquid. Again in some cases the delay time for nucleation appeared to be ‘negative’ and these
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times are included as zero when calculating the average, which was 8xl0'5s in this case 

(1.6mm in terms of the delay length).

7.7.3 132.6°C jet temperature, 4.8 bar release pressure

Figure 7.30 presents footage taken at 50,000fps of an example of bubble growth inside the 

2mm x 7mm nozzle at 132.6°C and 4.8bar. The upstream bubble frequency was 49.3kHz, 

which corresponded to a bubble concentration of 2.413x108 bubbles/m3. The bubble growth 

rate was 1.31ms'1.
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Figure 7.30 Bubble growth inside 2x7mm nozzle at 132.6°C and 4.8bar

Figure 7.31 presents the internal and external flow characteristics of a superheated jet at 

conditions of 131.2°C and 4.7bar. Although the downstream conditions are not fully visible, 

the downstream break-up regime demonstrated characteristics of an intermediate stage of 

transition, although again it was closer to full flashing than the first stage of transition. The 

liquid core was shorter than the jet produced at 126.6°C and 4.4bar, however, the spray still 

consisted of ligaments and liquid blobs generated by upstream slug bubbles.
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Figure 7.31 Internal and external flow conditions at 131.2°C and 4.7bar

Figure 7.32 presents the bubble growth rates measured inside the 2x7mm nozzle at 132.6°C 

and 4.8bar. The bubble radius increased linearly with downstream distance from the nozzle 

inlet, varying from 1 -  1.7ms’1 between cases due to variations in bubble sphericity and 

thermal fluctuations in the liquid (Figure 7.30 being a good example of irregular bubble 

development). In each case, the delay time for bubble nucleation was negative. However, 

since the turbulence inside the nozzle appeared to artificially create the impression of 

upstream bubble nucleation at lower superheats, it is unclear whether this is accurate 

Interestingly however, the two previous instances of zero delay time were recorded using the 

1x3.4mm nozzle at 129.4°C and 5.3bar (the delay time was 2.6x10’6s or 0.06mm which is 

effectively zero) and the 2x3.4mm nozzle at 131.2°C and 4.5bar. These conditions are almost 

identical to those recorded here, which would suggest that for water these conditions 

represent the critical conditions for zero delay time upstream of the nozzle outlet.
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Figure 7.32 Bubble growth rates inside 2x7mm nozzle at 132.6°C and 4.8bar
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7 1 A  136.1°C jet temperature, 5.5 bar release pressure

Figure 7.33 presents footage taken at 50,000fps of an example of bubble growth inside the 

2x7mm nozzle at 136.1°C and 5.5bar immediately downstream of the nozzle inlet. The 

upstream bubble frequency was 69.6kHz, which corresponded to a bubble concentration of 

3.104xl08 bubbles/m3. The bubble growth rate was 1.54ms'1. Bubble nucleation occurred in 

the flow stream as well as through the effect of the turbulent flow structures associated with 

this nozzle. Nevertheless, these structures were still responsible for a significant proportion of 

those bubbles which nucleated upstream.
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Figure 7.33 Bubble growth inside 2x7mm nozzle at 136.1°C and 5.5bar

At marginally higher superheat and pressure these turbulent structures developed to the extent 

that they completely dominated the upstream flow structure as demonstrated by Figure 7.34, 

which presents the internal flow structure at 138.8°C and 5.7bar. As the superheat increased 

and the turbulent flow structures dominated the upstream conditions, vapour production 

occurred in the form of continuous streams rather than individual bubbles, which coalesced 

further downstream to create a highly vaporised flow at the nozzle exit.
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Figure 7.34 Internal flow conditions at 138.8°C and 5.7bar

Downstream conditions were still characteristic of an intermediate stage of transition with an 

intact core of approximately 5 nozzle lengths existing immediately downstream of the orifice 

exit. Ligaments were observed at the edge of the core which quickly broke up into smaller 

droplets. Nevertheless the jet had developed a barrel shaped spray, which suggests that the 

conditions were approaching the transition criteria for full flashing. Figure 7.35 presents the 

external break-up characteristics at 136.2°C and 5.4bar.

Photron

Figure 7.35 External flow conditions at 136.2°C and 5.4bar

Of those bubbles which formed in the flow-stream, nucleation appeared to be instigated by a 

surface aberration at the nozzle inlet, which effectively gave those bubbles a zero delay time. 

This is confirmed by the bubble growth rates presented in Figure 7.36, where in each case the 

delay time was ‘negative’ or effectively zero.
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Figure 7.36 Bubble growth rates inside 2x7mm nozzle at 136.1°C and 5.5bar
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7.7.5 148.0°C jet temperature, 6.4 bar release pressure

Figure 7.37 presents the upstream and downstream flow characteristics of a superheated jet at 

148.0°C and 6.4bar. The downstream conditions are at such an advanced stage of full 

flashing that even with a shutter speed of 5.3x10‘6s the camera was unable to pick out 

individual droplets dispersing in the spray.

I *00:00.00 C:iCX’ 
Phocron

Figure 7.37 Internal and external flow characteristics at 148.0°C and 6.4bar

Vapour production occurred in the form of continuous streams rather than individual bubbles, 

which coalesced further downstream to create a high void fraction at the nozzle outlet. Hence 

downstream conditions were characterised by a barrel shaped spray, with violent jet 

disintegration at the nozzle and no delay time for bubble growth. Little further discernible 

change in the downstream flow structure would be anticipated with any additional increase in 

superheat. Due to the lack of individual bubble nucleation upstream of the exit orifice it was 

not possible to measure bubble growth rate, bubble frequency or bubble concentration at 

these conditions.

7.8 Bubble Growth Rate

Various models for determining bubble growth rates in uniformly superheated liquids are
QQpresented in the literature. Scriven’s analysis for bubble growth is presented here in 

Equation ( 7.1 ) and Kitamura’s61 adaptation of this formula is presented in Equation ( 7.2 ).
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However, both equations are found to considerably under-predict the experimental growth 

rates measured in the course of this study. However, Scriven’s analysis was developed for 

motionless bubble growth and Kitamura’s equation was developed for bubble growth at 

atmospheric conditions, which both differ from the problem presented here.

R = CJa[a( t~t0) f 5 (7 .1 )

R = <j>Ja
“ r \ “

x - x 0
n a

i I “/ J

0.5

(7 .2 )

Ivashnyov and Smirnov155 present a model for the growth of motionless bubbles and the 

growth of bubbles rising in a superheated liquid. However, this model is again found to 

under-predict the experimental data.

Various studies102,103,104 present an alternative interpretation of bubble growth by dividing the 

process into three stages. During the first stage of growth, surface tension is dominant, 

impeding growth for a certain delay period. Once the bubble reaches a given size, e.g. 

doubles its diameter, bubble growth is controlled by the difference between the vapour 

pressure inside the nozzle and the exterior pressure, balanced by the inertia of the 

surrounding liquid; i.e. inertial growth. As the bubble grows further, the wall temperature 

consequently drops, causing an increased temperature difference between the surrounding 

liquid and the bubble wall. Hence, the final stage of growth is controlled by the rate of energy 

transfer from the liquid to the liquid-vapour interface to produce vapour and maintain the 

pressure; i.e. thermal growth. Mikic et al102 developed a model governing bubble growth for 

the second and third stages o f growth. Miyatake and Tanaka103,104 developed upon this model 

in an experimentally validated numerical study, to produce an equation which governs 

complete spherical bubble growth across all three stages. However, both models are again 

found to under-predict the bubble growth rates measured in the course of this study.

Yuan et al156 adopt the Rayleigh equation98 in their model governing cavitating flows in 

injection nozzles, previously presented in Equation ( 2.24 ). This equation is based on the 

difference between the vapour pressure inside a bubble and the exterior pressure, balanced by 

the inertia o f the surrounding liquid. The first phase of inertial growth in the models 

presented by Mikic et al and Miyatake and Tanaka is also described by this formula.
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Currently, this equation is also widely used in numerical computation157. While Yuan et aVs 

model was developed for sub-cooled sprays, the conditions are similar to those of the 

problem presented here, where the pressure difference is supplied by the thermodynamic 

properties o f the liquid.

'  r P( v) -P , SdR
dt Pi

0.5

(2.24 )

P(v) is the saturated vapour pressure at the liquid temperature, Pi is the liquid pressure inside 

the nozzle given by Equation ( 7.3 ). P  is the absolute pressure upstream of the nozzle inlet, 

Pi is the density o f the liquid and «/ is the upstream flow velocity.

P , = P - ^ p , u , 2 (7 .3 )

This equation is found to represent the current data relatively well, as demonstrated by Figure 

7.38, which presents the measured growth rates versus the theoretical growth rates predicted 

by the Rayleigh equation
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Figure 7.38 Accuracy of Rayleigh equation for predicting experimental growth rates

Equation ( 7.3 ) is highly sensitive to the pressure upstream of the nozzle inlet, so a 

sensitivity analysis was performed in order to examine the reasons for the discrepancy 

between the theoretical and experimental growth rates when the measured growth rate was 

below 2ms'1 the results o f which are presented in Table 7.1.
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Table 7.1 Sensitivity analysis of Rayleigh equation for bubble growth

Measured
pressure

Nm-2

Theoretical pressure 
required to produce 

measured growth rate

Nm-2

Relative error between 
theoretical and measured 

pressure

Relative error between 
theoretical and measured 

growth rate

530000 529471 0.999 0.988
280000 283177 1.017 2.488
250000 257209 1.029 2.716
205000 209807 1.023 4.528
320000 319663 0.999 0.998
450000 468906 1.042 1.097
295000 299097 1.014 1.532
440000 443159 1.007 1.438
480000 486527 1.014 1.940
550000 556147 1.011 1.700

The figures presented in Table 7.1 show that a small error in the measured pressure is capable 

of producing a large error in the predicted growth rate. It is conceivable that an error in the 

synchronisation of the data acquisition system with the recorded footage of the upstream 

conditions could have produced these errors, especially since the error only needed to be very 

small. This indicates that the Rayleigh equation for bubble growth seems appropriate for 

predicting bubble growth rates in superheated jets upstream of the nozzle outlet, which in 

turn indicates that bubble growth rates measured in this study were controlled by the 

difference between the vapour pressure inside the nozzle and the exterior pressure, balanced 

by the inertia of the surrounding liquid

7.9 Delay Time for Bubble Growth

Figure 7.39 plots the average non 

dimensionalised pressure difference 

exterior pressure (APo*), where td * is given 

Equation ( 7.5 ).

dimensionalised delay time { td *) against the non- 

between the vapour pressure inside the nozzle and the 

by Equation ( 7.4 ) and APo* is given by

t S  = (7 .4 )

AP0* = P M - P i  
p,

(7 .5 )
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When calculating the average delay time ( td ), where the delay time ( td)  was found to be

‘negative’, it was assumed to be zero. This zero value was then included in the calculations of 

the average delay time so as not to ignore the existence of this phenomenon and retain some 

of its influence on the upstream flow conditions.
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Figure 7.39 Variation of delay time with pressure difference

The relationship between the average non-dimensionalised delay time and the non- 

dimensionalised pressure difference is described by Equation ( 7.6 ).

id * = 7x10“4 (AP0 *)-'■612 (7 .6 )

This equation can be used to predict the delay time for the start of inertial growth. According 

to bubble theory, prior to this stage the bubble nucleus must exceed a critical radius, below 

which it would collapse due to surface tension. It is widely accepted102,103,104,158,159 that the 

critical bubble radius at which a bubble nucleus is sustained as a result of equilibrium 

between the surface tension and the pressure difference across the bubble wall is reproduced 

here, having originally been given by Equation ( 2.13 ).

( 2 1 3 )

However, this equation produces critical bubble radii in the order of lxlO'6 -  2xl0'5m for the 

conditions investigated here. These sizes are relatively insignificant with respect to the
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measured bubble growth rates. Therefore, for modelling purposes, it is suggested that for the 

sake of simplicity the critical bubble radius, or the radius at which inertial growth begins can 

be considered as zero.

7.10Bubble Concentration

It is well established that two-phase flow is induced via two mechanisms: homogenous 

nucleation as a result o f molecular processes throughout the body of the fluid and 

heterogeneous nucleation at the liquid/solid surface interface. However, bubble formation by 

phase change usually occurs in the form of heterogeneous nucleation.

The classical theory for homogenous nucleation, as developed by Volmer and Weber79 and
• 52ftBecker and Doring , predicts a homogenous nucleation temperature of water at atmospheric 

pressure o f 310°C, which is clearly well outside the conditions investigated here. However, in 

previous experimental studies by Hung et al160, El-Shall161,162, Peters and Paikert163 and Strey 

et al164, where homogenous bubble nucleation was explicitly the subject o f investigation, the 

predicted nucleation rate was found to be too high at high temperatures and too low at low 

temperatures. Delale et a f°  present a re-working of the classical nucleation theory which they 

demonstrate produces good agreement with experimental data for water over a wide range of 

liquid pressures. However, this re-working still predicts zero bubble nucleation for the 

conditions investigated. The non-classical density functional theory of nucleation proposed
52*7by Oxtoby and Evans represents a slight improvement on the classical nucleation theory but 

still significantly under-predicts the current data. This indicates that for the conditions 

investigated, bubble nucleation was dominated by heterogeneous processes at the 

liquid/nozzle wall interface.

Heterogeneous nucleation is usually described in terms of the development of trapped vapour 

nuclei contained in cracks or cavities on container surfaces. Using a classical approach to 

model the process, it is possible to determine the energy of formation of the critical nucleus 

for the onset o f heterogeneous nucleation, from which one can derive the critical superheat 

for a given cavity size. Nevertheless, in order to determine the bubble nucleation rate, it is 

necessary to know the nucleation site density on the active surface and the average cavity 

diameter. However, experimental and theoretical research into heterogeneous nucleation of
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fluids is in its infancy and attempts to predict nucleation site density have met with little 

success. Recent research by Qi and Klausner93 found no significant difference between 

measured nucleation site densities on smooth and rough surfaces, which indicates that vapour 

trapping cavities are not solely responsible for seeding vapour bubble growth. In addition 

most current understanding is based on pool boiling o f liquid using a submerged heating 

element, upon the surface o f which nucleation takes place. Hence, it is not clear how current 

theory can be applied to the circumstances investigated here.

Nevertheless, it has been well established that the rate of heat transfer associated with boiling 

systems is strongly dependent on the nucleation site density. Inconsistencies in the 

manufacturing process of the nozzles used for investigating the upstream flow characteristics 

produced varying grades o f surface imperfections and aberrations on the nozzle walls. In 

some cases the cross-sectional area o f the nozzle was irregular throughout its length. In the 

case o f the 2x7mm nozzle, this gave rise to Rayleigh-type instabilities, which appeared to be 

responsible for the augmentation of bubble nucleation inside the nozzle. Hence, there was no 

means of correlating the primary input parameters with the heterogeneous nucleation rate 

inside the nozzles investigated and in practice the bubble concentration did not display any 

correlation with any one input parameter. The influence of the confining walls on phase 

transition is clearly o f strong technological relevance for characterising the upstream 

conditions of superheated jets and requires detailed investigation in future studies.

7.11 Model Governing Downstream Break-up Conditions

Figure 7.40 presents a model for predicting the downstream break-up regime based on the 

upstream bubble concentration and bubble growth rate. The model takes the form of a grid 

which is divided into four shaded sections which represent four stages of downstream break

up. The first stage is mechanical break-up, where despite the presence of upstream bubble 

nucleation, the bubble concentration is so low that mechanical processes still dominate, 

irrespective o f the bubble growth rate. The next stage is analogous to transition condition A 

outlined in section 6.1.2, where flashing succeeds mechanical break-up as the dominant 

break-up mechanism. This regime is characterised by high bubble concentrations but low 

growth rates or low bubble concentrations but high growth rates. The next stage is an 

intermediate stage o f break-up which essentially represents the transition from condition A to
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condition B/C and is characterised by high bubble concentrations but relatively low growth 

rates or high growth rates but relatively low bubble concentrations. The final stage of break

up is analogous to both transition conditions B and C outlined in section 6.1.2, where the 

difference between the two break-up regimes can be partly described by the average bubble 

radius at the nozzle exit. These break-up regimes are characterised by high bubble 

concentrations and high growth rates.
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Figure 7.40 Model governing downstream break-up conditions

Mechanical break-up still dominates at low superheats and is described by an upper bubble 

concentration limit, demonstrated by Equation ( 7.7)

If,Ncm >6x10 7m-3 
Then, break -  up regime = mechanical break -  up

( 7.7 )
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Two equations govern the boundary conditions for the first stage flashing, which are given by 

Equation ( 7.8 )

If, 6x107tw-3 < Nconc < 1.5x108w '3 
or,

If, —  <0.6ms~l and Nconc > 6x107m-3  ̂ ^
dt

Then, break -  up regime = Condition A

Two equations govern the boundary conditions for the intermediary stage of break-up, which 

are given by Equation ( 7.9 ).
JD

If, 1.5x108 m"3 < N conc <3x10®m'3 and — > 0 .6 ms'1
dt

or,
dR

If, 0 .6ms- '< —  < 1 .1ms-' and N„ > 1.5x10suT3 
dt B

Then, break — up regime = Intermediate break — up

(7.9)

The boundary conditions for the final stage o f transition are given by Equation ( 7.10)

dR
If, — >1.7 ms-1 and N  >3jri08/?T3

dt conc (7.10)
Then, break -  up regime = Condition B /C

If the conditions outlined by Equation ( 7.10 ) are met, and the diameter of a bubble 

nucleating upstream o f the nozzle outlet is equal to or greater than the nozzle diameter at the 

nozzle exit then bubble bursting will occur immediately downstream of the orifice, causing 

the immediate disintegration of the core, characteristic of condition C type flashing. The 

diameter of an upstream bubble at the nozzle exit is given by Equation (7.11 ), where the 

bubble growth rate dRJdt is given by Equation ( 2.24 ), the average delay time td is derived 

from Equation ( 7.6 ) and tu is the upper time limit for bubble growth, which is given by L/ui.

d B = 2 ~ { t , - t d) (7.11)

If we assume that the upper bubble diameter limit at the nozzle exit for break-up condition B 

to occur is 0.9do then the criteria determining the difference between condition B and C is 

given by Equation ( 7.12 ).
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I f , dB < 0.9 d0
Then, break -  up regime = Condition B

( 7 1 2 )
If, dB >0.9d0 K ;
Then, break -  up regime = Condition C

If the saturated vapour pressure is less than the pressure in the nozzle, bubble nucleation will 

not occur upstream o f the orifice exit. However, if  the saturated vapour pressure exceeds 

atmospheric pressure, bubble nucleation will occur downstream. Under these conditions, the 

transition criteria outlined in chapter 6 can be used to determine the downstream break-up 

conditions.

7.12 Discussion

Superheated jets were observed to flash at lower superheats when the nozzle material was 

Perspex as opposed to brass. This can be partly explained by the differences in surface 

roughness and nucleation site density which have been shown to lower the barrier to 

nucleation and raise the rate o f critical bubble nuclei formation. However, the primary reason 

for this disparity was a difference in the experimental procedure between identifying the 

downstream transition criteria and the upstream flow characteristics. In the course of 

establishing the downstream transition criteria, one charge of the superheated atomiser was 

utilised for each set o f initial conditions. However, when investigating the upstream flow 

structure one charge was used to investigate a given orifice geometry at various frame rates, 

and sometimes more than one nozzle. In each case filming was started once the temperature 

of the jet had stabilised. Pressure in the tank was created by the expansion of water, hence the 

pressure steadily dropped as the tank emptied. Therefore, for a given superheat, downstream 

break-up criteria were established at the atomiser’s maximum operating pressure, while in 

certain instances upstream flow characteristics were investigated at comparatively low release 

pressures. Since the bubble growth rate, and delay time have both been shown to be 

correlated by the difference between the saturated vapour pressure and the pressure in the 

nozzle, the release pressure is clearly critical to the downstream break-up regime, which 

explains the apparent discrepancy in the necessary superheat for flashing between the brass 

and Perspex nozzles.
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The proposed model for determining the downstream break-up regime based on the bubble 

growth rate and bubble concentration has been developed in the absence of conclusive data 

for fully flashing conditions. Hence the proposed criteria for transition between intermediate 

flashing and full flashing are intuitive projections based on the data that was available. 

However, the downstream conditions for the release at 136.1°C and 5.5bar through the 

2x7mm nozzle were observed to be at an intermediate stage, which appeared to be 

approaching full flashing, for which case it was possible to take measurements of bubble 

growth, bubble concentration and delay time. The downstream conditions for the release at 

148.0°C and 6.4bar were observed to be fully flashing, but the upstream conditions precluded 

the measurement o f the bubble properties. The transition criteria for full flashing must 

therefore lie between these two release conditions. Hence the proposed criteria have been 

tailored accordingly. Nevertheless, they clearly require validation based on experimental 

data. Moreover, the model is based on ten data points, hence, all of the boundary conditions 

outlined require validation and it is recommended at this stage that they be interpreted as 

guidelines rather than definitive transition criteria.

The lack of understanding in the process of heterogeneous bubble nucleation precludes the 

prediction of the upstream bubble concentration. Hence for the implementation of the 

outlined boundary conditions for modelling purposes, this area requires thorough 

investigation. This is likely to be a highly involved and lengthy process. Nevertheless, 

qualitatively, the model outlined in Figure 7.40 provides a sound basis for the framework of a 

model for determining the downstream conditions based on the bubble growth rate and 

bubble concentration.

7.13 Summary

Results from a high speed photographic study o f the upstream flow structure of superheated 

jets have been presented and discussed. Upstream conditions have been categorised in terms 

of the bubble growth rate (given as the average measured growth rate), delay time and 

concentration.

The recorded bubble growth rates have been compared with various previously proposed 

theories of bubble growth in superheated liquids and the Rayleigh equation has been found to
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adequately represent the data. Due to the restrictions applied by the confines of the nozzle 

geometry, bubble growth did not develop into the thermal growth regime, but was dominated 

by inertial growth. A sensitivity analysis o f the Rayleigh equation highlighted the sensitivity 

of the predicted bubble growth rate to the upstream pressure. This was used to explain the 

discrepancies between the theoretical and measured growth rates.

The average delay time for bubble growth has been found to be correlated by the non- 

dimensionalised difference between the interior bubble pressure and exterior liquid pressure. 

The correlation effectively determines a critical cut-off point above which the delay time is in 

effect zero. Given the small size o f the theoretical critical bubble radius with respect to the 

measured bubble radii and bubble growth rates bubble growth rates it is suggested that for 

modelling purposes it can be assumed to be zero.

Both the classical nucleation theory and the density functional theory for homogenous 

nucleation grossly under-predict the measured bubble concentrations. Hence, heterogeneous 

nucleation at the liquid/nozzle wall interface was the dominant mode of bubble production 

inside the nozzle. Heterogeneous nucleation is poorly understood but it is widely accepted to 

be a function of the nucleation site density. However, inconsistencies in the manufacturing 

process o f the nozzles used for investigating the upstream flow characteristics produced 

varying grades o f surface imperfections and aberrations on the nozzle walls. Hence, bubble 

concentration could not be correlated with any of the primary input parameters, and this 

remains an area for further investigation.

A model based on the upstream bubble concentration and bubble growth has been proposed 

for predicting transition between four highlighted downstream break-up conditions when the 

saturated vapour pressure exceeds the pressure in the nozzle. When the pressure in the nozzle 

exceeds the saturated vapour pressure, it is recommended that the transition criteria outlined 

in Chapter 6 be applied.

When the saturated vapour pressure exceeds the pressure inside the nozzle, the difference 

between condition B and condition C-type flashing can be described in terms of the average 

bubble diameter at the nozzle exit.
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7.14 Future Work

The results presented in this chapter are subject to the limitations of quality of manufacture of 

the nozzles utilised. Hence, the main priority of future studies in this field should be to aim 

towards eliminating inconsistencies in the manufacturing process of the nozzles utilised and 

the development o f precision engineered orifices representative of idealised conditions. This 

would also facilitate the investigation of possible homogenous processes occurring in the 

nozzle. The use o f quartz is suggested as an ideal solution to this problem, although it is 

acknowledged that it may never be possible to completely eliminate surface imperfections 

from nozzle manufacture.

Heterogeneous nucleation remains poorly understood, yet it is the primary cause of upstream 

bubble nucleation in superheated liquid jets. It is not only necessary to better understand the 

influence of the confining nozzle walls on phase transition, but also to recognise the 

particular nucleation behaviour associated with this application. Hence, the development of 

experimental methodologies for determining the influence of such input parameters as 

surface roughness and nucleation site density, as well as temperature and pressure, on the 

bubble concentration requires considerable attention.

The data presented is limited by the range of initial conditions investigated. A more 

comprehensive analysis o f the upstream flow structure is therefore necessary to validate the 

current data and potentially develop upon the findings of this study further. Particular 

attention is required in the investigation of the upstream conditions for fully flashing releases 

where there still remains a dearth o f information. This would facilitate the establishment of 

validated transition criteria for this mode of break-up.

The technique utilised was limited at high temperature and pressure where the illumination 

equipment was unable to penetrate both the bubble density upstream and the spray density 

downstream. High power illumination e.g. by sheet laser may facilitate progress in this area 

and the feasibility o f using such a technique should at least be investigated.
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8.1 Introduction

In this chapter the primary conclusions drawn from all aspects of this experimental study of 

pressurised liquid releases through simple orifices are collated. Where appropriate, proposed 

correlations are presented, including recommendations for the use of previously proposed 

correlations in the literature.

8.2 Mechanical Break-Up

A non-dimensionalised SMD correlation for break-up of sub-cooled sprays has been 

developed based on PDA data for isothermal water jets in atomisation regime, previously 

presented by Equation ( 5.15 ) and reproduced here.

^  =  64.73 
do

/  \  0.114
r l ' Re-0014 We~0533 ( 5.15 )

The accuracy of the correlation in reproducing the original dataset has been discussed, with 

predicted results representing a mean relative error of 0.135, and a standard deviation of 

0.172 from this error. Sample graphs have been compiled for a range of release scenarios, 

comparing predictions from 4 different previous models, developed outside the range of 

conditions investigated in the course o f this study. The proposed correlation compares 

favourably with previously proposed models, demonstrating good agreement for exponents of
o

do and AP. Under conditions similar to diesel injection (>10 Pa), SMD values less than 20 

microns are predicted by the proposed correlation, which is consistent with data from 

automotive diesel sprays, providing confidence in using the correlation to extrapolate to 

conditions outside the current dataset.

Similarity scaling has been performed in terms of the liquid density, shear viscosity and 

surface tension, in order to evaluate the applicability of the correlation to fluids other than 

water. The exponents o f the primary parameters inherent in the proposed correlation are 

intuitively sensible and demonstrate good agreement with previously proposed correlations 

developed outside the domain of this study, which supports the interim use of the correlation 

in its current form until data from releases o f materials other than water becomes available.
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The PDA data has been shown to demonstrate significant truncation as a result of inherent 

inaccuracies in the adopted ID system and the poor atomisation quality of sprays at low 

release pressures (< 8bar). The system utilised represented technology at the cutting edge of 

current diagnostic techniques, which operated at the limit of its capability at all times. Data 

truncation was therefore an inevitable consequence of the application investigated. 

Nevertheless the favourable comparison of the proposed correlation with previous droplet 

size correlations and moreover, with the dataset for low pressure releases (less than 8bar) 

presented by Buchlin and StGeorges54, indicates that while errors associated with the 

measurement process were not insignificant, they do not preclude the use of the correlation as 

a tool for modelling sub-cooled releases of sub-cooled liquid jets to the atmosphere. On the 

contrary, it would appear that it is more appropriate than any previously proposed correlation 

currently available.

A correlation for the droplet size distribution has been proposed based on the common 

Rossin-Rammler distribution, previously presented by Equation ( 5.24 ) and reproduced here. 

The proposed correlation demonstrates good agreement with the recorded data and represents 

a significant improvement on previously proposed droplet distributions.

l -v (D )  = e"134̂  ( 5 '24)

8.3 Flashing Atomisation

Analysis of the spray jet-width has been proposed as a simple and unobtrusive method of 

characterising the transition from mechanical break-up to flashing for superheated sprays. A 

point of inflection in the relationship between the jet superheat and jet width characterises the 

point of transition, which is found to exist between 20-30°C for a 2x3.4mm nozzle.

Rainout fraction has been demonstrated to be inversely proportional to the degree of 

superheat. It is tentatively suggested that the orifice size, height of the orifice above ground 

level and the length of piping prior to the orifice inlet have no influence on the resultant 

rainout associated with a release of superheated liquid.
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The correlation proposed by De Vaull and King for non-volatile liquids is suggested as a 

useful tool for providing an estimate of the rainout fraction from releases of non-volatile 

superheated liqiuids. This correlation is reproduced here.

Vr = ^ ~ ~ ( T 0~ T J  (2.43)
K

A quantitative experimental methodology for identifying transition from mechanical break-up 

to full flashing has been designed and implemented, allowing comparison of transition data 

with the correlation previously proposed by Kitamura et al. The current dataset has been 

demonstrated to be consistent with the correlation advocated by Kitamura et al for transition 

to condition B-type flashing identified within the context of this study. The transition 

criterion is based on the Weber number and Jakob number, modified by a correction factor 

derived from the difference between theoretical and measured bubble growth rates in 

superheated jets. Hence, it is proposed that this correlation, reproduced here, is adopted until 

a broader dataset for a range o f materials becomes available.
_ _ i

Ja<j> = W W e 1 ( 6'5 )

Three distinctive stages o f transition have been identified for the break-up of superheated jets 

from the mechanical regime to full flashing. Two equations governing the starting point and 

end point of transition, identified as condition A and condition C within the context of this 

study, have been recommended for modelling purposes. These equations are reproduced here.

Jaij) = 55 We~l  ( 6 6  )

Ja$ = l50Wev̂  (6 .7 )

Traditional laser diffraction based techniques have been shown to be inadequate for 

investigating large-scale pressurised releases of superheated jets. Although calibration 

equations exist, the obscuration rates associated with recorded data precluded the application 

of these equations to the current dataset. Consistent with the recommendations of the

literature review, PDA has been shown to be currently the most suitable optical technique for

characterisation of flashing jets.
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PDA data for fully flashing sprays at two release conditions have been presented and 

discussed. Close to the orifice exit, the release conditions dominate the droplet size 

distribution, while aerodynamic influences, coalescence and rainout begin to take over as 

droplets move further downstream. Hence, post-expansion data was taken at 250mm 

downstream, at which point it was assumed that dynamic jet break-up was complete and the 

effect of coalescence and rainout was least significant.

A correlation for the droplet size distribution has been proposed based on the common 

Rossin-Rammler distribution, reproduced here. The proposed correlation demonstrates good 

agreement with the recorded data and represents a significant improvement on previously 

proposed droplet distributions.

1 -  v(D) -  e~° ( 6-9 )

The SMD correlation for mechanical break-up presented by Equation ( 5.15 ), the established 

transition criteria and the PDA data have been combined to produce an SMD model 

governing complete transition from mechanical break-up to full flashing, based on 

Muralidhar’s simple model for liquid capture. In the absence of data, a linear relationship has 

been assumed to exist between droplet SMD and superheat during the intermediary stage of 

transition. The full model is outlined by Equation ( 6.10 ) and is reproduced on the following 

page.

The model has been validated against experimental data from a range of studies. Since the 

large majority of the data was generated using water as the model fluid, the lack of data for 

different materials is considered the most significant deficiency at this stage of understanding 

Hence, although an improvement on previous models for superheated releases, there is still 

considerable research and development required to appraise, consolidate and develop some of 

the assumptions and modelling approaches adopted in this study. Nevertheless, the level of 

agreement between the model and previous data validates the approach outlined for extending 

the model for use with fluids other than water until a more comprehensive dataset becomes 

available.

DNV have integrated this model into their PHAST/ATEX code for modelling large-scale 

atmospheric dispersion and have found reasonable agreement with a range of materials.
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If Ja</> < 55We~l 

SMDThen = 64.73-
r L\ 01u

Re-0014. ^ - 0-533

If 55W e/i < Ja\i> < \50Wev~3

Then SMD = 7,-/7
V X\ ~ x 2 J

( x - x l ) + /

where (x1, f l ) = (AT,SMD)  when Ja(f> = 55Wex

r  \

AT, A when Ja</> = ISOfVe, 7

( 6.10)

If Ja0>\5OW e~i

7 ,Then SMD =
\ x i - x 2 /

(x-Xj)+ f x for SMD > 30pm

Otherwise SMD = -10  7( x - x 3)+ f 3 

Where (x3 , / 3) = {AT, SMD) when SMD = 30pm

8.4 Upstream Flow Structure

Results from a high speed photographic study of the upstream flow structure of superheated 

jets have been presented and discussed. Upstream conditions have been categorised in terms 

of the bubble growth rate (given as the average measured growth rate), delay time and 

concentration.

The recorded bubble growth rates have been compared with various previously proposed 

theories of bubble growth in superheated liquids and the Rayleigh equation, reproduced here, 

has been found to adequately represent the data.
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Due to the restrictions applied by the confines o f the nozzle geometry, bubble growth did not 

develop into the thermal growth regime, but was dominated by inertial growth. A sensitivity 

analysis of the Rayleigh equation highlighted the sensitivity of the predicted bubble growth 

rate to the upstream pressure. This was used to explain the discrepancies between the 

theoretical and measured growth rates.

The average delay time for bubble growth has been found to be correlated by the non- 

dimensionalised difference between the interior bubble pressure and exterior liquid pressure, 

which is reproduced here.

td* = 7x1 (T4 (AP0 *)■'•612 (7 .6)

The correlation effectively determines a critical cut-off point above which the delay time is in 

effect zero. Given the small size o f the theoretical critical bubble radius with respect to the 

measured bubble radii and bubble growth rates bubble growth rates it is suggested that for 

modelling purposes it can be assumed to be zero.

Both the classical nucleation theory and the density functional theory for homogenous 

nucleation grossly under-predict the measured bubble concentrations. Hence, heterogeneous 

nucleation at the liquid/nozzle wall interface was the dominant mode of bubble production 

inside the nozzle. Heterogeneous nucleation is poorly understood but it is widely accepted to 

be a function of the nucleation site density. However, inconsistencies in the manufacturing 

process of the nozzles used for investigating the upstream flow characteristics produced 

varying grades o f surface imperfections and aberrations on the nozzle walls. Hence, bubble 

concentration could not be correlated with any of the primary input parameters, and this 

remains an area for further investigation.

A model based on the upstream bubble concentration and bubble growth has been proposed 

for predicting transition between four highlighted downstream break-up conditions, namely 

mechanical break-up, intermediate break-up, condition A and condition B/C, when the 

saturated vapour pressure exceeds the pressure in the nozzle. When the pressure in the nozzle 

exceeds the saturated vapour pressure, it is recommended that the transition criteria outlined 

in Equations ( 6.5 ) - ( 6.7 ) be applied. The boundary conditions of this model are presented 

by Equations (8.1 ) - ( 8 . 2 )  and reproduced here.
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If, Nconc > 6x107™ 3
Then, break -  up regime = mechanical break -  up

If, 6x107 w"3 < Nconc < 1.5x108 tw~3
or,

dR - i  J  *  1 a 7  -3 ( 7 -8 )If, — < 0.6 ms 1 and Nconc > 6x107tw 
dt

Then, break -  up regime = Condition A

dR
If, 1.5x108/w"3 < Nconc < 3x108/w-3 and — > 0.6 ms-1

or.
(7 .9)

Tjf, 0.6 ms < —  < 1.7 ms owe? iV. > 1.5x10 m
dt B

Then, break — up regime -  Intermediate break -  up

If, >1.7 ms 1 and Nconc >3xl08m 3
dt conc (7 .10)

Then, break -  up regime = Condition B /C

The diameter o f an upstream bubble at the nozzle exit is given by Equation ( 7.11)

d B = l ^ ( t u- t d) (7 .11)

The criteria determining the difference between flashing condition B and C is given by 

Equation (7.12 ).

If, dB <0.9d„
Then, break -  up regime = Condition B

( 7121
If, dB >0.9d0 K • }
Then, break -  up regime = Condition C

If the saturated vapour pressure is less than the pressure in the nozzle, bubble nucleation will 

not occur upstream o f the orifice exit. However, if  the saturated vapour pressure exceeds 

atmospheric pressure, bubble nucleation will occur downstream. Under these conditions, the 

transition criteria outlined in chapter 6 can be used to determine the downstream break-up 

conditions.
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9.1 Introduction

The following recommendations concerning future work are made as a result of the findings 

of this research programme:

9.2 Mechanical Break-Up

The extension o f the proposed mechanical break-up correlation to conditions outside the 

current dataset requires justification. Droplet sizes in sub-cooled releases at pressures above 

24bar, and therefore in the ‘atomisation’ break-up regime should be investigated. The 

proposed lower and upper cut-off limits for nozzle aspect ratio also require validation.

The influence o f fluid properties on the proposed correlation requires assessment, in order to 

justify its application to fluids other than water. Hence, it is necessary to design and conduct 

an experimental programme capable of investigating releases of potentially toxic or 

flammable liquids in a safe and controlled manner.

A more complete understanding o f the impact of the nozzle aspect ratio on droplet SMD is 

required. In addition the impact o f realistic surface aberrations, and material of manufacture, 

on spray characteristics compared with the ‘idealised’, carefully manufactured orifices 

utilised in this study requires appraisal.

The dataset for sub-cooled sprays requires validation through the use of a Dual PDA 2D 

system with particular reference to the impact of the so-called ‘trajectory effect’. The 

development o f non-intrusive diagnostic technologies capable of measuring droplet sizes 

outside the range of the system utilised in the course of this study should be monitored so that 

the influence o f data truncation on the recorded data can be assessed and eliminated when 

and where such technologies arise.
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9.3 Flashing Atomisation

The upper cut-off limit at which the jet width ceases to significantly increase requires 

investigation. In addition, the use of the jet width as a method of jet characterisation requires 

validation for a more comprehensive range of initial conditions, with particular reference to 

the orifice dimensions.

It is necessary to develop towards an improved experimental methodology for the 

investigation of rainout fraction. The possible effects o f inclement ambient conditions need to 

be eliminated, and a more accurate method of rainout collection requires implementation. The 

current data requires validation and the precise nature of the influence of superheat on the 

collected rainout fraction requires investigation.

A feasibility study of the possibility o f safely measuring rainout from large scale releases of a 

range of materials should be conducted, and the results implemented in order to understand 

the effect of the fluid properties on the rainout fraction.

Given the current structure and relative simplicity of the SMD model for superheated sprays, 

the main priority for future work should be to provide data representative of conditions 

between the departure from mechanical break-up and fully flashing conditions

This experimental programme was restricted in terms of scale of release, due to the density of 

the spray for larger orifice sizes (Reynolds numbers). Further work should aim to utilise new 

developments in droplet size diagnostics, specifically focussed on dense-spray applications, 

which allow the measurement of releases for high mass flow-rates to the undertaken.

It is unlikely that a discontinuous linear correlation between the various modes of breakup is 

appropriate. Methods and models for characterising non-linear effects should be considered. 

For example, a two-phase model would be more appropriate after fully flashing conditions 

have been attained, and the presumed ‘slow’ linear decay of droplet size with superheat after 

the SMD has reached 30um requires appraisal. In addition the influence of orifice 

characteristics on droplet SMD in superheated jets needs to be investigated further.
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Subject to constraints of the measurement technique, the feasibility of measuring the effect of 

superheat on droplet SMD in one complete sweep from sub-cooled to fully flashing sprays 

should be appraised. This would facilitate the direct comparison of the actual correlation 

function with that presumed (discontinuous linear function) in this study.

This study has only considered water and, as with the results achieved for sub-cooled 

releases, a similarity scaling approach has been utilised to allow predictions of other materials 

in lieu of data. Hence, the influence o f variation in fluid properties on the proposed 

correlation needs to be assessed. This could have the affect of modifying the correlation, or 

require the introduction o f additional dimensionless groups.

Whilst the focus of this work has been to develop simplified, semi-empirical models, more 

detailed modelling approaches for two-phase atomisation would also be beneficial and 

complementary to this study.

9.4 Upstream Flow Structure

The results of the study o f the upstream flow structure of superheated jets are subject to the 

limitations of quality o f manufacture of the nozzles utilised. Hence, the main priority of 

future studies in this field should be to aim towards eliminating inconsistencies in the 

manufacturing process o f the nozzles utilised and the development of precision engineered 

orifices representative o f idealised conditions. This would also facilitate the investigation of 

possible homogenous processes occurring in the nozzle. The use of quartz is suggested as an 

ideal solution to this problem, although it is acknowledged that it may never be possible to 

completely eliminate surface imperfections from nozzle manufacture.

Heterogeneous nucleation remains poorly understood, yet it is the primary cause of upstream 

bubble nucleation in superheated liquid jets. It is not only necessary to better understand the 

influence of the confining nozzle walls on phase transition, but also to recognise the 

particular nucleation behaviour associated with this application. Hence, the development of 

experimental methodologies for determining the influence of such input parameters as 

surface roughness and nucleation site density, as well as temperature and pressure, on the 

bubble concentration requires considerable attention.
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The data presented is limited by the range of initial conditions investigated. A more 

comprehensive analysis of the upstream flow structure is therefore necessary to validate the 

current data and potentially develop upon the findings of this study further. Particular 

attention is required in the investigation of the upstream conditions for fully flashing releases 

where there still remains a dearth of information. This would facilitate the establishment of 

validated transition criteria to this mode of break-up.

The technique utilised was limited at high temperature and pressure where the illumination 

equipment was unable to penetrate both the bubble density upstream and the spray density 

downstream. High power illumination e.g. by sheet laser may facilitate progress in this area 

and the feasibility o f using such a technique should at least be investigated.

9.5 General Recommendations

In all aspects of the investigation into superheated sprays, the atomiser used was incapable of 

decoupling the release pressure from the stagnation temperature. Hence, the design and 

manufacture of a superheated rig capable of decoupling release pressure from the internal 

stagnation temperature is necessary for a more comprehensive evaluation of the impact of 

these input variables on the resultant spray characteristics, both upstream and downstream of 

the nozzle outlet.
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